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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 

 

Case No. 15-cv-22692-Ungaro/Otazo-Reyes 

 

 

PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL 

TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, INC., 

ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, 

HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA 

NETWORK, 

 

Plaintiffs, 

 

v. 

 

MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and 

FESTIVAL FUN PARKS, LLC, d/b/a 

PALACE ENTERTAINMENT, 

 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO EXCLUDE IMPROPER OPINION TESTIMONY BY 

FORMER SEAQUARIUM VETERINARIAN MICHAEL S. RENNER, DVM 

Dr. Michael S. Renner, by his own sworn admission, is not expert in animal behavior, has 

never studied wild orcas, and has no experience with the retirement or release of captive orcas. 

Likewise, Dr. Renner is not a lawyer and has no expertise in the Endangered Species Act 

(“ESA”), the sole statute at issue in this litigation. Despite this, Defendant seeks to rely on the 

testimony of Dr. Renner to address precisely these topics. On February 8, 2016, Defendant 

served on Plaintiffs Dr. Renner’s opening expert report which consisted, almost exclusively, of a 

series of improper legal conclusions relating both to the ESA, which governs this litigation, and 

to another statutory scheme (the Animal Welfare Act (“AWA”)) that is not even at issue in this 

case. Then, on February 19, 2016, the last day of discovery in this matter and three days after Dr. 

Renner had been deposed, Defendant’s counsel forwarded to Plaintiffs an email that they 

characterized as Dr. Renner’s rebuttal “report” to Plaintiffs’ various experts. That “report” 

included yet more improper legal conclusions and, in addition, set forth numerous opinions 
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relating to the behavior of Lolita (the orca at issue in this case), and to the desirability of 

releasing her to a sea pen in her native waters.  

Dr. Renner’s testimony on these subjects simply cannot meet the 11
th

 Circuit’s stringent 

standard for expert testimony. That standard requires (1) that the expert be qualified on the 

matter about which he intends to testify, (2) that he employ reliable methodology in analyzing 

the facts of the case, and (3) that his testimony be helpful to the trier of fact. Dr. Renner’s 

proposed testimony meets none of these requirements. He admits that he is not qualified as an 

expert in the topics about which he opines and, even if he were, it is well established that the 

statements in his reports regarding the ESA and AWA are improper legal conclusions that, by 

their very nature, are not helpful to the fact finder in this case and should be excluded. Further, 

Dr. Renner has failed to employ any reliable methodology to analyze the behavior-related issues 

discussed in his reports, neglecting to review the most critical records regarding Lolita’s 

behavior during her time in Defendant’s care. For these reasons, Plaintiffs’ hereby move this 

Court for an order barring Dr. Renner from testifying regarding ESA or AWA compliance, 

animal behavior, wild orca health or behavior, or the desirability of transferring Lolita to a sea 

pen. Plaintiffs incorporate the below memorandum of law in support of this motion. 

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

This lawsuit seeks to enjoin Defendant’s ongoing “take” under the ESA of the 

endangered orca named “Lolita.”
1
 Lolita was captured in 1970 from waters off the coast of 

Washington State and has been held at Miami Seaquarium since that time. She is a member of 

the Southern Resident Killer Whale (“SRKW”) Distinct Population Segment (“DPS”), a group of 

animals whose numbers were drastically reduced during the 1960s and 70s due, in large part, to 

captures for marine parks such as Miami Seaquarium. (Compl., ECF No. 1, ¶ 35.) The SRKW 

pod was listed as endangered on November 18, 2005. 50 C.F.R. § 224.101; 70 Fed. Reg. 69903 

(Nov. 18, 2005). Lolita was specifically added to the SRKW DPS listing in 2015, following a 

lawsuit and petition filed by Plaintiffs challenging the National Marine Fisheries Service’s 

(“NMFS”) prior unlawful exclusion of her from her pod’s listing. See 80 Fed. Reg.7380 (Feb. 10, 

2015). 

                                                           
1
 Defendant and its employees refer to Lolita by numerous alternate names, including “Tokitae,” 

“Toki,” “Tik,” and “Gypsy.”  
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Conduct impacting endangered animals such as Lolita is subject to statutory and 

regulatory restrictions under the ESA. Section 9(a)(1)(B) of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. § 1538(a)(1)(B), 

prohibits the “take” of any endangered animal. The ESA defines the term “take” to include 

“harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage 

in any such conduct.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19). The term “harm” includes an act which “kills or 

injures” an endangered or threatened animal. 50 C.F.R. § 17.3. The term “harass” includes an 

“intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood of injury [to an endangered 

animal] by annoying [her] to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns 

which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering.” Id.
2
  

Plaintiffs allege that Defendant harms and harasses Lolita, in violation of the various 

provisions of the ESA, by confining her to a small, shallow, barren concrete tank, without 

adequate protection from the sun, and without a single orca companion. (Complaint, ECF No. 1, 

¶¶ 1-72.) The interpretation and application of the ESA’s legal framework remains, as it always 

does, exclusively within the province of this Court. 

A. Dr. Renner’s Expert Reports Contain Numerous Improper Legal 

Conclusions 

Defendant has retained its own former employee, Dr. Michael Renner, as a purported 

expert in this matter. Dr. Renner, who previously served as one of Miami Seaquarium’s staff 

veterinarians for Lolita, admits that he has no expertise in the ESA. (Transcript of Deposition of 

Michael S. Renner (“Renner Tr.”) at 27:4-6 (“Q: Are you an expert in the Endangered Species 

Act? A: No.”), attached hereto as Exhibit A.) Yet inexplicably, both Dr. Renner’s opening expert 

report and his emailed rebuttal “report” contain numerous legal conclusions regarding 

                                                           
2
 50 C.F.R. § 17.3 is a regulation adopted by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service 

(“FWS”). The NMFS, the entity charged with regulating endangered marine mammals such as 

Lolita, has cited this regulation, but has not adopted an official definition of the term “harass”. 

See, e.g., Endangered Species Act (ESA) Section 7(a)(2) Biological Opinion and Section 7(a)(2) 

“Not Likely to Adversely Affect” Determination, available at 

http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/publications/protected species/marine mammals/final

groundfish biop 12-7-12.pdf (applying a definition of “harass” that is “consistent with the 

[FWS]’s interpretation of the term”); Strahan v. Roughead, 910 F. Supp. 2d 358, 366 (D. Mass. 

2012) (noting that definition of harassment used by NMFS is similar to the FWS regulatory 

definition); but cf. Native Vill. of Chickaloon v. Nat'l Marine Fisheries Serv., 947 F. Supp. 2d 

1031, 1066-67 (D. Alaska 2013) (“NMFS maintains it did not rely on FWS’s definition of the 

term.”). 
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Defendant’s purported compliance with that statute and with the AWA, a separate statute that is 

not at issue in this litigation.  

1. Dr. Renner’s Opening Expert Report 

Dr. Renner’s February 8, 2016 expert report focuses almost exclusively on whether 

Defendant’s conduct with regard to Lolita constitutes an unlawful “take” under the ESA and the 

regulations promulgated thereunder. (Letter from Michael S. Renner, DVM, to James Lister, 

dated February 7, 2016 and served on February 8, 2016 (“Renner Report”), attached hereto as 

Exhibit B.) Specifically, Dr. Renner states:  

 

I strongly disagree there has been any “take”. The ESA defines the term “take” to 

mean “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, collect, or to 

attempt to engage in any such conduct”. Lolita first came to the Miami 

Seaquarium prior to the ESA of 1973; therefore, the legality of her acquisition by 

Miami Seaquarium in 1970 should not be in question. Clearly she is not being 

pursued, hunted, shot, wounded, killed, or trapped. Therefore, it appears to me 

that “harm” and “harass” (both further defined by the ESA regulations with 

reference to injury or likelihood of injury) are the ESA terms in question. Based 

on my twenty-four years of experience as a marine mammal veterinarian and my 

knowledge of Lolita and her care at Miami Seaquarium, it is my professional 

opinion that Lolita is not being injured and is not likely to be injured as a result of 

the care provided for her by Miami Seaquarium and therefore I don't believe she 

is being “harmed” or “'harassed” in any way. 

 

(Renner Report at 1.)  

Dr. Renner conceded in his deposition that this “expert” opinion was based upon his own 

“interpretation of the definition of ‘take’” under the ESA. (Renner Tr. at 86:21-25.) What is 

more, Dr. Renner testified that he unilaterally, and without legal basis, elected to narrow that 

definition in order to reach the conclusion that Lolita is not being harmed or harassed by the 

conditions in which Defendant maintains her. (See Renner Tr. at 87:5-10; 87:17-88:24.) Indeed, 

Dr. Renner acknowledged that the rakes on Lolita’s skin documented in her veterinary records 

do constitute an injury, but stated that he nevertheless concluded that such injuries “are minor 

and insignificant, and they don’t constitute take and harm.” (Renner Tr. at 88:16-18.) When 

asked whether he found any basis in the applicable statute or regulations to narrow the definition 

of “take” in this way, Dr. Renner merely stated that “I have to call [rakes] injury because they are 

injuries, but again, scratches and scrapes minor, I don’t think that is what the endangered species 
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[act] is getting at.” (Renner Tr. at 88:1-5; see also Renner Tr. at 89:7-22.) But Defendant offers 

no evidence that Dr. Renner is somehow qualified as an expert in legislative intent, i.e. there is 

no basis for concluding that he should be aware of what Congress or any federal agencies were 

“getting at” in enacting the applicable provisions of the ESA. Further, Dr. Renner is not a lawyer 

and has offered no evidence that he is familiar, even on a general level, with principles of 

statutory construction. (See Renner Tr. at 28:19-21 (“Q. Are you an attorney? A. No. Do I sound 

like one?”).)  

Dr. Renner nevertheless further opines that the legality of Defendant’s conduct under the 

ESA is demonstrated by Lolita’s longevity, stating that: 

Lolita’s longevity and paucity of health issues during forty-six years at Miami 

Seaquarium are testimony to her level of care and well being. I find no evidence of 

any violation of the ESA based on past history, medical records, and recent 

observation.  

 

(Renner Report at 2 (emphasis added).)  

Dr. Renner offers yet more legal conclusions regarding the application of the ESA to 

Plaintiffs’ requested relief, stating, “I believe any radical changes to her current environment, as 

suggested by the citizen suit (including transport and relocation to a natural sea pen) are much 

more likely to ‘harm’ and ‘harass’ Lolita, as well as the population of endangered wild killer 

whales that she will encounter.” (Id. at 1.)  

In addition to improperly opining on the legality of Defendant’s conduct under the ESA, 

which is the sole statute at issue in this litigation, Dr. Renner also offers legal conclusions 

regarding Defendant’s purported compliance with an entirely separate statutory scheme, the 

AWA, stating “I do not believe Lolita is living under unlawful conditions.” (Id. at 2.)
3
 Dr. 

Renner further states, “APHIS rules and regulations are in place to enforce the AWA and protect 

                                                           
3
 The AWA, 7 U.S.C. § 2131—which is not at issue in this case—authorizes the Secretary of 

Agriculture to set “minimum” requirements for the treatment of all animals used in exhibition 

and research, regardless of whether such animals are listed as either “endangered” or 

“threatened” under the ESA. 7 U.S.C. § 2143(a)(2). Although regulations promulgated under the 

ESA address the AWA in that they exempt from the definition of harass “generally accepted . . . 

husbandry practices that meet or exceed the minimum standards for facilities and care under the 

Animal Welfare Act”, 50 C.F.R. § 17.3, the fact that Lolita is the sole endangered orca in 

captivity and held in conditions unlike any other captive orca in the country means that 

Defendant’s practices cannot possibly be “generally accepted” and, accordingly, the AWA 

standards are not relevant to this action.  
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marine mammals like Lolita at educational facilities such as the Miami Seaquarium. Miami 

Seaquarium complies with APHIS regulations pertaining to killer whales.” (Id.) As with his legal 

conclusions regarding ESA compliance, however, Dr. Renner admits that he lacks expertise 

regarding the AWA. (Renner Tr. at 172:1-17 (“I don’t need to be an expert because the rules are 

already written.”); see also 195:9-14 (discussing reliance on Defendant’s purported expert (and 

longtime SeaWorld employee) Thad Lacinak’s findings).)  

Dr. Renner’s report is so full of legal conclusions that, if his statements regarding the 

Defendant’s purported compliance with the ESA and AWA are disregarded, only one substantive 

paragraph remains. That paragraph, which appears at page 2 of his report, lists the types of 

evidence that Dr. Renner reviewed (“clinical notes, blood results, and various laboratory sample 

results including cytology and culture of skin, teeth, tongue, eye, blowhole, stomach, feces, 

vagina, and urine” and “physical examinations and review of medical records, as well as my own 

personal examinations”), and makes the conclusory statement that “Lolita is very well cared for 

and continues to thrive in her environment”. (Renner Report at 2.) Despite the fact this paragraph 

does not contain legal analysis, however, Dr. Renner fails to demonstrate how this bald 

conclusion and recitation of evidence types would be in any way helpful to the fact finder in this 

litigation. The only potentially helpful information in the entire report is thus Dr. Renner’s 

discussion, in the latter half of the paragraph, of the dental problems from which Lolita continues 

to suffer. (Id.) 

2. Dr. Renner’s Rebuttal “Report” 

At 8:28 p.m. on the final day of the discovery period in this matter (and three days after 

Dr. Renner was deposed), Defendant’s counsel Jim Lister forwarded to Plaintiffs’ counsel an 

email from Dr. Renner purporting to be an “Expert Rebuttal” addressing the opinions of 

Plaintiffs’ experts Dr. Maddalena Bearzi, Dr. Ingrid Visser, Dr. Pierre Gallego, and John 

Hargrove. (Email from James Lister to counsel for Plaintiffs, dated February 18, 2016, 

forwarding email from Dr. Renner (“Rebuttal Report”), Exhibit C.) Yet again, Dr. Renner’s 

rebuttal “report” is replete with legal conclusions regarding a statutory scheme not applicable to 

this action.
4
 Dr. Renner states that Lolita’s “pool size meets Animal Welfare Act (AWA) 

                                                           
4
 Dr. Renner’s rebuttal “report” also includes unsworn factual statements regarding incidents that 

he claims to have witnessed during his time as the veterinarian of record for Defendant. (See, 
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minimum space requirements as regulated by the United States Department of Agriculture, 

Animal Plant Health Inspection Services (USDA, APHIS).” (Id. at 1.) He further states that 

“Although APHIS regulations require companions for Lolita (ie. (sic) it is against APHIS 

regulations for her to live alone) APHIS does not require the companions to be of the same 

species (conspecific).” (Id. at 2.) Finally, Dr. Renner states “[n]umerous APHIS reports are on 

file confirming adequate shade as required by AWA.”
5
 (Id. at 1.)  

B. Dr. Renner Opines on Orca Behavior and Training Despite Admitting That 

He Is Not Qualified as an Expert on those Topics 

By his own sworn admission, Dr. Renner is not an expert qualified to provide opinions on 

orca behavior. (Renner Tr. at 20:13-20; 217:22-218:3.) Indeed, Dr. Renner stated, in no uncertain 

terms, “I am not an expert in behavior. I’m an expert of veterinary medicine in orcas.” (Renner 

Tr. at 20:13-20.) Despite this, Dr. Renner’s rebuttal “report” purports to offer expert analysis 

regarding a multitude of behavioral issues. For example, Dr. Renner concludes that Pacific 

white-sided dolphins (“PWDs”) are “good companions for Lolita” because “[r]aking and sexual 

posturing [by the dolphins toward Lolita] are natural cetacean behaviors and natural and 

common forms of cetacean interaction.” (Rebuttal Report at 2.)  

Dr. Renner also states that “[c]hasing appears to be play behavior and provides Lolita 

exercise that keeps her in shape” and that he “do[es]n’t believe that the PWDs harass Lolita.” (Id. 

at 2.) When asked in deposition about the basis for this conclusion, Dr. Renner explained that his 

“expert” opinion was in fact based upon the findings of Defendant’s other purported experts, 

stating “That is my own feeling from observing it, and, you know, I look to a guy like Thad 

Lacinak who knows killer whales and cetacean behavior way better than I do.” (Renner Tr. 

187:3-5.)  

                                                                                                                                                                                           

e.g., Rebuttal Report at 1 (“I have personally witnessed Lolita fully breach and turn around 

completely in the pool on many occasions.”) and 1-2 (“In my experience as Lolita’s veterinarian, 

as well as observations during the January 20 2016 inspection, I saw no sign of significant 

negative effects from the sun on Lolita’s skin.”).) Dr. Renner’s former role as a veterinarian 

responsible for Lolita’s care makes it extremely likely that his testimony is biased since any 

misconduct on the part of the Defendant could potentially be connected to his own actions or 

omissions.  
5
 These documents, although not in any way relevant to this action, also speak for themselves. 

No expert testimony is required to understand the plain language of these APHIS reports. 
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Regarding Lolita’s public performances, Dr. Renner states, “If Lolita did not want to 

perform, she would not perform.” (Rebuttal Report at 2.) Again, Dr. Renner offers no 

foundational evidence that would support a finding that he possesses any unique knowledge, 

skill, experience, or education regarding orca performances, training, or behavior. In fact, as to 

orca training expertise, Dr. Renner testified precisely to the contrary, stating “I am not an expert 

in training orcas other than the fact that I worked with them for 25 years. So no, I’m not a 

trainer.” (Renner Tr. at 224:6-15.)  

Dr. Renner also purports to render an expert opinion regarding stereotypic (i.e. repetitive, 

abnormal) behavior in his rebuttal “report” despite having earlier admitted—in the context of a 

discussion regarding stereotypies—that he is “not a behavioral expert.” (Id. at 219:19-220:4 

(“Stereotypical behavior to me more often is—again, I’m not a behavioral expert, but just from 

my knowledge and what I’ve seen as an aquarium vet and zoo vet over the years its more 

obvious and more repetitive.”).) Three days after making this admission under oath, Dr. Renner 

stated in his rebuttal “report” that “[t]he behaviors described by the plaintiffs are very subtle and 

in my opinion are not stereotypical or indicative of boredom.” (Rebuttal Report at 2.) 

Finally, even if Dr. Renner had not explicitly (and repeatedly) acknowledged that he is 

not qualified to render opinions regarding orca training or behavior, his analysis is grossly 

incomplete. Dr. Renner admitted at deposition that he wholly failed to review Lolita’s behavioral 

records in preparing his expert reports: 

Q. In preparing your opinions, did you review any of the animal behavior records 

regarding Toki?  

A. I did not. 

(Renner Tr. at 137:15-17). By Defendant’s own admission, these records are the most relevant 

primary source documents in which Lolita’s behavioral issues are recorded.
6
 (December 23, 

2015 letter from Stephanie Mitchell to Caitlin Hawks at 3 (“Mitchell Letter”), attached hereto as 

                                                           
6
 Likewise, Dr. Renner admitted at his deposition that, if Lolita had injured a PWD (also called a 

“lag”, a shortened version of the scientific name Lagenorhynchus), it would be recorded in the 

dolphin’s veterinary records, not in Lolita’s, and that he had also failed to review those 

documents. (Renner Tr. at 99:11-21.) This is particularly significant given that a dolphin in 

Lolita’s tank died in 2015 as a result of an injury that could have been related to trauma caused 

by Lolita. (Renner Tr. at 100:11-101:5.) 
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Exhibit D.) Accordingly, any behavioral analysis that fails to take them into account cannot 

possibly be complete and should therefore be deemed unreliable. 

C. Dr. Renner Opines on Wild Orcas and Orca Retirement and Release Despite 

Admitting that He Is Not Qualified as an Expert on Those Topics 

Dr. Renner also offers extensive opinions regarding the desirability of transferring Lolita 

to a sea pen in her native waters in Washington State. (Rebuttal Report at 4.) In his opening 

expert report, Dr. Renner states that “any radical changes to [Lolita’s] current environment, as 

suggested by the citizen suit (including transport and relocation to a natural sea pen) are much 

more likely to ‘harm’ and ‘harass’ Lolita, as well as the population of endangered wild killer 

whales that she will encounter.” (Renner Report at 1; see also Sections I(A) and II(C) discussing 

the impropriety of Dr. Renner’s legal conclusions regarding ESA compliance.)  

In his rebuttal “report”, Dr. Renner states that he “strongly disagree[s] with the notion of 

moving Lolita to a sea pen and strongly oppose[s] the idea of releasing her to the wild.” 

(Rebuttal Report at 4.) In an attempt to support this statement, Dr. Renner cites two publications 

regarding “[t]wo high profile cases of attempted reintroduction of killer whales to the wild.
7
 (Id.) 

But Dr. Renner does not explain how simply reading two documents, when he has not even so 

much as seen an orca in the wild since he was 14 years of age (Renner Tr. at 54:5-16), qualifies 

him to render an expert opinion on the subject of sea pens and orca release. In fact, at his 

deposition on February 16, 2016, Dr. Renner explicitly admitted that he is not qualified as an 

expert in wild orca behavior (Id. at 20:13-20), and that he does not have any experience with 

releasing orcas into the wild.
 8
 (Id. at 77:2-4.)  

                                                           
7
 Dr. Renner initially indicated in his deposition that his conclusion that releasing Lolita is not 

safe was based upon his reading of a single paper regarding an orca by the name of Keiko. 

(Renner Tr. at 74:12-75:13.) Not only does Dr. Renner have no firsthand knowledge of that 

release, but he could not even recall with certainty the name of the author on whose conclusions 

he based his “expert” deposition testimony. (Id. at 74:25-75:13.) And Dr. Renner’s conclusions 

are not only unsupported by foundational expert qualifications, but are factually without merit. 

Indeed, Keiko’s release is regarded by many experts to have been largely successful, given that 

he survived several years following his relocation from his original tank in Mexico, and given 

that he successfully learned to hunt and swim free in the wild.  
8
 In fact, in his deposition, Dr. Renner admitted that he works “pretty much” exclusively for 

captive marine mammal parks in his capacity as a consulting veterinarian. (Renner Tr. at 13:6-

18.) This goes not only to his qualifications for purposes of this motion, but should also be 

considered as a source of potential bias should he be permitted to testify at trial. 
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Likewise, Dr. Renner failed to identify (in his reports or at deposition) any knowledge, 

skill, experience, training, or education regarding wild orcas that would qualify him to render an 

expert opinion on potential disease risks to the SRKW DPS that could result from releasing 

Lolita into her native waters. (See Renner Rebuttal at 4.) Indeed, by his own admission, Dr. 

Renner has only worked with captive orcas, and has no experience with diseases afflicting wild 

orca populations such as Lolita’s pod. (Renner Tr. at 20:11-12 (acknowledging that he has never 

treated an orca in the wild); 54:5-16 (acknowledging that he has not even seen an orca in the wild 

since he was 14 years old). Dr. Renner likewise admits that he has never otherwise studied 

disease transmission among wild orcas in the open ocean (Id. at 112:4-9), and yet concludes 

(without explanation) that his experience working with captive orcas housed in close proximity 

in concrete swimming pools is sufficient basis to understand it. 

II. ARGUMENT 

The admission of expert evidence is governed by Federal Rule of Evidence 702, which 

provides that 

A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, 

or education may testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if: 

 

(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will 

help the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in 

issue; 

 

(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data; 

 

(c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and 

 

(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts 

of the case. 

 

District Courts “act as gatekeepers, excluding evidence unless it is reliable and relevant.” Hughes 

v. Kia Motors Corp., 766 F.3d 1317, 1328 (11th Cir. 2014) (citing Daubert v. Merrell Dow 

Pharm., Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993)), cert. denied, 135 S.Ct. 1423 (2015). Whether an expert’s 

testimony is reliable depends on “the particular facts and circumstances of the particular case.” 

Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329 (quoting Kumho Tire Co., Ltd. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 158 

(1999)). 

The Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit has set out three requirements that an 

expert must meet before his opinions may be admitted. Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329. First, the 
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expert must be qualified on the matter about which he intends to testify. Id. (citing City of 

Tuscaloosa v. Harcros Chemicals, Inc., 158 F.3d 548, 562 (11th Cir. 1998)). Second, he must 

employ reliable methodology. Id. Third, the expert’s testimony must be able to assist the trier of 

fact through the application of expertise to understand the evidence or fact in issue. Id. 

With respect to whether an expert’s methodology is reliable, the Eleventh Circuit looks to 

a number of factors, including (1) whether the methodology can be and has been tested, (2) 

whether the theory or technique has been subjected to peer review, (3) the known or potential 

rate of error of the methodology employed, and (4) whether the methodology is generally 

accepted. Id. (citing Daubert, 509 U.S. at 593-94). This list of factors is not meant to be 

exhaustive, nor must each factor be present in a given case. Id. The proponent of the expert 

opinion must carry the burden of establishing qualification, reliability, and helpfulness. Id. 

(citing United States v. Frazier, 387 F.3d 1244, 1260 (11th Cir. 2004) (en banc)). 

A. Dr. Renner Should Not Be Permitted to Testify Regarding Lolita’s Behavior 

or Training  

Dr. Renner’s conclusions regarding animal behavior address: (1) the harassment that 

Lolita suffers as a result of raking and chasing behavior by the dolphins in her tank, (2) the 

Defendant’s ability to force Lolita to perform for the public, and (3) Lolita’s stereotypical 

behavior. (Rebuttal Report at 2.) Under the first Hughes requirement, Dr. Renner admits that he 

is not qualified—by knowledge, skill, training, experience, education, or otherwise—to testify on 

these topics. Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329; see also Fed. R. Evid. 702. At his deposition, Dr. Renner 

stated, unambiguously, “I am not an expert in animal behavior” and explained that, rather than 

relying solely on his own qualifications for his conclusions relating to this issue, he had to turn to 

the findings of Defendant’s purported animal training expert, Thad Lacinak. (Renner Tr. at 

217:22-218:3.) Because Dr. Renner admits that he is not qualified to opine on these issues, any 

testimony regarding them should be barred at trial. See In re Trasylol Products Liab. Litig., No. 

08-MD-01928, 2010 WL 1489793, at *11 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 24, 2010) (excluding expert opinion 

where expert admitted he was not an expert in the topics discussed). 

Moreover, even if Dr. Renner were somehow qualified to testify regarding issues related 

to animal behavior and training, his failure to employ a reliable methodology to analyze the facts 

in this matter must necessarily bar his testimony under the second Hughes requirement. Hughes, 

766 F.3d at 1329. By his own admission, Dr. Renner failed to review any of Lolita’s extensive 
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behavioral records, documents that Defendant itself has characterized as among “the most 

relevant set of records related to Lolita.” (Renner Tr. at 137:15-17; Mitchell Letter at 3.) Lolita’s 

behavioral records are the best primary source documents regarding her behavior in that they are 

“created contemporaneously with care being provided each day.” (Mitchell Letter at 3.) Dr. 

Renner’s conclusions thus cannot possibly be based upon any “generally accepted methodology” 

for analyzing animal behavior, given that they wholly fail to take into account the most critical 

documents on the subject they purport to address. See Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329. Dr. Renner 

should therefore be precluded from testifying at trial regarding any issues relating to animal 

behavior generally, or to Lolita’s behavior in particular. 

B. Dr. Renner is Not Qualified to Provide Expert Testimony Regarding Wild 

Orcas or Orca Release  

Defendant seeks to introduce Dr. Renner’s opinion testimony regarding the alleged risks 

to Lolita associated with transferring her to a sea pen in her native waters. (See Renner Report 

at 1 (concluding that “any radical changes to [Lolita’s] current environment, as suggested by the 

citizen suit (including transport and relocation to a natural sea pen) are much more likely to 

‘harm’ and ‘harass’ Lolita, as well as the population of endangered wild killer whales that she 

will encounter.”); Rebuttal Report at 4 (stating that Dr. Renner “strongly disagree[s] with the 

notion of moving Lolita to a sea pen and strongly oppose[s] the idea of releasing her to the 

wild.”).) When Dr. Renner was asked at deposition whether he is an expert in the behavior of 

orcas in the wild and whether he had any experience in releasing captive orcas, however, he 

stated, quite plainly, “No.” (Renner Tr. at 20:13-20; 77:2-4.) Given these admissions, Dr. Renner 

cannot possibly be qualified under the first Hughes factor to testify regarding the impact of 

transferring Lolita back to her home. Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329; see also In re Trasylol Products 

Liab. Litig., No. 08-MD-01928, 2010 WL 1489793, at *11 (S.D. Fla. Feb. 24, 2010). 

Dr. Renner also opines in his rebuttal “report” that moving Lolita to Washington State 

would risk transferring disease to other members of her pod. (Rebuttal Report at 4.) But again, 

Dr. Renner has no relevant knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education that would 

qualify him to testify on this issue. By his own admission, he has only worked with captive 

orcas, and has never treated diseases in wild orca populations such as the SRKW DPS. (Renner 

Tr. at 20:11-12 (acknowledging that he has never treated an orca in the wild); 54:5-16 

(acknowledging that he has not even seen an orca in the wild since he was 14 years old).) Dr. 
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Renner attempts to base his conclusion that Lolita’s release to a sea pen would present a health 

risk to her pod on his experience with orcas in captive marine mammal parks—facilities that 

hold orcas in close proximity to one another, in chlorinated concrete tanks filled with water not 

taken from any orca’s native habitat. (See Renner Tr. at 112:4-9.) Dr. Renner’s extrapolation is 

baseless and not methodologically sound. Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329. He fails to offer any 

evidence establishing that his experience at SeaWorld and Miami Seaquarium qualify him to 

testify on a wild orca population that he has neither seen nor otherwise studied.  

Further, Dr. Renner’s purported expertise regarding sea pens is entirely without support. 

Dr. Renner admits that he has never been involved in the release of an orca and instead bases his 

opinion that a sea pen is not a viable option for Lolita on two papers, the subjects of which he 

has never studied himself. (Rebuttal Report at 4.). This contention is absurd: the reading of two 

documents cannot possibly satisfy the expert qualification and methodological soundness 

requirements of Hughes. Hughes, 766 F.3d at 1329. Dr. Renner must therefore be barred from 

testifying regarding the release of Lolita to a sea pen in her native waters in Washington State.  

C. Dr. Renner’s Improper Legal Conclusions Are Not Helpful to the  

Trier of Fact 

Under the third Hughes factor, an expert’s opinions regarding ultimate legal conclusions 

in a matter are inadmissible as they are not helpful to the trier of fact. See Cook ex rel. Estate of 

Tessier v. Sheriff of Monroe Cty., Fla., 402 F.3d 1092, 1113 (11th Cir. 2005) (holding that trial 

court acted well within its discretion in excluding testimony constituting pure legal conclusion); 

Legg v. Voice Media Grp., Inc., No. 13-62044-CIV-COHN, 2014 WL 1767097, at *4 (S.D. Fla. 

May 2, 2014) (“Where an expert offers an opinion as to the legal implications of the facts, that 

testimony also encroaches on the responsibilities of the judge and jury, and is inadmissible”). For 

example, in Cordoves v. Miami-Dade Cty., 104 F. Supp. 3d 1350, 1365 (S.D. Fla. 2015), the 

plaintiff brought suit for disability discrimination and sought to introduce a declaration from a 

purported expert regarding the plaintiff’s dog’s legal status as a service animal. The expert’s 

declaration stated that the dog “meets the statutory and regulatory criterion that he is individually 

trained to do work or perform tasks for an individual with disabilities, and is thus a service dog.” 

Id. The court held that the declaration was “rife with impermissible legal conclusions,” and that 

it was therefore not helpful to the jury and should be excluded. Id.  
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Here, as in Cordoves, Dr. Renner’s opening expert report consists almost entirely of 

impermissible legal conclusions. Indeed, the report contains no factual analysis that could be 

construed as any discernible “methodology” under Hughes and its progeny. See Hughes, 766 

F.3d at 1329 (requiring experts to employ reliable methodology and for their testimony to assist 

the trier of fact through the application of expertise to understand the evidence or fact in issue). 

Instead, the report is merely a laundry list of legal conclusions preceded by a basic summary of 

Dr. Renner’s credentials: First, Dr. Renner recites the ESA’s statutory definition of “take,” which 

includes harm to and harassment of endangered animals, and states, without explanation, that “it 

is my professional opinion that Lolita is not being injured and is not likely to be injured as a 

result of the care provided for her by Miami Seaquarium and therefore I don't believe she is 

being ‘harmed’ or ‘harassed’ in any way.” (Renner Report at 1.) Dr. Renner does not identify 

what about Lolita’s condition or circumstances lead him to this conclusion and, in fact, expressly 

admitted that he failed to review any of Lolita’s behavioral records, records that are among the 

most critical documents relating to Lolita’s care. (Renner Tr. at 137:15-17 (stating that he did not 

review Lolita’s behavioral records).) Second, Dr. Renner purports to analyze the Defendant’s 

compliance with the AWA, a statute not at issue in this litigation. He references government 

inspection reports, and concludes that the conditions in which Lolita is kept are adequate under 

this statute.  

What is more, Dr. Renner also admitted in deposition that Lolita is actually sustaining 

regular injuries in Defendant’s care. Rather than concluding that such conduct violated the plain 

language of the ESA, he used his report and deposition to advocate a unilateral narrowing of the 

applicable statutory provisions such that they do not prohibit Defendant’s conduct in allowing 

Lolita to be raked by the dolphins in her tank. (Renner Tr. at 88:1-5; see also Renner Tr. at 89:7-

22 (stating that the rake marks that Lolita has sustained are not what the ESA is “getting at”.) 

Allowing a veterinarian with no legal expertise or experience with the ESA to testify regarding 

issues of statutory construction would undermine the very integrity of the legal process. For this 

reason, Dr. Renner’s testimony regarding the ESA- and AWA-related subject matter in his expert 

reports should be excluded.
9
 

                                                           
9
 If legal conclusions are removed from Dr. Renner’s opening expert report, the only remaining 

substantive discussion is a single statement regarding the health of Lolita’s teeth. (Renner Report 
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III. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs respectfully request that their Motion to Exclude 

Improper Opinion Testimony by Former Seaquarium Veterinarian Dr. Michael S. Renner be 

granted, and that Dr. Renner be barred from testifying regarding (1) Defendant’s compliance 

with the ESA or AWA, (2) orca behavior, or (3) the viability of a sea pen as a remedy for 

Defendant’s “take” of Lolita. 

 

Date: March 11, 2016  Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Paul J. Schwiep__________________ 

Paul J. Schwiep, Fla. Bar No. 823244 

Coffey Burlington, P.L. 

2601 South Bayshore Dr., PH 

Miami, FL 33133 

Phone: 305-858-2900 

Fax: 305-858-5261 

pschwiep@coffeyburlington.com 

 

/s/ Jared Goodman________________ 

Jared Goodman (admitted pro hac vice) 
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2154 W. Sunset Blvd. 
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Tel: 323-210-2266 

Fax: 213-484-1648 

JaredG@petaf.org 

 

/s/ Matthew Strugar ________________ 
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Fax: 213-484-1648 

Matthew-S@petaf.org  

                                                                                                                                                                                           

at 2.) If Dr. Renner is permitted to testify in this matter regarding the issues in his opening expert 

report, his testimony should be limited to this topic.  
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1          P R O C E E D I N G S

2            MICHAEL RENNER,

3   having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, was
    examined and testified upon his oath as follows:
4
          THE WITNESS:  I do.
5
           DIRECT EXAMINATION
6  BY MR. HIAASEN:

7    Q.  My name is Scott Hiaasen, and I am counsel for

8  PETA, the Animal Legal Defense Fund, Orca Network and

9  Howard Garrett.

10       MR. SALKY:  And I'm Mark Salky on behalf of

11     the defendant.  And just before we begin, I know

12     we are going to be talking about various medical

13     records and health information related to Lolita,

14     which we've consistently designated as highly

15     confidential throughout this entire case, and I'm

16     going to do that at the very outset so there is no

17     question about how we are treating this

18     deposition.

19  BY MR. HIAASEN:

20    Q.  Could you state and spell your full name for

21  the record, please.

22    A.  Yeah.  Michael Renner, R-E-N-N-E-R.

23    Q.  And you provide your date of birth, please.

24    A.  10/2/61, October 2nd.

25    Q.  Have you ever given a deposition before?
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1    A.  I have, it was on my report.

2    Q.  So I'll just go over the ground rules a bit

3  even as a refresher, your answers are under oath and

4  they need be oral.  So when I ask a question, you can't

5  nod --

6    A.  Okay.

7    Q.  -- you have to answer orally so the court

8  reporter can record it.

9    A.  Understood.

10    Q.  Thank you.

11       And any time there is a question that I ask

12  that you don't understand, just -- you can just, you

13  know, ask me to rephrase it in a way that you understand

14  and -- but if you do answer a question, I will assume

15  that you do understand the question.

16       Okay?

17    A.  Okay.

18    Q.  There also may be times when before I finish a

19  question you might feel like you know the answer, but if

20  you could just refrain from answering it until I'm done

21  so that the court reporter can record the complete

22  question and complete answer.

23       Okay?

24    A.  Yup.

25    Q.  Okay.  Is there any reason, mental or
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1  physical, that you cannot provide truthful testimony

2  today?

3    A.  No.

4    Q.  You mentioned you have given a deposition

5  previously.  Can you tell me in which cases that you've

6  given depositions in the past?

7    A.  Look on my report, it's written, let's see --

8  so on page two of my report, the Theater of the Sea

9  versus Islamorada Village of Islamorada Department of

10  Environmental Protection.

11    Q.  What was the nature of that case, if you

12  recall?

13    A.  It involved a sewer line that the city -- and

14  again, I apologize if I don't recall the city, county or

15  the exact authority, but it involved a sewer line that

16  was going to be placed under and near the inflow into

17  the facility that we thought could potentially be

18  hazardous to the facility.

19    Q.  And when did you testify as an expert in

20  that deposition?

21    A.  Yeah, I don't know the proper legal

22  terminology, but I assume that I was an expert witness

23  as I am today.

24    Q.  Were you in the employ of the Theater of the

25  Sea at the time you gave --
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1    A.  I'm their vet of record.  So on -- you know,

2  officially I'm a consultant for them so...

3       I do get paid by the Theater of the Sea, but

4  again, I'm not on their payroll, outside consultant.

5    Q.  Do you recall the resolution of that case?

6    A.  You know, it was kind of gray actually.  No, I

7  don't know exactly.  I think part of it is still being

8  addressed, but there -- it didn't go to court.  There

9  was some guidelines that were established from both

10  parties to abide by, but I don't have the details.

11    Q.  Do you recall when you gave the deposition in

12  that case?

13    A.  No, I don't recall the date.

14    Q.  Do you have a copy of the transcript of

15  that --

16    A.  I do not.

17    Q.  Do you recall who the attorneys were?

18    A.  No.

19       Sorry.

20    Q.  Have you provided expert testimony in the

21  past?

22    A.  Other than that, no.

23    Q.  And just -- and you're not certain whether or

24  not your testimony was as a fact witness or an expert?

25    A.  Again, I'm not sure of the legal terminology,
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1  but I assume it was the same and we listed it.

2    Q.  Okay.  Have you ever been certified as an

3  expert?

4    A.  Again, I don't know.

5    Q.  Have you ever had a court decline to accept

6  you as an expert?

7    A.  No.

8    Q.  Has your expert testimony that's been subject

9  to a challenge under Daubert, if you know what that is?

10    A.  Not that I know of.

11    Q.  Have you testified in court?

12    A.  No.  I mean, traffic violation maybe, but no,

13  not --

14    Q.  What did you do to prepare for this

15  deposition?

16    A.  I read a lot, read all of the plaintiff

17  reports, as well as the reports from our side, as well

18  as some literature that I had.

19    Q.  When you refer to "plaintiff reports" you're

20  talking about the expert reports of the plaintiffs?

21    A.  Correct.

22    Q.  And the experts of defendant, Seaquarium?

23    A.  Correct.

24    Q.  And you said there were other literature that

25  you referred to?
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1    A.  Yeah.  I think we listed the documents that I

2  was privy to.

3    Q.  I suppose we should just introduce them now,

4  right.

5    A.  I'll say 90 percent of it is my own opinion

6  and my own experience, but I looked up, you know, a

7  bunch of things, limited time.  Of course, there is a

8  lot more that I would have liked to read, but I wanted

9  to make sure I got through the expert reports.

10    Q.  So I'm handing you a copy of what we marked as

11  Plaintiffs' Exhibit 181.

12       Is that a copy of your expert report?

13     (Thereupon, Michael Renner's Expert Report, was

14     marked as Exhibit Number 181 for identification.)

15       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, it appears to be.

16  BY MR. HIAASEN:

17    Q.  I would like that refer to, I guess the first

18  appendix page one, it starts at the top of the page

19  "Facts and Data Used to Form Opinions."

20    A.  Right.

21    Q.  These two pages under the title "Facts and

22  Data Used to Form Opinions" stated in the report, does

23  this list the entirety of all the records or documents

24  or other material you relied on in forming your opinion?

25    A.  Yeah, to the best of my knowledge.
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1    Q.  Did you speak with anyone else to prepare for

2  your deposition today?

3    A.  No, other than -- other than the guy sitting

4  next to me.

5    Q.  Did you search for documents to provide to the

6  plaintiffs in this litigation?

7    A.  No.

8    Q.  Did you bring any materials with you to this

9  deposition today?

10    A.  I did not.

11       Well, does that include -- basically I have, I

12  mentioned, plaintiff and the defendant expert reports in

13  front of me.

14    Q.  Okay.  And do you have an additional written

15  report beyond -- written expert report beyond the one

16  that we marked as Exhibit 181?

17    A.  I do not.

18       MR. SALKY:  Other than the rebuttal notice

19     that we gave you last night to the extent that you

20     can call that a report.

21       MR. HIAASEN:  Right.  I guess that is an

22     issue, I guess.

23       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, and I have a copy of that

24     too, I think it was given to me.

25  BY MR. HIAASEN:
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1    Q.  At the page that we were just looking at,

2  sorry, on Exhibit 181 on page one of the Facts and

3  Data --

4    A.  Yeah.

5    Q.  -- at the bottom of the page, second to last

6  line, it says one of the things that you relied on is an

7  e-mail from Dr. Maya Rodriguez dated 2/5/16, regarding

8  tooth issue and fresh water?

9    A.  Right.

10    Q.  Do you have a copy of that e-mail?

11    A.  I don't.

12       MR. SALKY:  You asked me to provide it this

13     morning, and I have here in front of me, if you

14     would like to see.

15       MR. HIAASEN:  Do you have a hard copy of it?

16       MR. SALKY:  Yeah.

17  BY MR. HIAASEN:

18    Q.  So you have been designated as an expert in

19  this case?

20    A.  Correct.

21    Q.  Okay.  Have you ever been hired as an expert

22  on behalf of the Miami Seaquarium before?

23    A.  Again, as far as that word "expert," I don't

24  know.  I don't think so.  I mean, I've been there, I

25  visited, I'm considered an expert in the field of, you
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1  know, marine mammal veterinarian medicine.  So I'm not

2  sure.

3    Q.  Do you have a company through which you work

4  as an expert?

5    A.  Yeah, I'm a sole proprietor.  My business is a

6  consultant business, and I'm the sole proprietor.  So

7  there is no name, it's just my name and my address.

8    Q.  Is there a -- did you form a company or --

9    A.  Well, again, it's not an LLC, it's a sole

10  proprietor.  So it's my company, but, you know, for tax

11  purposes, it's a sole proprietorship.

12       MR. SALKY:  Make sure that you are letting him

13     finish his --

14       THE WITNESS:  I'm sorry.

15       MR. SALKY:  -- question before you --

16       THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

17       MR. SALKY:  -- take couple of seconds

18     before --

19       THE WITNESS:  Appreciate it.

20       Yup.

21  BY MR. HIAASEN:

22    Q.  And is there a name to the sole

23  proprietorship?

24    A.  My name.

25    Q.  Just Michael Renner?
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1    A.  Yeah.

2    Q.  And who are the clients of your consulting

3  business?

4    A.  They varied over years, currently --

5       THE WITNESS:  Is it okay that I just list

6     these?

7       MR. SALKY:  Yes.

8       THE WITNESS:  Theater of the Sea in -- I'll

9     give you facility names.

10       Theater of the Sea, Dolphin Research Center,

11     Island Dolphin Care, Atlantis Paradise Island and

12     Sea Life Park, and that's current.  Over the

13     years, I've been doing this since 2004, there have

14     been others.

15  BY MR. HIAASEN:

16    Q.  Is your clientele exclusively parks that have

17  marine mammals?

18    A.  Pretty much, yeah.

19    Q.  Okay.

20    A.  And I will help other facilities if they ask

21  for it.  I've been invited to, you know, come in and

22  help sick animals all over the world.

23    Q.  Exclusively marine mammals?

24    A.  Yeah, yeah.  That's my expertise.

25    Q.  And I believe you said you are the
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1  veterinarian of record of Theater of the Sea?

2    A.  Yeah.

3    Q.  Are you the veterinarian of record at Dolphin

4  Research Center?

5    A.  Correct.

6    Q.  Are the veterinarian of record at Island

7  Dolphin Care?

8    A.  I'll make it easy for you, those are the only

9  two.  The others have vet of records on staff, and then

10  I consult as an outside consultant.  The two that you

11  mentioned don't have in-house veterinarians and I'm

12  their vet of record.

13    Q.  And as -- what are your duties as veterinarian

14  of record for Theater of the Sea?

15    A.  Pretty much just responsible for the

16  healthcare of the animals.

17    Q.  But you're not on the full-time staff?

18    A.  No.

19    Q.  How often are you at the facility?

20    A.  The arrangement with all of the facilities are

21  24/7 consulting via e-mail, telephone, texting,

22  et cetera, and typically a routine visit schedule

23  throughout the year.  Some can be once a month, others

24  can be quarterly, things like that.  Theater of the Sea,

25  as example, I visit once per month.
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1    Q.  And if you're the vet of record at Theater of

2  the Sea, does that mean that you are responsible for all

3  of the animals at Theater of the Sea?

4    A.  No, just the marine mammals.

5    Q.  Is there a different veterinarian of record

6  for the nonmarine mammals at the Theater of the Sea?

7    A.  I'm not sure there's -- there's a requirement

8  for vet of record for some of the other animals, but

9  they do have local vets that help out for their birds

10  and reptiles and things like that, but for the mammals

11  it's me.

12    Q.  Okay.  And does Dolphin Research Center, is

13  that exclusively --

14    A.  Same -- same setup.

15    Q.  Do they have nonmarine mammals there?

16    A.  They have some birds, some, you know, parrots

17  and things like that.  Again, a local veterinarian takes

18  care of them.

19    Q.  And the places we've talked about where you're

20  not vet of record, the Sea Life Park Atlantis, what are

21  your consulting duties at those places?

22    A.  Yeah, same thing, I've got 25 years of

23  experience as a marine mammal veterinarian, so I'm there

24  to help with the healthcare and mentor and guide some of

25  the vets that are there.
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1    Q.  And at those places, do you also have an

2  arrangement where you visit periodically?

3    A.  Correct.  Not as routine, more as as-needed

4  for procedures for, you know, things like that.

5    Q.  And I see on your CV a list, something called

6  "Aquatic Animal Eye Care."

7    A.  Yeah, it's a group that we organized many

8  years ago to help the eyes.  Mostly pinniped, sea lions

9  and harbor seals that often require eye surgery for

10  cataracts.  And I actually helped organized this team of

11  veterinarians that travels and is available to provide

12  expertise for those kinds of procedures that are not

13  easily done by the in-house vets.

14    Q.  And you're a member of this team?

15    A.  Yeah.  Again, it's not a company or an LLC, at

16  least I'm not part of it, but it's a team of

17  veterinarians -- veterinarian ophthalmologist,

18  veterinarian anesthesiologist, and then I'm the marine

19  mammal expert that goes with them.

20    Q.  And do you perform cataract surgery yourself?

21    A.  I don't.  I assist.  So the ophthalmologist

22  does the surgery, the anesthesiologist does the

23  anesthesia, and I'm there just to help with, you know,

24  the marine mammal aspect of veterinarian medicine.  When

25  we first started, the ophthalmologist and the
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1  anesthesiologist did not have a lot of experience with

2  marine mammals.  So that is where I came in.

3    Q.  All of the clients we've discussed that you

4  have consulting arrangements with, do any of these parks

5  or facilities have orcas?

6    A.  No.

7    Q.  Have you ever received any specialized

8  training in the veterinarian care of orcas?

9    A.  Only on-the-job training.  There's really

10  nothing exist for specialized training.

11       Well, let me add to that, if you don't mind,

12  so internship can be, I suppose, qualify.  Prior to

13  becoming a veterinarian and getting my degree, I did

14  internships where you learn and are trained during that

15  school.

16    Q.  During the vet school, did you do an

17  internship that involved training with an orca?

18    A.  Yes.

19    Q.  Where was that?

20    A.  Miami Seaquarium, and the training might, you

21  know, you might consider a facility like SeaWorld that

22  has multiple veterinarians.  When I first came in as the

23  new vet out of vet school, I'm sure that could be

24  considered training from more seasoned veterinarians

25  that were already there.
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1    Q.  So when you -- I was going to get to this in a

2  second, but when you graduated from veterinarian school,

3  you worked at SeaWorld?

4    A.  Not right away, but that was -- I started in

5  1997, I graduated vet school in 1992.  So my job at

6  Seaquarium was prior to that.

7    Q.  Okay.  In your report you -- one minute.

8       On the first sentence, first paragraph, it

9  says you have "24 years of experience with working with

10  marine mammals, including a number of killer whales."

11       How many killer whales have you worked with in

12  your career?

13    A.  I counted them up yesterday.  Directly six,

14  indirectly as a veterinarian for the SeaWorld, we sort

15  of all -- the four SeaWorld parks were considered one

16  when it came to veterinarian care, and we all discuss

17  cases with each other.  I also covered for the other

18  veterinarians at the other SeaWorlds when they were out

19  of town and was responsible for the killer whale care

20  while they were out of town, which occurred, you know,

21  not regularly, but frequently during the course of my

22  employment.

23       So six directly, and then, you know, you could

24  call that directly also, but not that I was their staff

25  veterinarian, I was just covering at the other
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1  SeaWorlds.  You can add many more to that list.

2    Q.  So just to step back to the six killer

3  whales --

4    A.  Sure.

5    Q.  -- of those six, is Toki or Lolita one of

6  them?

7    A.  Yes.

8    Q.  And where were the other five?

9    A.  SeaWorld Ohio, where I was staff vet from '97

10  to 2001.

11    Q.  And how many orcas does SeaWorld Ohio have at

12  the time?

13    A.  We had five total, not all at the same time,

14  five different ones.

15    Q.  And you were the vet of record --

16    A.  Yes.

17    Q.  -- over those mammals?

18       Did you work with them every single day?

19    A.  Oh, yeah, seven days a week.

20    Q.  Were those -- you said there were five orcas

21  total.  At any one time, what was the maximum number of

22  orca at that location?

23    A.  We had two groups during the time I was there.

24  At one time there were two females and at other times

25  there were three males.
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1    Q.  Were the two females housed together at the

2  SeaWorld Ohio?

3    A.  Yes.

4    Q.  And were the three males all housed together?

5    A.  Yes.

6       Now, there were gates in the pool where they

7  lived just like the other SeaWorlds where, you know,

8  they could be separated, but practical purposes to

9  answer that question, yes, they were housed together

10  predominantly.

11    Q.  Have you ever treated an orca in the wild?

12    A.  No.

13    Q.  Are you an expert on behavior of orca in the

14  wild?

15    A.  No.  I'm a veterinarian.  That's not my

16  expertise.  I think I'll add to that too, as a

17  veterinarian, I think it is important to understand

18  behavior, but no, I wouldn't say that I'm an expert in

19  behavior.  I'm an expert of veterinarian medicine in

20  orcas.

21    Q.  On your -- this was from your publication

22  section of the CV, the middle of the page there is a

23  reference to an article -- I'm assuming this is an

24  article or presentation called "Lymphocyte function

25  analysis as indicator of killer whale health" --
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1       MR. SALKY:  Which page?

2  BY MR. HIAASEN:

3    Q.  I'm sorry.

4       It's page three of the CV -- under -- of the

5  CV.

6    A.  Yeah, I got it, in the middle of the page.

7       MR. HIAASEN:  Did you find it?

8       MR. SALKY:  I did, yes.

9       Thank you.

10  BY MR. HIAASEN:

11    Q.  Was this a published paper?

12    A.  Proceedings of the International Association

13  Aquatic Animal Medicine means it's a presentation at a

14  profession meeting, and then there is an abstract

15  booklet that is then distributed and available on search

16  engines.  So it could be considered a publication, but

17  it's not a journal article or anything like that.

18    Q.  Was this peer reviewed or --

19    A.  No.

20    Q.  Could you explain to a layperson what the --

21  what the findings of the papers were or the presentation

22  were rather?

23    A.  Honestly, no, not the conclusions or anything

24  like that.  As you can see, there is a lot of papers on

25  here, I can't remember each one.  This -- my
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1  involvement, as you see, I'm not primary author.  So the

2  reason all of these other authors are listed is we were

3  the veterinarians at the facilities that provided the

4  samples for the study.

5       This is Jeff Stott's lab, who is one of our

6  expert witnesses.  It's his study, and we were all

7  involved in that study and interested in the findings,

8  but no, I don't recall the -- and can't explain in lay

9  terms the conclusions from that study.

10    Q.  Can you explain the, you know, the phrase

11  "lymphocyte function analysis"?

12    A.  Yeah.  The idea is to look at the lymphocyte

13  function in killer whales which basically is a method of

14  studying immunology.  So we were very interested in

15  learning more about their immunology.

16    Q.  And lymphocyte for a --

17    A.  Lymphocyte is a subset of white blood cells in

18  your body.

19    Q.  And they fight off disease?

20    A.  Yes.

21       So immunology is a hot topic, still is, as far

22  as learning about health and responses to fighting off

23  pathogens and disease.  So it was an important thing to

24  learn about the immunologic function in killer whales,

25  and that is pretty much the nature of Jeff Stott work
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1  that you see.

2    Q.  Can you turn to the next page, page four of

3  the --

4    A.  Sure.

5    Q.  -- again, in the middle of the page there is a

6  reference to "tear film analysis" --

7    A.  Yeah.

8    Q.  -- "of Orcinus orca."

9       Can you describe, was this a presentation or a

10  paper?

11    A.  Also a presentation, as it says "Proceedings."

12  So there is an organization of which I'm the secretary,

13  International Association of Aquatic Animal Medicine.

14  It has an annual meeting, and anything that says

15  "proceedings" for that organization means it was a

16  presentation at that meeting --

17    Q.  Okay.

18    A.  -- and then again the abstracts are

19  searchable.

20    Q.  Did you take part in this actual study or is

21  this another instance where you just provided data?

22    A.  Provided data and samples.

23    Q.  Okay.  Do you recall which animals or data you

24  provided or --

25    A.  Yeah.  At the time, that was later, so I was
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1  not at SeaWorld.  So that would have been providing some

2  tear film samples to Dr. Colitz.

3    Q.  Do you know the animals?

4    A.  From Lolita.

5    Q.  From Lolita?

6    A.  Yeah.  You know, I think, I'm not absolutely

7  certain, honestly, 2007.

8    Q.  Were you working for the Seaquarium at the

9  time?

10    A.  During 2005 to 2009 I was part-time

11  veterinarian at the Seaquarium.

12    Q.  Right after your name in the listing here it

13  says "M.M. Rodriguez" --

14    A.  Right.

15    Q.  -- is that a reference to Dr. Rodriguez --

16    A.  Yes.

17    Q.  -- veterinarian of record at the Miami

18  Seaquarium?

19    A.  Correct.

20    Q.  But it's your recollection that the actual

21  authors of the study were the -- was that Carmen Colitz?

22    A.  The first author is the primary investigator,

23  and that is Carmen.  She is the ophthalmologist, and she

24  was interested in studying -- orcas produce a very thick

25  tear film that you can see streaming out of their eye,
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1  very interesting, and she had an interest in learning

2  more about it, so she studied it.

3       The only thing that I don't remember is if we

4  actually gave her samples from Lolita or if it was from

5  other whales at other facilities, but I was involved

6  partly because it was something that I was interested in

7  also.  I probably even suggested that she study it, and

8  a lot of the papers that you will see about -- where

9  Carmen Colitz is the author I'm a coauthor because of

10  our involvement together with some of these

11  investigations.

12    Q.  Other than these two that I've noted, have you

13  been involved in any other studies or investigations

14  involving orca medicine?

15       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

16       You can answer if you understand.

17       THE WITNESS:  I understand it, I would have to

18     read through these, because, honestly, I don't

19     remember.  I noticed one immediately when you

20     referenced my publication pages, page two, I

21     presented right in the middle of the page,

22     "Urinary indices in the captive killer whale,"

23     that was my own presentation.

24  BY MR. HIAASEN:

25    Q.  Oh, I completely overlooked that.
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1    A.  I assume I'm listed on other publications as a

2  coauthor, but, honestly, I don't know if I recall every

3  one of them.

4    Q.  Do you recall what the subject of this paper

5  you refer to in "urinary indices in captive killer

6  whale"?

7    A.  Yeah.  This was my own interest in studying

8  their urinary system.  So the killer whales were trained

9  to provide urine samples and nobody had actually studied

10  them and studied the data and looked at trends and

11  normal.  So pretty much we collected urine from a number

12  of killer whales throughout the SeaWorld system, I

13  compiled the data and gave normal ranges to use as

14  reference.

15    Q.  So all of the -- to your recollection, all of

16  the animals involved or the samples involved in that

17  study were all from SeaWorld orcas?

18    A.  Yes.  I was a SeaWorld veterinarian at the

19  time, and that is all I had access to at that time.

20    Q.  Okay.  But if any papers or research that you

21  did -- that you've done on orcas would be included in

22  this list of publications as far as your CV?

23    A.  Again, unless there are papers where I was

24  coauthor and just didn't -- don't remember and didn't --

25  don't have the information to put down.
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1    Q.  Okay.

2    A.  If there are, tell me, because I would like to

3  add them to my CV.  I'd say it's mostly complete.

4    Q.  Are you an expert in the Endangered Species

5  Act?

6    A.  No.

7    Q.  Have you ever offered an opinion or

8  interpretation of the Endangered Species Act or its

9  application?

10    A.  Yeah, I think I have with my report, and then

11  the prior report that I wrote to NMFS initially.

12    Q.  Prior to this case?

13    A.  No.

14    Q.  Okay.  Have you studied the definition of a

15  "take" under the Endangered Species Act?

16    A.  Yes.

17    Q.  What is your understanding of what a "take" is

18  under the Endangered Species Act?

19    A.  I think I wrote it in my report, and, you

20  know, by the definitions -- let me just find it again.

21       So I mean, strictly written defines the term

22  "take" to mean "harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot,

23  wound, kill, trap, capture, collect or attempt to engage

24  in any such conduct."  Again, that is part of it, there

25  is more to their definition, but -- yes.
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1    Q.  So your opinion about the definition of a

2  "take" under Endangered Species Act is based on your

3  reading of the statute; is that correct?

4    A.  Correct.

5    Q.  And your reading of the Code of Federal

6  Regulations?

7    A.  I'm not sure what Code of Federal Regulations

8  is, but if it means looking at the way NMFS and Fish &

9  Wildlife Service defines that word, yes.

10    Q.  Did you study or examine any incidences where

11  the federal government actually applied the Endangered

12  Species Act to specific animals or facilities?

13    A.  You know, there was a lot of stuff that I read

14  that's listed, and I read them very quickly in the

15  interest of time.  There might have reference to other

16  cases, but I tried to focus on all of the ones that had

17  to do with Lolita and mainly to familiarize myself with

18  the, you know, the case.

19    Q.  Are you an attorney?

20    A.  No.

21       Do I sound like one?

22    Q.  How did you come to be retained in this

23  matter?

24    A.  That is a good question, I don't -- I don't

25  remember, honestly, who contacted me first, whether it
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1  was Jim Lister or somebody at Seaquarium.  I can tell

2  you when I first heard about some of the things that

3  were coming down as far the Endangered Species Act and

4  Lolita, I offered to help, if I could, just in probably

5  general communication with my colleagues.  But, yeah, I

6  don't recall, it might have been Jim, but I'm not sure.

7    Q.  Were you contacted by Dr. Rodriguez about --

8    A.  That's what I'm saying, I honestly, I don't

9  recall who made first contact, Dr. Rodriguez or Jim

10  Lister.

11    Q.  Do you recall if they contacted you by e-mail

12  or by phone?

13    A.  I don't recall.

14    Q.  Okay.

15    A.  It's been a long time.

16    Q.  And what were you told you would be asked to

17  testify to?

18    A.  I think initially -- initially there was an

19  interest in gathering information, having experts in the

20  field write to national marine fisheries about our

21  thoughts on including her, excluding her from the

22  Endangered Species Act.

23       Second, was the lawsuit that we are talking

24  about today, and giving my opinion basically as a

25  veterinarian, and helping to support the fact that there
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1  is no violation of the Endangered Species Act occurring

2  at Miami Seaquarium.

3    Q.  So just to kind of break that into pieces

4  regarding the current litigation --

5    A.  Correct.

6    Q.  -- so you were asked to provide an opinion as

7  a veterinarian as whether the Endangered Species Act has

8  been violated or not?

9    A.  I think so.  I think that's accurate as an

10  expert witness with my experience in the field.

11    Q.  In your experience in the field, have you ever

12  previously been asked to assess the application of the

13  Endangered Species Act to an animal?

14    A.  No, not that I recall.

15    Q.  Okay.  How much were you told that you would

16  be paid for providing your expert opinion?

17    A.  Again, that is in my report, $150 per hour for

18  preparation and time during, you know, deposition and

19  anything else, and then reimbursement for out-of-pocket

20  expenses.

21    Q.  Okay.  Can you say -- have you been paid

22  anything yet?

23    A.  I've been reimbursed for hotel stay and

24  mileage for the visit.  Other than that, no, I haven't

25  billed for service.
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1    Q.  Do you know -- do you recall how much in

2  reimburse for expenses you received so far?

3    A.  No, I don't have the numbers.

4    Q.  Do you know how many hours you've expended so

5  far?

6    A.  I don't know.  I've been sort of tallying it

7  up, and I don't have that in front of me.

8    Q.  Is it more than 10 hours?

9    A.  No, not yet.

10    Q.  And are you -- who are you invoicing?

11    A.  I haven't invoiced yet for hours.  The

12  reimbursement I sent invoiced to both Miami Seaquarium

13  and the attorneys --

14    Q.  Okay.

15    A.  -- defendant attorneys.

16    Q.  Now, you had previously mentioned being

17  contacted about contacting NMFS before the listing; is

18  that correct?

19    A.  Just another written statement.

20    Q.  And do you recall who asked you to write that

21  statement?

22    A.  That was also, I believe, Jim Lister -- either

23  Jim Lister or Robert Rose from the Seaquarium, I don't

24  recall.

25    Q.  And were you compensated for that?
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1    A.  That I was not compensated for, no.

2    Q.  In your consulting practice, have you ever,

3  aside from this case, have you ever worked for the

4  Seaquarium before?

5    A.  Yes.

6    Q.  Okay.

7    A.  Yeah.

8       Well, not in my consulting practice.  I'm

9  sorry.  I guess I would need you to rephrase that.  I

10  have worked at the Seaquarium before, it's on my CV, two

11  different episodes.  I also wrote it in my report from

12  '94 to '97 again, 2005 to 2009.

13       As a consultant, I'll take that back, yes, I

14  have.  I visited to help with cases and have been

15  compensated on a few occasions over the years since

16  2009.

17    Q.  Okay.  Can you recall the last time that you

18  worked as a consultant for the Seaquarium?

19    A.  I visited within this past year to cover for

20  Maya when she was away and to help with some information

21  gathering concerning their penguin exhibit that they

22  were planning.

23    Q.  And you were compensated for that?

24    A.  Yes.

25    Q.  Do you recall how much?
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1    A.  My typical rate a $1,000 per day.  I'd have to

2  look up to see if that is actually what I charge them.

3  My rate varies depending on whether I'm in the area or

4  not, or if it is a separate trip and how much time I

5  spend there.  But if I spend the whole day there as a

6  separate trip from my house, it's $1,000 per day.

7    Q.  Do you recall how many days you worked on that

8  Seaquarium program with the penguins?

9    A.  Just one day.

10    Q.  Just one day.  Okay.

11       And you said that was within the past year?

12    A.  Yes.

13    Q.  Do you know if that was before or after you

14  had been engaged as an expert in this case?

15    A.  Before --

16    Q.  Before.

17    A.  -- again, to the best of my recollection.

18    Q.  Do you recall any consulting work for the

19  Seaquarium prior to the penguin consulting work we just

20  discussed?

21    A.  Yes.  Again, since 2009, when I was no longer

22  staff, and as a consultant I had visited several times

23  for other things.  One time was to ultrasound one of the

24  dolphins there, and another time was to do endoscopy on

25  one of the dolphins there, and I was compensated, I
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1  think, for one of them.

2    Q.  Do you recall how much?

3    A.  No.

4    Q.  Have you done any consulting work since 2009

5  at the Seaquarium regarding Toki?

6    A.  Not specifically, no.

7    Q.  Do you expect to do consulting work for the

8  Seaquarium in the future?

9    A.  I hope so.  I mean, if I can lend some sort of

10  help, if they need it, absolutely.

11       There was another one I should add, just to be

12  thorough, I'm certified to do artificial semination in

13  dolphins, and I performed artificial insemination there,

14  I don't recall the year, but since 2009.

15    Q.  Since 2009?

16    A.  Yeah, not on one of the Pacific white-sided

17  dolphin, but on a bottlenose dolphin, and I was

18  compensated for that.

19    Q.  Have you done, since 2009, have you done any

20  consulting work at the Seaquarium involving any of the

21  Pacific white-sided dolphins?

22    A.  One of the ultrasounds and one of the

23  endoscopies was with a Pacific white-sided dolphin.

24    Q.  And at the time of those procedures, were the

25  Pacific white-sided dolphins residing with Toki?
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1    A.  Yes.

2    Q.  And did you perform those procedures with the

3  assistance of Dr. Rodriguez?

4    A.  Yes.

5    Q.  When you are working as a consultant at the

6  Seaquarium in this capacity do you report directly to

7  Dr. Rodriguez?

8    A.  Yeah.

9    Q.  Is she the person who decides whether or not

10  to hire you?

11    A.  Probably.  I'm not sure if that comes from her

12  or Robert Rose, and it's really to lend support to help

13  out with things that, you know, have experience with

14  such as ultrasound.

15    Q.  Has anyone at the Seaquarium ever recommended

16  you for consulting work with other facilities, if you

17  know?

18    A.  Not that I'm aware of.

19    Q.  Dr. Rodriguez never recommended you for work

20  with any facility?

21    A.  Again, not that I'm aware of, no.

22    Q.  Okay.  Have you ever recommended anyone at the

23  Seaquarium for consulting work?

24    A.  I don't think so.

25    Q.  Are you familiar with a dolphin facility in
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1  the Dominican Republic?

2    A.  Yes.

3       Well, there are several there.

4    Q.  Is any one that you worked at?

5    A.  I have, yeah, I worked two separate facilities

6  several years ago as part of my consulting business.

7    Q.  What are the names of those?

8    A.  Boy, that's a good question.  Honestly, I

9  don't -- I don't recall.  One of them the name changed

10  like three times since I've been there and I don't

11  recall the new name.  The other one -- I don't recall

12  the names, I'm sorry, it's so many different names out

13  there.

14    Q.  But --

15    A.  I can get that for you, if you need it.  I

16  just don't have it in my head.

17    Q.  Do you recall if Dr. Rodriguez recommended you

18  for a consulting job at one of those facilities in the

19  Dominican Republic?

20    A.  Not that I know of, no.

21    Q.  And have you ever recommended Dr. Rodriguez

22  for any consulting job in the Dominican Republic?

23    A.  Again, no, not that I am aware of, not that I

24  recall.

25    Q.  Okay.  So getting back to your engagement as
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1  an expert in this case, who have you spoken with the

2  Seaquarium regarding your expert opinions in this case?

3    A.  Well, when I was first asked to provide expert

4  witness input, I spoke with Dr. Maya and Robert Rose

5  just to get up to date on the latest.

6    Q.  And what information did they give you?

7    A.  Just general information about, you know,

8  Seaquarium, and I don't -- I don't recall the specifics.

9    Q.  Did they give you information about Toki?

10    A.  Again, I don't recall specific information.

11    Q.  What specifically were you told the plaintiffs

12  were seeking in this case?

13    A.  I'm not sure I understand that.

14       In the lawsuit?

15    Q.  Yeah.  Did anyone explain to you what the

16  plaintiffs in this lawsuit were seeking to gain in this

17  lawsuit?

18    A.  I'm not sure anybody told me that.  I was

19  provided a copy of the lawsuit, which I read thoroughly,

20  and I, you know, understood it from reading it.

21    Q.  Okay.  What were you told, if anything, that

22  the plaintiffs would have to prove in order to succeed

23  their case?

24    A.  That there is harm or harassment or take.  And

25  again, I'm not sure I was told, that that was pretty
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1  obvious from reading the citizen suit.

2    Q.  Okay.  And so you were asked by the Seaquarium

3  to provide expert opinion that Toki has not been harmed

4  at the Seaquarium, correct?

5    A.  I mean, that came more from Jim Lister.

6    Q.  Don't tell me what -- okay.

7       And you were asked to testify that she has not

8  suffered any injuries as a result of her captivity; is

9  that correct?

10    A.  Correct.

11    Q.  Were you asked to testify that the tank size

12  was adequate?

13    A.  I think I offered that on my own.

14    Q.  Were you asked to testify that the tank

15  companions were appropriate?

16    A.  Again, I think I offered that on my own.

17    Q.  Were you asked to testify that her health was

18  good?

19       "Her" being Toki.

20       I'm sorry.

21    A.  Yeah, I guess I should, if it's okay to just

22  sort of group all of this into one, you know.  Jim

23  Lister contacted me, asked me if I would be an expert

24  witness.  And again, as far as I recall, that was the

25  order of events and how I became involved.  And then I
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1  read the lawsuit, understood it clearly, and I, you

2  know, pulled out the topics and comments that I thought

3  were appropriate for me to comment on, and all of the

4  ones that you are listing are included.  I'm not sure

5  anyone asked me specifically to comment on those things.

6    Q.  So it's your recollection, did anyone ask you

7  to specifically comment on the lack of companionship

8  with the other orcas?

9       MR. SALKY:  Asked and answered.

10       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.

11       Thank you.

12  BY MR. HIAASEN:

13    Q.  Did anyone ask you to comment on shade?

14       MR. SALKY:  Asked and answered.

15       You can answer again if you --

16       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I'm saying that, no, I

17     read that and commented on my own.

18  BY MR. HIAASEN:

19    Q.  So I'm just going to step back to your --

20    A.  Sure.

21    Q.  -- what is your current address?

22    A.  17207 131st Terrace North, Jupiter Florida, I

23  think that's on my report.

24    Q.  Okay.  And your most recent degree is a Doctor

25  of Veterinarian Medicine from the University of
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1  Tennessee?

2    A.  Yes.

3       Not so recent.

4    Q.  And it says that you graduated in 1992?

5    A.  Correct.

6    Q.  What years did you start?

7    A.  It's a four-year program.

8    Q.  Four-year program?

9    A.  Yeah.

10    Q.  And prior to that, you had a B.A. in Zoology;

11  is that correct?

12    A.  Correct.

13    Q.  Did you -- if I'm reading this right, would

14  have been -- did you work anywhere between 1983 when you

15  graduated from Connecticut College and went to

16  veterinarian school started?

17    A.  You're a lawyer that knows math, yeah, there's

18  a gap there.  I worked in -- to sum it all together, I

19  worked in advertising in New York City for several years

20  prior to going to vet school.  So I graduated college

21  with a zoology degree and chose to try something

22  different before going to vet school.

23    Q.  Interesting.

24    A.  There is a gap of about three years, and then

25  I applied to vet school.  I needed to make some money
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1  and help me pay for vet school.

2    Q.  So your first job out of veterinarian school

3  was out at Sedgwick County Zoo in Wichita, Kansas?

4    A.  Correct.

5    Q.  Did they -- were there any orcas at the

6  Sedgwick County Zoo?

7    A.  No.

8    Q.  Were there any marine animals at the Sedgwick

9  County Zoo?

10    A.  Let me think about that.  I think we had

11  otters, you know, limited to otters.

12    Q.  And how did you get your -- the position at

13  the Miami Seaquarium in 1994, if you recall?

14    A.  I had done an internship with the veterinary

15  who was there prior, and when I was the Sedgwick County

16  Zoo, he knew of my interest to get into marine mammal

17  medicine, that was my goal and he called me and asked me

18  if I was interested.

19       At the time, his name was Greg Bossart at the

20  time, he was interested in pursuing a PhD and knew he

21  needed some help at the Seaquarium while he did that.

22  So he was looking for another vet and he called me.

23    Q.  So in 1994 he was the veterinarian of record?

24    A.  As far as I recall, yes.

25    Q.  And after you were hired in 1994, did he
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1  remain veterinarian of record?

2    A.  That's a good question, I don't recall.  I

3  know at some point I became veterinarian of record.  I'm

4  not sure exactly when that happened during that time, it

5  was soon after I was hired, yes.  That's all I can say,

6  yes.

7    Q.  Did Dr. Bossart work with you the entirety of

8  those three years you were at the Seaquarium 1994 to

9  1997?

10    A.  Yes.

11    Q.  And when you left in 1997, was he still

12  working at the Seaquarium at that time?

13    A.  When I left, Dr. Maya became the vet of

14  record, I believe.  I think he was still involved.  I

15  don't recall the details of his involvement, he was

16  staff or consultant or what, but I know he was still

17  involved, but basically my position became Dr. Maya's

18  position when I left.

19    Q.  And during this period from '94 to '97, you

20  were responsible for all of the animals at the

21  Seaquarium?

22    A.  Yes.

23    Q.  Including Toki?

24    A.  Yes.

25    Q.  Did you and Dr. Bossart share duties as --
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1  regarding Toki or were the animals split up in such a

2  way that one veterinarian focused on certain animals?

3    A.  No.  We were both responsible for the entire

4  collection.  When you say "share," we shared.  Just

5  again, we could get time off.  So when I was off, he was

6  on, vice versa, but we were both responsible for the

7  care of all of the animals, including Lolita.

8    Q.  And why did you leave the Seaquarium in 1997?

9    A.  You know, I was new in my career as really my

10  first marine mammal job and SeaWorld seemed like a good

11  opportunity.

12    Q.  And the SeaWorld Cleveland, that is the one --

13  earlier you referenced a -- working with orcas where

14  there was a pair together and then the three of them

15  together.  That was from your experience at SeaWorld of

16  Cleveland; is that correct?

17    A.  Yes.

18    Q.  The pools that the orcas were kept in at

19  SeaWorld Cleveland, were they larger or smaller than

20  Lolita's pool?

21    A.  Larger.

22    Q.  How much larger, if you can say?

23    A.  I don't recall the numbers.

24    Q.  Were they both -- was the tanks -- was it one

25  orca tank or --
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1       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

2  BY MR. HIAASEN:

3    Q.  Was there one --

4       MR. SALKY:  You can answer if you understood

5     the question.

6  BY MR. HIAASEN:

7    Q.  Was there one orca tank at the SeaWorld

8  Cleveland?

9    A.  Yes.

10    Q.  And was the -- was it wider than Lolita's

11  tank?

12    A.  Again, the dimensions, I don't recall, but I

13  already answered that it was larger.

14    Q.  Okay.

15    A.  And now just to preface, so one tank, you

16  know, I mentioned earlier there are divisions in that --

17  in that pool --

18    Q.  Understood.

19    A.  -- but overall, yes, if you looked at it from

20  above, it was one pool.

21    Q.  Do you know if it was deeper than Lolita's

22  tank?

23    A.  I don't recall the dimensions.

24    Q.  I am going to step back.

25       So you -- when you were at the Seaquarium, you
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1  also taught at the University of Miami?

2    A.  Yes.

3    Q.  What courses did you teach at the University

4  of Miami, if you recall?

5    A.  I taught physiology and especially as it

6  pertained to marine mammals.

7    Q.  Did part of that course include physiology of

8  killer whales?

9    A.  Yes.

10    Q.  Which department of University of Miami was

11  that course in, do you recall?

12    A.  I don't recall that.  I assume biology.

13    Q.  University of Miami doesn't have a

14  veterinarian school, correct?

15    A.  No, no.  That was an undergraduate course at

16  the time.  I also taught a graduate course also, but I

17  don't remember the subject matter for that one.

18    Q.  Okay.

19    A.  Similar.

20    Q.  In 2001 to '04 you taught at the veterinarian

21  school at Ohio State?

22    A.  Correct.

23    Q.  What were the courses that you taught there?

24    A.  We, as a group of veterinarians from two

25  facilities, the Columbus Zoo, where I was staff vet, and
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1  another place called The Wilds, which was a wildlife

2  safari park, the veterinarians, I believe there were

3  five of us, taught a course in zoo and aquatic animal

4  medicine at the veterinarian school.  It was an elective

5  course for junior and senior students.

6    Q.  And did the curriculum of that course include

7  anything involving anything with the study of orcas or

8  killer whales?

9    A.  Yes.  Again, as it pertained to veterinarian

10  medicine.  So we taught everything from, you know,

11  rodents to elephants.  And my expertise, of course, was

12  marine mammal, so I taught the marine mammal and aquatic

13  section of the course.

14    Q.  So in 2001, it appears, you left the SeaWorld

15  Cleveland for the Columbus Zoo?

16    A.  Correct.

17    Q.  What was the reason for that?

18    A.  They sold it.  The park was sold.

19    Q.  SeaWorld Cleveland was sold?

20    A.  Yes.

21    Q.  Is it open?

22    A.  It's not.

23    Q.  So it closed after it was sold?

24    A.  Well, it originally sold to a company called

25  Six Flags, and they kept it, I don't recall how long,
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1  and then they ended up shutting it down.

2    Q.  When it was Six Flags, did they keep the

3  marine mammals?

4    A.  No.  They -- all of the marine mammals were

5  returned or transported to other SeaWorld parks.  They

6  kept some animals, I don't remember exactly, but the

7  orcas, for instance, and the dolphins, no, they didn't

8  stay, they were moved.  That was not part of the deal.

9    Q.  When you were at the Columbus Zoo -- does

10  Columbus Zoo have dolphins or killer whales?

11    A.  No.

12    Q.  Okay.  And you returned to Miami in -- do you

13  recall what you did between July 2004 and February 2005?

14    A.  I started my consulting business in 2004, July

15  2004.  So I left the zoo to start the consulting

16  business.

17    Q.  Did you remain in Ohio?

18    A.  No.  So I left -- terminated my employment at

19  Columbus Zoo voluntarily.  In July 2004 moved to Florida

20  and set up my business there.

21    Q.  Okay.

22    A.  And there is no gap there, if you look, it's

23  July 2004.

24       I wanted to add one other thing.

25    Q.  I see.
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1    A.  As a veterinarian at Columbus Zoo, I also did

2  consulting work as a marine mammal veterinarian.  I was

3  vet of record for Dolphin Research Center, I believe,

4  since 1999.  So that -- that was a position I held

5  during my later years at SeaWorld and all through my

6  employment at Columbus Zoo.  So I remained involved in

7  the marine mammal industry, and then in July I decided I

8  wanted to get back to it more full-time.

9    Q.  Were there any other facilities that you

10  consulted with while you were at the Columbus Zoo

11  besides Dolphin Research Center?

12    A.  My answer to that would be probably, because I

13  don't recall specific ones, but the one that I was

14  official was Dolphin Research Center.

15       MR. SALKY:  When you get to a good stopping

16     point, we've been going for over an hour, I would

17     like to get to a restroom break.

18       MR. HIAASEN:  Sure.  I think just a couple

19     more questions on this.

20  BY MR. HIAASEN:

21    Q.  Do you recall if when you were at the Columbus

22  Zoo you did any consulting work for the Miami

23  Seaquarium?

24    A.  I don't believe so, no, not to my

25  recollection.
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1       MR. HIAASEN:  Okay.  Actually, this is a good

2     place to stop.  We can take a break here.

3     (There was a discussion off of the record from

4     11:10 a.m. to 11:15 a.m.)

5  BY MR. HIAASEN:

6    Q.  Looking at your past work experience after the

7  Columbus Zoo, there is -- it says you started with the

8  staff veterinarian at the Seaquarium in 2005?

9    A.  Yeah, part-time.

10    Q.  When you say "part-time," do you recall, you

11  know, how many hours a week you worked as a staff

12  veterinarian?

13    A.  Yeah.  Initially Dr. Maya and I split the

14  position.  I think we each were responsible for three

15  and a half days, and then over time my involvement

16  became less so, from three days or so a week to one or

17  two.

18    Q.  And you were -- that was a salary position?

19    A.  That's correct.

20    Q.  Do you recall how much your salary was?

21    A.  You know, that's a good question.  As far as

22  salary or was I still paid as an outside consultant, I

23  honestly don't recall, but I do get a routine paycheck.

24    Q.  Do you recall how much that was?

25    A.  No.
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1    Q.  Do you recall if you had a contract with the

2  Seaquarium?

3    A.  That's kind of an answer I gave before.  I

4  don't remember the actual or official arrangement.  I

5  believe I was considered staff, part-time staff on the

6  payroll.

7    Q.  Was Dr. Rodriguez your supervisor?

8    A.  Yes.

9    Q.  And in your capacity as staff veterinary, did

10  you oversee the medical care of Toki?

11    A.  I was involved with it, along with Dr. Maya.

12    Q.  Did you -- so you took examinations of Toki?

13    A.  Yes.

14    Q.  Do you recall how many times you would have?

15    A.  No, no.

16    Q.  But it was part of the routine as part of your

17  job duties diligence?

18    A.  Yeah.  My role was more to help, you know,

19  support Dr. Maya.  She was primary, I was backup vet.

20  So most of the routine things were her doing, but, of

21  course, I did examinations and things when she wasn't

22  there or together.

23    Q.  In your role as staff veterinary, did you

24  create records regarding your treatment and care of the

25  animals?
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1    A.  Probably.

2    Q.  Di you contribute to the veterinary history of

3  the animals at the Seaquarium?

4       MR. SALKY:  Object to form.

5       You can answer it if you understand it.

6       THE WITNESS:  I understand it.

7       I'm just not sure that I recall if I wrote

8     actual records in her record or if I left notes

9     for Dr. Maya when I left, and then she entered

10     them.  I don't recall the details.

11  BY MR. HIAASEN:

12    Q.  Just to make it more clear, this has

13  previously been marked as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 134.

14       Do you recognize that document?

15    A.  I believe this is the same one that I reviewed

16  on the list, so yes.

17    Q.  How would you describe this?

18    A.  Medical record.

19    Q.  Okay.  And this is the medical record for

20  Toki?

21    A.  Yeah.  I would say specifically clinical

22  notes.

23    Q.  Clinical notes?

24    A.  That is how I would describe it.

25    Q.  Okay.  So just to be clear, do you recall if
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1  you personally contributed any of the clinical notes in

2  this record for the time period when you were a staff

3  veterinarian?

4    A.  I don't recall.

5    Q.  But it's possible that some of the notes in

6  this clinical record were created by you?

7    A.  Yeah, I guess it's possible.

8    Q.  And it's possible that some of the clinical

9  notes in this record were created by Dr. Maya as a

10  result of notes that you left for her after treating

11  Toki?

12    A.  That's possible.

13    Q.  Do you recall any specific treatments or

14  illnesses involving Toki that you treated her for during

15  your time as a staff veterinarian?

16       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

17       THE WITNESS:  No.

18  BY MR. HIAASEN:

19    Q.  Earlier you mentioned aquatic animal eye care.

20  Are there any other organizations that you participate

21  in involving animal-related veterinary issues?

22    A.  I'm sorry.

23       Can you say that again?  I was looking at the

24  document.

25    Q.  No problem.
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1       Are there any other nonprofit organizations or

2  volunteer organizations that you work with involving

3  veterinarian care of marine mammals?

4    A.  IAAAM, the International Association of

5  Aquatic Animal Medicine.  I'm the secretary of the

6  organization.

7    Q.  I just want to stop you there.

8       So what does IAAAM stand for exactly?

9    A.  It's an organization of our colleagues,

10  veterinarians and others involved in caring for marine

11  mammals or aquatic animals, I would say.

12    Q.  And is the membership of that organization

13  primarily parks that have captive animals?

14    A.  Primarily veterinarians, but not exclusive to

15  vets.  So veterinarian technicians, trainers, curators

16  can attend, but it's predominantly veterinarians.

17    Q.  But veterinarians, curators who work at marine

18  parks?

19    A.  Yeah, aquatic -- aquariums.

20    Q.  Aquariums?

21    A.  Or zoos that have aquatic animals or,

22  honestly, any facility that has aquatic animals.

23    Q.  But the focus is on captive animals?

24    A.  Not necessarily, no.  There's -- we have

25  presentations on wild studies too.
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1    Q.  Are there any other volunteer organizations in

2  addition to IAAAM that you work with?

3    A.  I've attended conferences from other

4  organizations but not ones that I'm a member.

5    Q.  Have you ever seen an orca in the wild?

6    A.  I have on one occasion.

7    Q.  Where was that?

8    A.  Believe it or not, New Jersey.

9    Q.  How long ago was that?

10    A.  That was a long time ago, and I've been out

11  there looking and I --

12    Q.  Were you intending to look for orcas?

13    A.  I was a kid during that time.  It was many,

14  many years ago.

15    Q.  When you say "kid," do you recall how old?

16    A.  Probably 14 years old or something.

17    Q.  Do you recall anything about the experience?

18    A.  I enjoyed it, it was a brief glimpse, but you

19  know, they are expressive animals and --

20    Q.  Did you see more than one?

21    A.  Just one.

22    Q.  Just one.

23       Were you on a boat?

24    A.  I was.

25    Q.  You were intentionally looking for them?
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1    A.  No.  Just happened to have one come across our

2  path.

3    Q.  Could you observe any of their behavior -- the

4  animal's behavior?

5    A.  Not at that time.

6    Q.  When you were working for SeaWorld you said

7  that you -- part of your responsibilities involved, I

8  guess, collaborating regarding orcas that were in other

9  locations with other SeaWorld veterinarians; is that

10  correct?

11    A.  Correct.

12    Q.  Did you ever travel to any of the other

13  SeaWorld locations when you were working for SeaWorld?

14    A.  Yeah, I think I mentioned that earlier.

15    Q.  Do you recall which ones you went to?

16    A.  Orlando and San Diego.

17       Actually all three.  I've been to Texas also.

18    Q.  Do you recall the size of the whale tanks at

19  SeaWorld Orlando?

20    A.  Yes.

21    Q.  Do you recall if they were larger or smaller

22  than the tanks -- the tank for Toki at the Seaquarium?

23    A.  Larger.

24    Q.  Do you recall if it was deeper?

25    A.  I don't recall.
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1    Q.  When you visited SeaWorld Orlando, did -- were

2  there multiple orcas?

3    A.  Yes.

4    Q.  Were they all together?

5    A.  Again, together, gated, separated, various

6  ways, but all in the same pool.

7    Q.  And at San Diego do you recall if the tank was

8  larger or smaller than Toki's tank?

9    A.  Yes, larger.

10    Q.  Do you recall if it was deeper?

11    A.  I don't.

12    Q.  And in SeaWorld Diego, when you were there,

13  were -- was there more than one orca?

14    A.  Yes.

15    Q.  How many orcas were in that pool?

16    A.  That I don't recall.

17    Q.  Okay.  In your experience at SeaWorld, did

18  SeaWorld keep orcas from the same pods together if they

19  could identify them?

20       I'm sorry, it's two questions.

21       Do you know if they could identify if the

22  animals at SeaWorld were from the same pod or --

23    A.  I don't recall at the other SeaWorld.  So I

24  can tell you in Ohio that wasn't always the case, that

25  they were always from the same pod.
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1    Q.  But at SeaWorld Ohio, they would take efforts

2  to determine whether or not the animals were from the

3  same pod or not?

4    A.  "Efforts" is a strong word.  We knew the

5  origin most of the whales.

6    Q.  And if they were from the same pod, would they

7  make an effort to keep them together?

8    A.  Not that I recall.

9    Q.  Do you recall why not?

10    A.  It think it was more just a factor of who was

11  compatible with who, who got along with who, mothers and

12  calves, males and females, et cetera.

13    Q.  Lastly, you said you visited the SeaWorld in

14  Texas; is that correct?

15    A.  Yes.

16    Q.  Do you recall if the whale pool at the

17  SeaWorld at Texas was larger or smaller than the whale

18  pool for Toki at the Seaquarium?

19    A.  Honestly, I'm not sure that I ever saw the

20  whale pool in Texas.

21    Q.  And just to be clear, outside of your work

22  from SeaWorld or outside of SeaWorld facilities, have

23  you ever observed any other captive orcas other than

24  Toki?

25    A.  No.
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1    Q.  Okay.

2    A.  I'm sorry.

3       Yes, let me go back on that.

4       The orca at Six Flags in Vallejo, I observed

5  her.

6       MR. SALKY:  V-A-L-L-E-J-O; is that right?

7       THE WITNESS:  Correct.

8       And it has had numerous names and owners and

9     companies over the years, but currently I believe

10     it's -- actually, I don't remember the name now,

11     but it's at Six Flags park.

12  BY MR. HIAASEN:

13    Q.  Were you -- did you observe that animal as a

14  visitor to the park or --

15    A.  Well, yeah, a visitor, but, you know, also

16  sort of an invited guest just because, you know, I know

17  people there.

18    Q.  Are there multiple orcas at Six Flags in

19  Vallejo, California?

20    A.  No, just one.

21    Q.  Just one.

22       When you were there, there was just one?

23    A.  Correct.

24       And I just thought of another one, Marine Land

25  in Canada.  I've been there and have observed their
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1  orcas.

2    Q.  Just going back to Six Flags, do you recall

3  seeing the whale tank at Six Flags?

4    A.  Very vaguely.  I don't recall the details.

5    Q.  Do you recall how long ago that was when you

6  visited Six Flags?

7    A.  It's probably been at least 15 years, 10 or 15

8  years.

9    Q.  Do you recall if the whale tank at Six Flags

10  was larger or smaller than the tank for Toki at the

11  Seaquarium?

12    A.  I honestly don't recall that.

13    Q.  And finally, at Marine Land Canada, do you

14  recall when you visited that facility?

15    A.  I can't give you a date, but again, probably

16  10 to 15 years ago.

17    Q.  And was that just as a patron or you invited

18  by staff?

19    A.  No, I went as a guest.  And, again, because of

20  this being a small, small world, I know people that

21  worked there, so I got a tour.

22    Q.  And do you recall how many orcas were at that

23  location?

24    A.  I don't recall how many, but more than one.

25    Q.  Okay.  And were they housed together?
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1    A.  As far as I recall, yes.

2    Q.  And do you recall if the tank was larger or

3  smaller than Toki's tank?

4    A.  Larger.

5    Q.  Have you ever observed an orca tank anywhere

6  else the size of and dimensions of Toki's tank at the

7  Seaquarium?

8    A.  No.

9    Q.  Have you ever observed orcas in captivity with

10  Pacific white-sided dolphins besides the -- besides

11  Toki?

12    A.  No.

13    Q.  Have you ever observed orcas in captivity with

14  any other nonorca species?

15    A.  Yes.

16    Q.  Where was that, if you recall?

17    A.  Six Flags at the time had a bottlenose dolphin

18  in with their orca.

19    Q.  Is it -- to the extent that you know, is the

20  Six Flags facility still open?

21    A.  I believe so, yeah.

22    Q.  Do you know if they still have an orca?

23    A.  I believe she's there, yeah.

24    Q.  Did you observe any performances at the

25  captive orca facilities that you visited?
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1    A.  Yes.

2    Q.  How would you compare the performances you

3  observed to the performances Lolita or Toki performs at

4  the Seaquarium?

5       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

6       THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure that I understand

7     that.

8  BY MR. HIAASEN:

9    Q.  Did the activities that you observed at --

10  step back.

11       Do you recall which facilities you observed

12  performances at?

13    A.  SeaWorld Orlando and Marine Land in Canada.

14    Q.  So at SeaWorld Orlando, did the performance --

15  did the orcas in performing perform behaviors that Toki

16  does not do?

17       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

18       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I'm not sure what you mean

19     by that.

20  BY MR. HIAASEN:

21    Q.  You watched Toki's performance recently or --

22    A.  A show?

23    Q.  Yeah, her show.

24    A.  Sure.

25    Q.  Did you see it most recently?
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1    A.  I did on January 20th, yes.

2    Q.  Does Toki jump in her show?

3    A.  Yes.

4    Q.  Does she fully breach the water?

5    A.  Yes.

6    Q.  And do you know how many shows she does a day?

7    A.  I don't know that, no.

8    Q.  Does Toki do any flips or anything like that?

9    A.  I've never seen her do a flip, no.

10    Q.  At the SeaWorld Orlando, did you see -- did

11  the orcas jump and breach the water?

12    A.  Yes.

13    Q.  Do they do flips there?

14    A.  No, that I recall.  I'm not sure that I've

15  ever seen an orca do a flip.

16    Q.  Okay.

17    A.  If you mean a flip meaning continued -- I

18  mean, a complete rotation.

19    Q.  Yeah, like a 360?

20    A.  No.

21    Q.  Do you know how often the orca performed at

22  SeaWorld Orlando?

23    A.  I don't.

24    Q.  Do you recall what other behaviors Toki did at

25  the show that you saw on January 20th?
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1    A.  Yeah, yeah.

2    Q.  Can you tell me what they are?

3    A.  Yeah, I'm not sure if I know the words for the

4  behaviors --

5    Q.  Can you just describe them, the best you can.

6    A.  -- I can describe them.

7       She did vocalizations, she did some breaches,

8  as we mentioned, some tail motions where she would

9  create some water to splash.

10    Q.  Was there anything with the pec fins?

11    A.  Yeah, pec slap on the water.

12    Q.  And do you recall, say, at SeaWorld Orlando,

13  did you see similar activities or different activities?

14    A.  Similar.

15    Q.  Can you recall if there were any different

16  ones?

17    A.  Not that I can recall.

18    Q.  And at SeaWorld Orlando there was more than

19  one animal performing at the same time?

20    A.  Yes.

21    Q.  And then on Marine Land in Canada, do you

22  recall anything about the shows that you observed there?

23    A.  Yeah.  It was a long time, so not details, but

24  again, similar to the Seaquarium.

25    Q.  Okay.  I want to turn back to your report now,
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1  which I think was 181, I think.

2       Actually, I would like to -- I want to do

3  first.

4       So Toki is a member of the Southern Resident

5  killer whale distinct population; is that correct?

6       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

7       THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure.

8  BY MR. HIAASEN:

9    Q.  You're not sure?

10    A.  No.

11    Q.  But you're aware that Toki is listed on the

12  Endangered Species Act?

13    A.  I am.

14    Q.  Before this case, have you had any occasion to

15  opine about whether the conditions of her captivity

16  amount to a take or harassment under the Endangered

17  Species Act?

18    A.  No.

19    Q.  Are you aware that the Seaquarium had opposed

20  the listing as endangered species?

21    A.  Yes.

22    Q.  And you personally opposed to the listing as

23  endangered species, correct?

24    A.  Correct.

25    Q.  What I'm handing you is Plaintiffs'
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1  Exhibit 182.

2       Do you recognize this letter?

3     (Thereupon, Letter dated March 26, 2014, was

4     marked as Exhibit Number 182 for identification.)

5       THE WITNESS:  Yes.

6  BY MR. HIAASEN:

7    Q.  Did you write this letter?

8    A.  I did.

9    Q.  And was it sent to National Marine Fishery

10  Service?

11    A.  Yes.  I mean, I'm not sure I sent it directly,

12  but it was addressed to them.

13    Q.  Who would you have sent it to if you did not

14  send it directly to them?

15    A.  Jim Lister.

16    Q.  And just we talked a little bit before, but do

17  you recall if anyone at the Seaquarium asked you to send

18  this letter?

19    A.  Not that I recall.

20    Q.  And you're not compensated for sending this

21  letter?

22    A.  This one, I don't believe so.

23    Q.  Do you recall how you learned that NMFS was

24  considering a rule change regarding listing Toki?

25    A.  Yeah, I just -- just from being involved in
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1  the industry I was aware.

2    Q.  Do you recall if anyone at the Seaquarium

3  specifically told you about the proposed rule change?

4       MR. SALKY:  Asked and answered.

5  BY MR. HIAASEN:

6    Q.  If you can answer.

7    A.  I don't recall.

8    Q.  On the -- I'm looking at the second paragraph

9  of the last sentence.  It says, "Listing her as an

10  endangered will undoubtedly lead to some" -- "lead some

11  to advocate restrictions and changes to both her medical

12  care and training routine that are misguided,

13  ill-conceived and ultimately detrimental to her

14  well-being."

15       What was your basis for that statement?

16    A.  Can you be more specific?

17    Q.  Well, let's take it apart, I suppose.

18       "Listing her as endangered will undoubtedly

19  lead some to advocate restrictions and changes to her

20  medical care and training routine."

21       What was your basis for making that statement?

22  What made you believe it?

23       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

24       THE WITNESS:  I think it comes down to the

25     question of take and harm and harass and that
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1     there were things would be considered harm and

2     harassment that I don't believe are.

3  BY MR. HIAASEN:

4    Q.  So at the time that you wrote this letter, had

5  you read the Endangered Species Act?

6    A.  I had read the definitions, yes.

7    Q.  So you read the definition of harm and harass

8  under the Endangered Species Act in -- before March 26,

9  2014?

10    A.  Yes.

11    Q.  What changes to her medical care did you fear

12  that would come about as a result of listing her in the

13  Endangered Species Act?

14    A.  My fear was that people that are not

15  experienced with the care of captive killer whales would

16  try to dictate her care.

17    Q.  And the basis for this fear was what exactly?

18       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

19  BY MR. HIAASEN:

20    Q.  What made you believe that people without the

21  proper experience were going to dictate her care?

22    A.  Because I think once she is included, or if

23  not excluded, then there, you know, it opens up some

24  other things and agendas about Lolita that I think are

25  ill-conceived and misguided.
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1    Q.  Since she has been listed, are you aware of

2  any changes to her medical care at the Seaquarium?

3    A.  Not that I'm aware of, no.

4    Q.  You also in this sentence you talk about, I

5  guess, that you objected to any changes in her training

6  routine.  Is that a correct characterization of --

7    A.  Where is that?  Which line?

8    Q.  It's just past the word -- the second to last

9  line of the second paragraph.

10       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form of the

11     question.

12       THE WITNESS:  Yes.  I'm sorry, I'm not sure

13     which sentence you're looking at.

14       Second line of second paragraph?

15  BY MR. HIAASEN:

16    Q.  I'll read it again.

17    A.  Yeah.

18    Q.  "Listing her as endangered will undoubtedly

19  lead some to advocate restrictions and changes to both

20  her medical care and training routine" --

21       Do you see that part?

22    A.  Yeah, I do.

23    Q.  -- "that are misguided, ill-conceived and

24  ultimately detrimental."

25       Why do you believe any changes to her training
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1  routine would be "misguided, ill-conceived or

2  detrimental"?

3    A.  Well, in a nutshell, I felt this is an agenda

4  with an ultimate goal from some of our detractors to

5  first exclude her from being -- I mean, to first remove

6  the exclusion from being included as an endangered

7  species, then try to show that she's being harmed, and

8  then ultimately to send her to a sea pen or release her,

9  which I was not for.  So that's where all of that came

10  from.

11    Q.  And at the time that you wrote this -- this

12  letter, that was your personal opinion?

13    A.  Correct.

14    Q.  Is that your personal opinion today?

15    A.  Yes.

16    Q.  Again, going back to this line, it says

17  "changes to both her medical care and training routine."

18  Are you aware of any changes to her training routine

19  since Toki has been listed under ESA?

20    A.  No.

21    Q.  Are there particular parts of her training

22  routine that you fear will be changed because she is

23  listed under the ESA?

24    A.  Possibly.

25    Q.  What are those?
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1    A.  Again, it could be anything.  I don't know.

2  But basically things that wouldn't be determined by the

3  staff at the Seaquarium, they would be determined by

4  some other agency.

5    Q.  Do you consider her performance as part of her

6  training routine?

7    A.  Yes.

8    Q.  Do you fear that -- that the listing of Toki

9  under the ESA will lead to a change in her routine where

10  she no longer performs?

11       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

12       THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure what I do when you

13     say that, I'm sorry.

14       MR. SALKY:  You can answer if you understand

15     the question.

16       THE WITNESS:  Okay.  Say that again, I got

17     distracted.

18  BY MR. HIAASEN:

19    Q.  Do you believe that -- that her listing under

20  the ESA may result in a change in her routine that would

21  prevent her from performing?

22       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form of the

23     question.

24  BY MR. HIAASEN:

25    Q.  Do you understand the question?
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1       MR. SALKY:  You can answer if you understand.

2       THE WITNESS:  I think it's possible, yes.

3  BY MR. HIAASEN:

4    Q.  And why would it be detrimental to Toki if she

5  were prevented from performing?

6    A.  I think her performances are part of her

7  routine and they are important to her well-being.

8    Q.  What is your basis or conclusion that the

9  performances are important for her well-being?

10       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form of the

11     question.

12       You can answer if you understand.

13       THE WITNESS:  I do.

14       I think they are creatures of habit, as most

15     animals are.  She's used to a routine.  And when

16     you break that routine, there can be health

17     consequences, and I have witnessed that as her

18     veterinarian.

19  BY MR. HIAASEN:

20    Q.  You witnessed that with Toki specifically or

21  with other animals?

22    A.  With Toki and other whales.

23    Q.  Can you recall specific incidents involving a

24  break of routine with Toki's -- with Toki --

25    A.  Yes.  Many years ago, and I don't recall the
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1  date or the circumstances, but we -- it might have been

2  a hurricane or something where the park was closed, and

3  the idea was to give her a rest from shows potentially.

4  And it was not a good thing in my opinion from a

5  veterinarian standpoint, and we learned a lot from that

6  time because she got sick.

7    Q.  And when you say "she got sick," do you recall

8  exactly what happened to her?

9    A.  Yeah.  And it's tricky sometimes to definitely

10  diagnose a 7,000-pound animal, but it seemed like

11  gastrointestinal, that she became constipated, had some

12  abdominal pain, and our theory was just the, you know,

13  routine and the energy that she had typically exerted

14  for the shows.  We basically rested her too much, and as

15  I said earlier, broke her routine, which I think has

16  negative effects on a creature of habit.

17    Q.  Do you recall who decided to rest her during

18  that period?

19    A.  I think we all did as a group.  And again, I

20  don't recall the details, but the park was closed, there

21  was no reason to do shows, and I think we learned.  And

22  now even when the park is closed we continue to keep up

23  her routine and do shows since that episode.

24    Q.  On the -- on your letter, Exhibit 182, on the

25  first sentence of the third paragraph, "Medically Lolita
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1  is one of the most well-adjusted, stable and healthy

2  animals that I ever worked with."

3       Did you review any of Lolita's or Toki's

4  veterinarian records in preparation of sending this

5  letter?

6    A.  For this letter I'm pretty certain I only

7  based it on my own experience with her.

8    Q.  And this letter was sent on -- or written, I

9  guess, on March 26, 2014; is that correct?

10    A.  As far as I can tell, based on the date on it,

11  yeah.

12    Q.  Do you recall when you had last examined Toki

13  before writing this letter?

14    A.  I don't.

15    Q.  And the second line down where you write, "She

16  receives better medical care than most humans."

17       What is basis for that statement?

18    A.  I think her -- the number of samples, the

19  number of examinations she receives, diagnostics far

20  exceeds typical human medical care.

21    Q.  And has your assessment of the quality of her

22  medical care changed at all since you wrote this letter?

23    A.  Not that I'm aware of.

24    Q.  On the second page in the second paragraph --

25       MR. SALKY:  Second full paragraph?
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  Second full paragraph.

3       No, I'm sorry.

4       The first full paragraph.

5    A.  Okay.

6    Q.  In the middle of the paragraph starts with

7  "Releasing her."

8       Do you see that sentence?

9    A.  Yes.

10    Q.  You write, "Releasing her into the wild would

11  be cruel and inhumane to her."

12       What is your basis or your conclusion that it

13  would be cruel and inhumane to release her into the

14  wild?

15    A.  I release of long-term captive cetaceans is

16  bad.  It has not been successful.  The only one that I'm

17  aware of was another whale that died named Keiko.

18    Q.  Have you ever studied the success or failure

19  of release of cetaceans into the wild after captivity?

20       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

21       THE WITNESS:  I understand the question.

22       I -- yes, I have studied and read about them

23     and aware of cases like Keiko, Free Willy.

24  BY MR. HIAASEN:

25    Q.  Are there specific studies that you can name
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1  regarding the success or failure of cetaceans released

2  from captivity to the wild?

3    A.  Keiko.  Lolita -- I mean, Free Willy, there

4  was a paper written, I believe Simmons was the author.

5  I don't have it in front of me.

6    Q.  Can you spell Simmons?

7    A.  It wasn't Simmons, not our guy.  I think --

8  Simon, maybe, S-I-M-O-N.  Sorry.  I might have that

9  wrong.

10       As far as my understanding is there was one

11  document, one paper written about that -- that release

12  sea pen experience and Free Willy, and I think Simon was

13  the author.

14    Q.  Did you refer to this paper by Simon when you

15  were drafting this letter to NMFS?

16    A.  No.

17    Q.  So in 2014, before you were engaged to be an

18  expert in this case, you had already concluded that

19  releasing her would be cruel and inhumane; is that

20  correct?

21    A.  Yes, due to her time in captivity.

22    Q.  You also write in the next line that "Release

23  would be potentially catastrophic to the wild population

24  of killer whales."

25       What was your basis for that statement at that
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1  time?

2    A.  I think she has been exposed to various things

3  in her environment that, as I mentioned the word

4  "naive," that the wild population has not encountered.

5  And I think the whole idea of, you know, releasing her

6  and putting her back with that population, I don't see

7  any benefit to doing that.  If anything, I see it as a

8  huge risk to an already endangered population because of

9  the pathogens that she has been exposed to that they had

10  not.

11    Q.  Are there specific pathogens --

12    A.  No.

13    Q.  -- that you have in mind?

14    A.  No.  And a lot of those would be unknowns, you

15  know.  Those are the most scary ones are the unknowns.

16    Q.  Are there any studies that you relied on

17  examining exposure of pathogens to wild orcas from --

18  from orcas released from captivity?

19    A.  I don't think that information exists.

20    Q.  So this statement in the letter then was not

21  based on any research you did in the topic of pathogen

22  exposure to wild orcas?

23       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

24       THE WITNESS:  Based on my opinion and my

25     knowledge as a veterinarian about disease.
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  Do you personally have any experience in

3  releasing captive orcas into the wild?

4    A.  No.

5    Q.  Do you have any experience releasing any

6  captive marine mammal into the wild?

7    A.  Yeah, short-term rescue cetaceans, you know,

8  rescue and rehab.

9    Q.  So these are -- just to be clear, these are

10  wild cetaceans --

11    A.  Correct.

12    Q.  -- injured or diseased brought temporarily to

13  the facility --

14    A.  Correct.

15    Q.  -- and then released back into the wild?

16    A.  Yeah.  So cetaceans had beached for whatever

17  reason or sick are treated, and once deemed healthy and

18  releasable, released back to the wild.

19    Q.  This might be a generalization, but typically

20  in the beaching scenario, how long is a dolphin or a

21  whale in captivity for rehab purposes?

22       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

23       THE WITNESS:  I understand.

24       I would say, on average, less than one year.

25  BY MR. HIAASEN:
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1    Q.  When wild cetaceans are brought into a park --

2  let me back up a second.

3       Was this done at Seaquarium?

4    A.  No.  But, yeah -- I'll leave it at that, no.

5    Q.  Which park did you participate in this?

6    A.  I participated during my time at Seaquarium,

7  but the rehabilitation was not performed at the

8  Seaquarium due to quarantine-type issues and protection

9  of the existing animals from wildlife diseases.

10    Q.  In this incident you're talking about where

11  were the wild animals housed?

12    A.  There are stranding facilities throughout

13  Florida.  Changed over the years.  I don't recall the

14  specific ones and the names.

15    Q.  Can you recall how many times you've assisted

16  in the rehab of stranded animals?

17    A.  Probably a dozen.

18    Q.  And did all 12 of those instances involve

19  temporary housing of the wild animal and then releasing

20  it?

21    A.  No, not all 12.  I would say 12 were probably

22  ones that we released.  If you add to the ones that

23  weren't released, there's more.  Some of them are not

24  releasable, some of them died.

25    Q.  But in all of those instances, the animals
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1  were not kept at the Seaquarium --

2    A.  No.

3    Q.  -- or any facility that you worked at?

4    A.  Correct.

5    Q.  And the reason for that is because of --

6    A.  Potential disease transferred from the wild

7  animals to the collection.

8    Q.  And in your experience with the release of

9  wild rehabilitated animals, how often has it been

10  successful?

11    A.  I don't think I have number for you on that.

12       And I want to add one thing to that to include

13  manatees.  So when I was talking about earlier were

14  cetaceans.  Manatees were rehabilitated during my time

15  at Miami Seaquarium and released back to the wild.

16    Q.  Is there a reason that manatees can be

17  rehabilitated at the Seaquarium and cetaceans cannot?

18    A.  Yes.

19    Q.  What is that?

20    A.  There is a virus called Morbillivirus,

21  M-O-R-B-I-L-L-I, virus, and this virus was discovered

22  not far behind my beginning employment at Seaquarium.

23  And prior to that discovery, dolphins were rehabilitated

24  at marine parks.  After that discovery, they were not,

25  because it's a deadly virus that we learned about that
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1  we didn't want to risk transfer to the existing

2  population.

3    Q.  And Morbillivirus is found in wild --

4    A.  Cetaceans.

5    Q.  -- wild cetaceans?

6    A.  I'll add another one to that.  We also at

7  SeaWorld Ohio, we rehabilitated pinnipeds, seals.  Not

8  that we got seals in Ohio, they don't live there, but we

9  were sent seals from other facilities that needed space,

10  and we rehabilitated them and released those also.

11    Q.  Were you involved in the release?

12    A.  I don't think I ever, you know, did -- was

13  present for the actual release, but I was involved in

14  the rehabilitation as the veterinarian at the SeaWorld

15  Ohio.

16    Q.  Can you recall whether or not the releases of

17  any seals were successful or not?

18    A.  Yeah, all of the ones I was involved in were.

19    Q.  Where were they released, if you recall?

20    A.  Typically the ones we got were from

21  New England and were released off the northeast coast.

22    Q.  Sorry.  There is a section of this letter I

23  was trying to find and I don't know where I -- on the --

24  we're back looking at the letter that you sent to NMFS

25  on the second page.
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1       MR. SALKY:  182?

2       MR. HIAASEN:  182.

3       THE WITNESS:  Sure.

4  BY MR. HIAASEN:

5    Q.  The last sentence of the first full paragraph,

6  "She offers no genetic value to the wild population,

7  poses considerable risk to wild populations, and

8  undoubtedly would not survive release."

9    A.  Question?

10    Q.  The phrase "undoubtedly would not survive

11  release," do you have any scientific basis for your

12  determination that she would not survive release under

13  any circumstances?

14    A.  Free Willy, it's already been tried, failed.

15       An animal in a similar situation to Lolita's

16  was sent to the sea pen with intention to release him

17  and he died.  It is the only other one that I know of.

18    Q.  Have you examined any specific plans regarding

19  Toki's proposed release?

20    A.  Yes.

21    Q.  What are the plans as far as you --

22    A.  I think it was called The Orca Project; is

23  that correct?

24       I may be getting the name wrong, but I read it

25  as part of the lawsuit.
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1    Q.  But do you recall what the conditions of

2  release were and the circumstances release would be?

3    A.  Well, the plan involved a sea pen in the

4  Pacific Northwest, and I think there was mention of the

5  ultimate goal of release, I'm not sure, but I imagine,

6  like Free Willy, that would be the ultimate goal, but I

7  did review the idea and the details of the sea pen.

8    Q.  Do you know if there is any difference between

9  the sea pen proposal that you read and the sea pen that

10  was involved with Keiko in the example that you used?

11    A.  Not that I know of.

12    Q.  How familiar are you with the actual sea pen

13  and the other --

14    A.  Free Willy.

15    Q.  -- conditions of her --

16    A.  Just from what I read, you know.

17    Q.  From what you read in the Simon paper or in

18  other things?

19    A.  Yes, Simon paper, Mark Simons book, and, you

20  know, I've known colleagues that had been there and

21  described it to me, as well as all of the issues

22  involved with that sea pen.

23    Q.  If the proposal that you read regarding Toki

24  did not include ultimate release, would that change your

25  opinion at all?
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1    A.  No, I still don't think a sea pen or any

2  change to her environment is in her best interest.

3    Q.  So do you believe a larger captive tank than

4  the tank she's in now would be to her benefit or not?

5    A.  I think it is risky.  I think any change to

6  her environment at all poses considerable risk because

7  that's her world, that is what she knows and that is

8  what she has known for 46 years.

9    Q.  Other than changing her routine, is there

10  anything beyond that that you think is a risk for a

11  larger environment for Toki?

12       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

13       THE WITNESS:  Yes, I think the whole concept

14     is a risk because it all involves change.  It

15     would involve transport, it would involve

16     acclamation to a new pool, it might involve

17     different social structure.  There is nothing

18     about it that I think is safe for her and no risk

19     of harm to her.

20  BY MR. HIAASEN:

21    Q.  Do you know how often the Pacific white-sided

22  dolphins in her tank are changed?

23    A.  I don't.

24    Q.  Would you consider changing Pacific

25  white-sided dolphins a change in her environment?
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1    A.  It would apply, yes.

2    Q.  Would that pose a risk of altering her

3  routine?

4    A.  Not as much of the other changes that I

5  mentioned, because they are still the same species, same

6  size, same demeanor.  And my understanding there haven't

7  been a lot of changes, and a lot of those animals that

8  she has lived with she has lived with for a long time

9  over the years.

10    Q.  And I would like to go back to your expert

11  report.

12    A.  Okay.

13    Q.  So I'm looking at the fourth line of the

14  second paragraph.

15    A.  On page?

16    Q.  On page one.

17    A.  Fourth line, second paragraph, page one.

18  Okay.

19    Q.  Where you state, "I strongly disagree that

20  there has been any take."

21       Can you provide the factual basis for your

22  conclusion that there has not been a take?

23    A.  I think describe it in the following sentences

24  based on the definition.

25    Q.  So the basis of this opinion is your plain
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1  reading of the Code of Federal Regulations definition of

2  "take"?

3       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

4       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I do feel that, and I

5     think in order for me to comment on a definition,

6     I have to understand the definition.

7  BY MR. HIAASEN:

8    Q.  Before this case, have you ever examined what

9  type of activity would constitute a take in the

10  Endangered Species Act?

11    A.  I don't believe so.

12    Q.  Would you consider this a legal conclusion?

13    A.  What?

14    Q.  Your conclusion that -- that there has not

15  been a take under the Endangered Species Act, is that a

16  legal conclusion?

17       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

18       THE WITNESS:  I'm not a lawyer.  I couldn't

19     answer that with any conviction.  It's my opinion.

20  BY MR. HIAASEN:

21    Q.  But is your opinion based on your

22  interpretation of the law; is that correct?

23       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

24       THE WITNESS:  My interpretation of the

25     definition of "take."
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  The definition of "take" provided by the

3  Endangered Species Act?

4       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

5       You can answer if you understand it.

6       THE WITNESS:  Correct, as well as National

7     Marine Fisheries and Fish and Wildlife Service

8     comments on the definitions.

9  BY MR. HIAASEN:

10    Q.  A little bit farther down, it's hard about --

11  it right about here.  There is a sentence starts, "Based

12  on my 24 years of experience," do you see that --

13    A.  Yeah.

14    Q.  -- kind of in the lower middle of the

15  paragraph?

16    A.  I do.

17    Q.  Where it says -- it says, "It is my

18  professional opinion that Lolita is not being injured

19  and is not likely to be injured as a result of the care

20  provided for her at the Miami Seaquarium."

21       What is the factual basis for your conclusion

22  that she is not being injured?

23       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form of the

24     question.

25       You can answer.
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1       THE WITNESS:  My review of her medical records

2     as well as my experience with her as her

3     veterinarian.

4  BY MR. HIAASEN:

5    Q.  How do you define "injured"?

6       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

7       THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure that I -- I have a

8     good definition of "injure."  I think it's pretty

9     obvious what injury is.  I think there is levels

10     of injury that we can discuss.

11  BY MR. HIAASEN:

12    Q.  But is it your testimony that in reviewing the

13  medical records you saw no evidence of injuries at all?

14       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

15       THE WITNESS:  That is a correct.

16  BY MR. HIAASEN:

17    Q.  Do you consider "raking" an injury?

18       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

19       THE WITNESS:  Yes.  And now here's, I think,

20     just involves -- requires a little more discussion

21     about, as you had said, the definition of

22     "injury."  I think there is different levels of

23     injuries, and what I saw, minor scrapes and

24     scratches, I don't think apply as far as injury in

25     the Endangered Species Act in harm and take.  I
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1     think they are minor, minor, not serious.  Again,

2     I have to call them injury because they are

3     injuries, but again, scratches and scrapes minor,

4     I don't think that is what the endangered species

5     is getting at.

6  BY MR. HIAASEN:

7    Q.  So when you say you don't think that the

8  Endangered Species Act is getting at certain types of

9  injuries, what is your basis for that opinion?

10    A.  Again, my own opinion and interpretation of

11  the -- of what I read as a definition.

12    Q.  Your own interpretation of the Endangered

13  Species Act itself?

14    A.  Yeah.

15    Q.  And the regulations?

16    A.  And my interpretation of her injuries, I think

17  they are minor and insignificant, and they don't

18  constitute take and harm.

19    Q.  Is there anything that you've seen in your

20  review of Endangered Species Act or the Code of Federal

21  Regulations that defines injury?

22    A.  No.  I don't think they, other than what I

23  wrote, injury and likelihood of injury, I don't think

24  they defined it any further.

25    Q.  So --
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1    A.  That's why it's interpretation.

2    Q.  So you did not see anything in the Endangered

3  Species Act or the Code of Federal Regulations that

4  defined "minor injury"?

5    A.  No.  Again, I don't think they qualified level

6  and different types of minor injuries.

7    Q.  So is it fair to say you don't have any basis

8  for your conclusion that minor injuries are not

9  considered harassment or injury under the Endangered

10  Species Act?

11       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

12       THE WITNESS:  I think it's my interpretation

13     or it is my interpretation, and I don't know how a

14     little scratch that would be not a serious medical

15     condition would be considered something that

16     applied to that rule.

17  BY MR. HIAASEN:

18    Q.  But have you seen any study or analysis that

19  concluded that, what you call, "minor injuries" are not

20  covered by the Rule?

21       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

22       THE WITNESS:  No.

23  BY MR. HIAASEN:

24    Q.  Did you -- when you first worked at the

25  Seaquarium in the mid '90s, was Toki living with Pacific
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1  white-sided dolphins at the time?

2    A.  Yes.

3    Q.  Did you see rake injuries at the time when you

4  were --

5       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

6       THE WITNESS:  Similar to what I have been

7     describing.  Very minor, nothing that concerned

8     me.

9       MR. SALKY:  Rake injury on whom?

10       MR. HIAASEN:  On Toki.

11       THE WITNESS:  Sorry, I assumed that.

12  BY MR. HIAASEN:

13    Q.  Do you recall how often you observed rake

14  injuries when you first began working with Toki?

15       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

16       THE WITNESS:  No.  It's been a long time.

17     I -- not frequent enough that it concerned me.

18  BY MR. HIAASEN:

19    Q.  How frequent would rakes be that would give

20  rise to concern?

21    A.  I should preface that --

22       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form of the

23     question.

24       THE WITNESS:  -- I should explain that a

25     little further.
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1       The -- you know, minor injuries is what I'm

2     talking about.  They occurred, they didn't concern

3     me, and I don't recall the frequency.

4  BY MR. HIAASEN:

5    Q.  When you were staff veterinarian and when you

6  were veterinarian of record, did you note rake injuries

7  in the medical record?

8       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

9       THE WITNESS:  I'm okay with that one.

10     Probably not unless they were what I would

11     consider, you know, medically concerning.

12       I think I'll expand on that.  I think it is

13     part of natural behavior of cetaceans and I

14     know -- no, I don't think every single episode

15     requires input into a medical record, especially

16     if they are minor little scratches.

17  BY MR. HIAASEN:

18    Q.  How did you determine if a rake injury is

19  minor or more significant?

20       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

21       THE WITNESS:  My answer would be by the size

22     and percentage of body -- you know, the body of

23     the animal that's affected by the rake.

24       And I'll add to that, during my time as her

25     vet, I don't think I ever saw any that concerned
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1     me.

2  BY MR. HIAASEN:

3    Q.  When you were the vet, if you did see one that

4  concerned you, would that be included in the medical

5  report?

6       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

7       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, it would, but again, I

8     don't recall.

9  BY MR. HIAASEN:

10    Q.  Do you know if the training staff is required

11  to record whether or not there has been a rake?

12       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

13       THE WITNESS:  I don't know if they are

14     required, but I'm aware that they do.

15  BY MR. HIAASEN:

16    Q.  Do you know if they are required to report

17  them to the veterinarian or the curator?

18    A.  Yeah.  Again, I'm not sure what the

19  requirement is, but I know they have very detailed

20  records and they report every little thing.

21    Q.  Do you have any knowledge of why the training

22  staff would be asked to report these things to the

23  veterinarian or the curator?

24       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

25       THE WITNESS:  It's observation and it's good
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1     recordkeeping to be thorough.

2  BY MR. HIAASEN:

3    Q.  When you were the staff veterinarian and when

4  you were the veterinarian of record, was it common to

5  receive calls from trainers identifying rakes that they

6  observed?

7    A.  No.

8       MR. SALKY:  When you get to a good stopping

9     point, I could use another break.  We've been

10     going over an hour and five minutes, I think.

11       MR. HIAASEN:  We can stop here.

12       I don't know.  It's 12:20.  I don't know if

13     you want to --

14     (Lunch recess from 12:22 p.m. to 1:09 p.m.)

15  BY MR. HIAASEN:

16    Q.  So when we took a break, we were talking about

17  raking injuries, and I think you had said something to

18  the effect that a -- that a rake might be -- whether or

19  not a rake is serious or not depends on the size and

20  percentage of the body that's been scraped or raked.

21       Is that an accurate reflection of what you

22  said?

23    A.  Yes.

24    Q.  Can you say what size of rake would be large

25  enough to be significant in your opinion?
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1    A.  Yeah, I think already said it with what you

2  just relayed back to me.  It's, you know, how much of

3  her body is affected or any animal's body is affected.

4  So it is not so much side, it is more percentage of her

5  body.  And a typical lag rake -- when I say "lag," I

6  don't know if you know what that's -- that is Pacific

7  white-sided dolphin, we refer to as lags from their

8  scientific name.  So if I say it, I apologize, but

9  lag -- lag rakes are typically small and are very

10  insignificant as far as, you know, how much of her body

11  is affected.

12    Q.  When you say "small," can you give me in

13  inches, say, how long --

14    A.  Yeah, up to a foot, you know, in length at the

15  most, you know.

16    Q.  Okay.  And can you describe the depth of a lag

17  rake on Toki's skin?

18    A.  I consider them very superficial.

19    Q.  So how deep is a superficial injury to Toki,

20  in your opinion?

21    A.  Millimeters.

22    Q.  How many millimeters?

23    A.  I would say two.  I'm speculating.  But just

24  based on experience, and I've never seen any deeper than

25  that, and I would, you know, consider that a factor too
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1  as far as the severity of the rake would be depth.  And

2  they are typically, at least all of the ones that I've

3  seen, are very superficial.

4    Q.  Would -- so would a rake that is deeper than

5  two millimeters be considered significant in your

6  opinion?

7    A.  Well, again, I arbitrarily threw out a depth

8  measurement.  I've never actually measured them.  So I

9  would be careful answering based on the actual depth

10  unless I measured, but I think a significant would be

11  full thickness skin, which I've never seen.

12    Q.  Can you explain what you mean by the phrase

13  "full thickness skin"?

14    A.  I think the best way would be on one of us,

15  you know, you may have a scrape on your hand and it can

16  bleed, but full thickness would be when the skin

17  separates.  And typical scenario way you would need

18  stitches where it is through the skin and you are

19  starting to see muscle and subcutaneous tissue below the

20  skin, so which, again, I've never seen in my experience

21  with the lags and Lolita.

22    Q.  Have you ever seen a rake through the full

23  thickness of the skin with any cetacean at all?

24    A.  No.

25    Q.  And would you associate the severity of rakes
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1  with their frequency in any way?

2    A.  No, not necessarily.  I think, again, it's

3  back to my original qualifier about how much of body is

4  affected.  I think it's a natural behavior, it's a way

5  they interact with each other.  Frequency, in my

6  opinion, doesn't apply.  They do it all the time to each

7  other, it is part of what they do.

8    Q.  Do you know if Pacific white-sided dolphins

9  typically rake orcas in the wild?

10    A.  I'm not aware of that based on research or

11  publications.

12    Q.  So you don't know if that's --

13    A.  I --

14    Q.  -- activity that happens in the wild or not?

15    A.  I don't know.  I'm not sure they have the

16  opportunity to do so in the wild.

17    Q.  Stepping back for a moment, when you started

18  at the Seaquarium, was it 1997 when you were first --

19    A.  '94.

20    Q.  '94.  Okay.

21       And then you had interned there in '91 when

22  you were a vet student; is that correct?

23    A.  Correct.

24    Q.  Were there -- was it Pacific white-sided

25  dolphins in Lolita's cage as -- cage, excuse me, in her
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1  pool?

2       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

3  BY MR. HIAASEN:

4    Q.  Were there Pacific white-sided dolphins in

5  Lolita's pool in 1991, if you recall?

6    A.  That's a good question.  I don't recall in

7  1991.

8    Q.  But in 1994 when you started?

9    A.  Absolutely.

10    Q.  So you were not -- you did not participate in

11  the decision-making in deciding that lags were the

12  appropriate animals to house with Lolita?

13       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

14       THE WITNESS:  What year?  What are we talking

15     about?  '94?

16  BY MR. HIAASEN:

17    Q.  At any time.  Like any time that you worked

18  there was there -- were you involved in any

19  decision-making process concerning whether lags were the

20  appropriate companions for Toki?

21    A.  Yeah, I was involved in those decisions.  I

22  mean, it already existed when I got there, but I

23  certainly, if I thought it was a concern, I would have

24  voiced that I think they are good companions.  And APHIS

25  requires us to have companions for her, and I think they
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1  are good companions, they are compatible.  So if I

2  didn't think so, I would have voiced it.

3    Q.  Did you ever voice any concerns about them

4  about the lags?

5    A.  Never.  No, never had a need to.

6    Q.  So it is safe to say that there is -- there is

7  no number of rakes that would base solely on their

8  frequency would concern you regarding Toki?

9       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

10       THE WITNESS:  Not based on frequency, and I

11     already answered that, yeah.

12       More would be based on the things that you

13     asked before depth, you know, and percent of an

14     animal's body that is raked.

15  BY MR. HIAASEN:

16    Q.  Okay.  Are you familiar with what's described

17  in some of the veterinarian record as "chasing"?

18    A.  I assume so, yeah.

19    Q.  Have you ever observed lags chasing Lolita or

20  Toki?

21    A.  Yes.  And again, chase is a term that, you

22  know, needs to be described also or, you know,

23  interpreted also.  I consider it play, what I have seen,

24  or chasing, but not in a negative way.

25    Q.  And what is it about the behavior that makes
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1  you think it is -- it's play?

2    A.  It's not so much the behavior, it is the fact

3  that I think as the accusations have been stated that it

4  is her trying to get to them because they are bothering

5  her, I disagree.  I think if she wanted to hurt one of

6  them, she could.

7    Q.  Do you know if Toki has ever hurt one of the

8  lags?

9    A.  Not that I'm aware of, and certainly not

10  during my experience with her.

11    Q.  Did you review any veterinarian records of any

12  of the lags in preparation for this deposition?

13    A.  No, not the lags.

14    Q.  If Toki had injured a lag, would you expect to

15  see a record of it in her veterinarian records?

16    A.  No.  I guess it would be in the lag record.

17  And I can -- again, based on experience that I had with

18  her over the course of, you know, total of eight years,

19  I never saw her, you know -- again, I think she could

20  kill one of those things in a heartbeat if she wanted to

21  and she hasn't, if they really were bothering her.

22    Q.  Are you aware that Pacific white-sided dolphin

23  died in her tank in August?

24    A.  I read it -- well, let me --

25       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.
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1       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, give me the date, because

2     there were two -- there was mention in one of the

3     reports from plaintiff, and I don't know which one

4     that you are referring to, and the name maybe.

5  BY MR. HIAASEN:

6    Q.  This is Plaintiffs' 136.

7    A.  I haven't seen it.

8       Can I read it?

9    Q.  Sure.

10    A.  Okay.

11    Q.  So as an initial matter, were you aware of

12  Liko's death prior to drafting your opinion on

13  February 7th?

14    A.  I was not.

15    Q.  So what I handed you, Plaintiffs' 136, a

16  necropsy report of the Pacific white-sided dolphin named

17  Liko.

18       Do you see the section it says, "Clinical

19  cause of death"?

20    A.  Yes.

21    Q.  Can you describe what is "acute subdural

22  hematoma" means?

23    A.  Again, I'm not sure how perfect it will be,

24  but it's basically a bleeding between the brain and the

25  skull.
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1    Q.  Is that an injury that is commonly caused by

2  blunt force trauma?

3       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

4       THE WITNESS:  It can be, but it can also be

5     spontaneous.

6  BY MR. HIAASEN:

7    Q.  Can you describe under what circumstances it

8  would be spontaneous?

9    A.  If there is a weak artery, per se, a weak --

10  an artery that has a thin wall, an abnormality to the

11  vasculature, it could spontaneously erupt and bleed and

12  cause a subdural hematoma.  It's documented in people.

13    Q.  Would there be any way to detect if an acute

14  subdural hematoma was the consequence of a weak

15  vascular -- I can't remember the language that you used

16  there, but as opposed to some kind of trauma?

17       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

18       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, my -- my -- from my

19     medical knowledge, I think that would be difficult

20     to determine.  Pretty much the blood vessel

21     rupture and there is blood, and it collects

22     between the skull and the brain.  At that point

23     there is so much damage I don't think that you

24     would know if it was spontaneous or not.

25  BY MR. HIAASEN:
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1    Q.  Did you perform necropsies of lags?

2    A.  I have not.

3    Q.  Have you performed necropsies of any cetacean?

4    A.  Yes.

5    Q.  Which kind?

6    A.  Bottlenose dolphins, several species, just not

7  lags.

8    Q.  Okay.  Under this note beneath the cause of

9  death, it says, "Medically subdural hematomas can be

10  associated with sudden velocity change."

11       What does that mean to you, that phrase

12  "sudden velocity change"?

13       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.  Foundation.

14       THE WITNESS:  I honestly don't completely

15     understand that.  So I'll be surmising that it

16     involves accelerating and decelerating, like she

17     says, stopping short, so to speak, in the water

18     column.  But I'm not sure, I'm just reading what

19     you are reading.

20  BY MR. HIAASEN:

21    Q.  Okay.  In your experience with dolphins, do

22  they tend to stop, you know, accelerate and decelerate

23  rapidly when they are swimming in captivity?

24    A.  Yes.

25    Q.  Have you ever seen a dolphin that accelerated
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1  or decelerated so quickly as to cause itself a brain

2  injury?

3    A.  No.

4    Q.  Did you see any notation or record of Liko's

5  death in Toki's medical history?

6    A.  No, I -- you know, I said a few times I had a

7  lot of reading to do these past few days or weeks and,

8  you know, I read as best as I could, but I may have

9  missed that.  The first time I saw it was in one of the

10  plaintiffs' reports --

11    Q.  Right.

12    A.  -- I'm not sure.

13    Q.  In your experience as Toki's veterinarian and

14  in your opinion, would you expect that the death of a

15  lag in the tank with Toki would be something that would

16  be recorded in her veterinarian record?

17    A.  Not necessarily.

18    Q.  What factors would determine whether or not

19  that is the kind of thing that would be recorded in her

20  medical records?

21    A.  If there was an observation of some sort of

22  interaction between the two that resulted in the death.

23    Q.  Do you have an opinion of why Liko suffered a

24  hematoma?

25    A.  My interpretation -- or at least my best guess
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1  would be that either it was spontaneous or some sort of

2  collision.

3    Q.  Do you intend to offer an opinion on Liko's

4  death in this case?

5    A.  I wasn't planning to unless it seemed like,

6  you know -- you know, if it seemed to be helpful to the

7  case, sure.

8    Q.  Does the -- do the circumstances of Liko's

9  death lead you to change any of the opinions that you

10  have rendered in this case?

11    A.  No, and I think you're -- you led up to this

12  when we were talking about chasing, and I think the

13  assumption is that Lolita did this to Liko and I don't

14  see any evidence of that.  I don't know how anyone would

15  be able to conclude that unless they observed the

16  incident so...

17    Q.  So absent having observed the incident, there

18  is no way to say one way or the other Liko was involved;

19  is that correct?

20    A.  True, except for my experience and

21  observations for many years of the play that I

22  described, I think it's unlikely.  I think more likely

23  if it were a collision, it had nothing to do with

24  Lolita.  It wasn't Lolita -- Lolita wasn't the colliding

25  body, let's say.  That cause this injury and death just
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1  because I hadn't seen anything like that before.  So

2  very, very possibly Liko could have, you know, run into

3  something on -- what is it, he, on his own or, again,

4  spontaneous subdural hematomas happen.

5    Q.  But you didn't observe what happened on

6  August 25, 2015?

7    A.  I did not.

8    Q.  And there is nothing from the necropsy report

9  that would indicate one way or the other if any other

10  animal was involved; is that correct?

11    A.  No, correct.

12    Q.  Okay.  Yeah, so we were discussing chasing

13  behavior.

14    A.  Right.

15    Q.  Have you observed lags chasing Toki?

16    A.  A little bit.  Usually it's the other way

17  around, they kind of -- I'll take that back, yes, both

18  directions.

19    Q.  And when the lags are chasing Toki, is it your

20  opinion that that's play?

21    A.  Yes.

22    Q.  And again, what is it about that behavior that

23  makes you think it's play?

24    A.  I just -- my knowledge of marine under human

25  care and in these environments, that's what they do.
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1  They play, they swim rapidly, chase each other, they

2  rake each other, they interact with each other, and I've

3  never seen anything aggression -- aggressive associated

4  with it.  And as I said earlier, I think if it wasn't

5  play, and Toki didn't consider it play, she would, you

6  know, have -- there would be a lot of incidents of her

7  hurting lags and --

8    Q.  But you haven't reviewed any records showing

9  how often Toki does injure lags, have you?

10    A.  No, other than what I read for this case and

11  my own experience from eight or nine years observing.

12    Q.  But you didn't read any veterinarian records

13  of the lags --

14    A.  I didn't read the lags, no.

15    Q.  Okay.

16    A.  I have in the past.  I didn't -- you know,

17  when I worked there, but I haven't -- I didn't for

18  this --

19    Q.  Not in preparation for this?

20    A.  Correct.

21    Q.  On the back on your report, I'm sorry, on the

22  first page.

23    A.  Sure.

24    Q.  Bottom of --

25       MR. SALKY:  181.
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1       MR. HIAASEN:  I believe so, yeah.

2  BY MR. HIAASEN:

3    Q.  On the bottom of page one, last sentence

4  starts on the third line from the top, "I believe any

5  radical changes in her current environment are much more

6  likely to harm her and harass Lolita."

7       Can you provide the scientific basis for your

8  opinion that radical changes to her environment will --

9  are more likely to harass Toki?

10    A.  Yeah.  I think it's been documented in humans,

11  changes in, and especially as humans age, I've seen it

12  personally with my own family members, that when you

13  live somewhere for 46 years and you're, you know,

14  familiar with that environment, changes are very

15  stressful and very potentially harming.  And as I

16  mentioned earlier, even some changes have occurred with

17  Lolita such as stopping the shows in the past have

18  affected her so...

19    Q.  Did you rely on any specific studies or data

20  that shows the affective change on orcas in making this

21  opinion?

22    A.  The Free Willy case, I think that's really the

23  only one.

24    Q.  Now, I'm turning back to page one of the facts

25  and data used to form your opinions.
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1    A.  Sorry.  What?

2       Oh, in my --

3    Q.  Okay.  Is there any reference here to any

4  research or study of the Free Willy incident?

5    A.  Again, I'm pretty sure the article's author is

6  Simon, and I don't see it on here, so it's that along

7  with, you know, my own experience and --

8    Q.  So I just want to be clear so --

9       MR. SALKY:  I don't think he was done with his

10     answer.

11       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, no, that's okay.  I think

12     I'm done.

13  BY MR. HIAASEN:

14    Q.  So in preparing for this -- in preparing your

15  opinions in the case, you relied on this article from

16  Mr. Simon that you talked about?

17    A.  For killer whales, because it specifically

18  involved, you know, a long-term captive killer whale

19  that was moved and housed in the sea pen and ultimately

20  attempt to release her.

21       Now, there have been also recorded documents

22  with bottlenose dolphins, I recall, and I don't have the

23  references in my head, or I can't produce them right

24  now, but they are out there in the -- in the long-term

25  animals and even some of the shorter-term dolphins that
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1  were inadvertently released without permission often

2  were seeing, you know, begging from people in bad shape

3  once they were released.  So there's, you know, there

4  are references in other species.

5    Q.  But the Simon article regarding Keiko is not

6  listed among the facts and data that you used to form

7  your opinions in this case; is that correct?

8    A.  I'm looking here to be sure, but it doesn't

9  appear to be.  I hope I'm even correct with the name

10  "Simon."  It's a paper that was written.

11    Q.  So you're saying that you did rely on that

12  article in forming your opinions in this -- in this --

13    A.  Honestly, I didn't need to rely on the article

14  because I knew the information that was written in it,

15  but yes, I did read it, and it was part of my

16  information base, and yes, it's not written here on the

17  list.

18    Q.  And the opinion here that "radical changes in

19  her environment are more likely to harass Lolita" is the

20  same opinion that you expressed in your letter to NMFS

21  in 2014, correct?

22    A.  Right.

23    Q.  And when you made the opinion in 2014, you had

24  not at that time analyzed Toki's veterinarian records,

25  correct?
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1       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

2       THE WITNESS:  Not specifically for that

3     letter, but again, as her veterinarian, I'd seen

4     plenty of her records.

5  BY MR. HIAASEN:

6    Q.  And when you wrote that letter in 2014, had

7  you seen any specific plans for a sea pen for Toki at

8  that time?

9    A.  No, but it was clear to me that it was

10  probably the agenda going forward.  I think most of us

11  in the field understood, you know, the stepwise approach

12  and what the agenda was.  First, you know, take away the

13  exclusion, and then, you know, present a lawsuit to say

14  that they are in violation of ESA.  So I saw that

15  coming.

16    Q.  And you found that objectionable?

17    A.  Yes.

18    Q.  The last line of the sentence we have been

19  looking at, "more likely to harm or harass Lolita as

20  well as the population of endangered wild killer whales

21  that she will encounter."

22       I think we covered this before regarding your

23  letter, but for purposes of your opinion here, what is

24  the factual basis for your conclusion that releasing

25  Toki into the wild will endanger the wild killer whales?
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1    A.  Well, you're looking at an endangered

2  population of whales.  I think the last number was 85

3  that I read, so they are in trouble, so to speak.  So I

4  think we should be very careful about what we introduce

5  into that population, and factual, again, is based on my

6  experience, my training as veterinarian and training and

7  disease, epidemiology disease and transfer.

8       We know that Lolita has been exposed to things

9  that those whales have not, and to me it would be a huge

10  risk to expose an already endangered population of

11  animals that are in trouble to that risk.  So I think

12  the benefit -- the risk far outweighs any benefit that

13  she would provide as an addition to that population.

14       And again, just from the standpoint of

15  disease, and again, it's unprecedented, I don't think

16  it's written that address that, but it's a general

17  knowledge of disease and potential disease and risk.

18    Q.  But just to be clear, you're not aware of any

19  specific studies that say reintroduction of captive

20  whale into a wild population results in passing of

21  diseases to the wild population?

22    A.  No, but I think it's a pretty obvious

23  possibility.

24    Q.  But in saying that, that is based on your

25  experience?
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1    A.  Based on my experience and training as a

2  veterinarian and understanding disease and disease

3  transmission.

4    Q.  But have you ever studied disease transmission

5  among wild orcas?

6    A.  No.  It's the same as they are still animals.

7  Disease is disease, and it's the same species.  So most

8  likely any disease that she has can transfer to them and

9  vice versa.

10       It goes back to my comment earlier about

11  cetacean rehabilitation in our facilities because of the

12  Morbillivirus.  We are trained as veterinarian to

13  understand disease risk or disease quarantine and things

14  like that.  So even in our own facilities, you know,

15  APHIS regulations recommend and almost more than

16  recommend quarantine for new animals.  So you're looking

17  at, you know, exposure right there that we probably

18  wouldn't do in our own facilities.

19    Q.  So I would like to turn to the top page two of

20  the report.

21    A.  Sure.

22    Q.  The second sentence where you offer the

23  opinion, "I do not believe Lolita is living unlawful

24  conditions."

25       Again, what is the basis for this opinion?
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1    A.  The Animal Welfare Act and APHIS, Animal and

2  Plant Health Inspection Services.

3    Q.  So this particular sentence is a reference

4  solely to whether or not the conditions at the

5  Seaquarium satisfy the Animal Welfare Act?

6       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

7       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, she's not living under

8     unlawful conditions because her -- all of the

9     inspections and criteria have been approved by

10     APHIS.  She is in compliance with the Animal

11     Welfare Act rules and regulation.

12  BY MR. HIAASEN:

13    Q.  And how did you come to this conclusion?

14    A.  I know the APHIS rules and regulations, I've

15  read them and understand them, and I've seen the reports

16  which are listed on that page one.

17    Q.  So it's your opinion that the Seaquarium

18  satisfies APHIS regulations because APHIS wrote a letter

19  saying they satisfied APHIS regulations?

20       MR. SALKY:  Object to form.

21       THE WITNESS:  I wouldn't -- yeah, I don't even

22     think that is an opinion, that's fact.  They

23     comply with APHIS regulations.  So the Animal

24     Welfare Act is clear and the rules and regulations

25     at APHIS have -- have determined are written and
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1     abided by and the Seaquarium has been in

2     compliance.

3

4       A lot of the follow-up letters is because

5     there was some, you know, complaints about

6     compliance.  So they came back and checked it

7     again and, once again, wrote a letter that they

8     complied.  So a lot of them are repeat letters.

9  BY MR. HIAASEN:

10    Q.  And you were asked to provide an opinion on

11  whether or not the Seaquarium was in compliance with the

12  Animal Welfare Act?

13    A.  I did that on my own.  I thought it was

14  supportive of this letter.

15    Q.  Okay.  In the fourth line there is a reference

16  to the size of Toki's pool.

17       Do you have an opinion as to whether the size

18  of Toki's pool is adequate for her well-being?

19    A.  Yes.

20    Q.  And what is that opinion?

21    A.  Well, there's an Animal Welfare Act compliance

22  that we discussed, and then my own opinion, and I based

23  that on looking at the whale and her body condition.

24  She clearly gets enough exercise and maintains a good

25  body condition.  I think if you asked any expert that
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1  knows killer whales, I don't think you'll find one that

2  won't look at Lolita and say she's in good shape, body

3  condition.  I think if the pool were not adequate, that

4  wouldn't be the case.

5    Q.  Do you -- from observing the records, did you

6  have any sense of how frequently that she swims the

7  pool?

8    A.  Not from the records, but from my own personal

9  experience.

10    Q.  When was the last time that you observed

11  Lolita swim the pool?

12    A.  On January 20th.

13    Q.  Prior to January 20th, when was the last time

14  you observed Lolita swim the pool?

15    A.  I think it was January 7th was the last time I

16  was there, yeah, January 7th.

17    Q.  And prior to January 7th, do you recall

18  the last time you observed --

19    A.  I don't recall the date, but I had been there

20  within the past year as a consultant, that I mentioned

21  earlier.  I don't remember exactly when, it might have

22  been 2014 for all I know, but within the last year or

23  two.

24    Q.  From your observations, does she appear to

25  swim more often or less often than when you were on --
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1  were you a staff veterinarian?

2       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

3       THE WITNESS:  I couldn't say that because I

4     haven't been there enough.

5  BY MR. HIAASEN:

6    Q.  Okay.  Have you consulted any studies or

7  research into the proper size tank for a whale in

8  captivity?

9    A.  It's already written.  That's APHIS and AWA.

10    Q.  I mean, that is a federal regulation --

11    A.  Right.

12    Q.  -- but as far as with the veterinarian

13  literature, have you seen any research that talks about

14  what the -- what's an adequate size?

15       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

16       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, we -- all of us

17     veterinarians rely on the APHIS regulations.  I

18     mean, that is what governs our facilities as far

19     as space and shade and other factors.  So as

20     veterinarians, if the facility complies with

21     APHIS, that's -- I don't study it any further.

22  BY MR. HIAASEN:

23    Q.  So you've never come across a regulation as a

24  veterinarian dealing with captive animals, you've never

25  come across an APHIS regulation that you thought was
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1  insufficient for the well-being of an animal?

2    A.  No.

3    Q.  Have you ever reviewed any studies examining

4  the amount swimming orca accomplishes per day in the

5  wild?

6    A.  No.  And, you know, you asked me that question

7  before, and again --

8    Q.  I'm sorry.

9    A.  No, no, it's okay.

10       It gives me a chance to expand on it a little

11  bit, and the value of the aquarium versus the wild for

12  education.

13       Unfortunately, I haven't had the opportunity.

14  I would love to go and observe them in the wild, but

15  just like millions of the other families and kids, not

16  everyone has that opportunity.  My job has been, you

17  know, clinical veterinarian and taking care of the

18  animals under human care.  And, unfortunately, as much

19  as I would love to go and see them in the wild, I just

20  haven't had the chance.

21    Q.  But apart from observing them, have you ever

22  read any studies that examined how much swimming an orca

23  does in the wild?

24    A.  From the plaintiff reports.

25    Q.  So prior to seeing the expert reports
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1  submitted by the plaintiffs --

2    A.  No.

3    Q.  -- were you familiar with any research in

4  that --

5    A.  No.  And again, I'm not sure how relevant it

6  is for a human-care whale, I think they are two

7  different things, and I think, you know, a killer whale

8  in the wild is traveling and spending time swimming,

9  looking for food, you know, doing things that don't

10  apply to captive whales.

11    Q.  And forgive me if I have asked this before,

12  but in your work with orcas, have you ever seen an orca

13  in captivity in a tank smaller than Toki's?

14    A.  The only one that I didn't -- I don't recall

15  is the Six Flags pool, so perhaps it's smaller, I don't

16  know, but no, other than that, no.

17    Q.  If you were to design a whale pool today,

18  would you design one the same size as Toki's or larger?

19       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

20       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I think that requires a

21     bigger answer to just say, you know, yes or no.  I

22     think she's a special circumstance because of her

23     familiarity with that pool and how long she's been

24     there.  So for her, no, I don't think there's a --

25     that's why I'm here and defending this, is I don't
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1     think there is any alternatives for her.  I think

2     all of the alternatives are potentially risky and

3     harmful to her compared to where she is.

4       On the other hand, you know, other whales in a

5     new facility, sure, we would design it

6     differently.

7  BY MR. HIAASEN:

8    Q.  So if you could move Toki to a new tank and be

9  assured that the move itself would not traumatize her,

10  you would still -- and the new tank is a larger

11  capacity, you would still object to it; is that correct?

12       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

13       THE WITNESS:  That is 100 percent correct.

14     Absolutely.  I think that would be very bad and

15     potentially risky and life threatening to her.

16  BY MR. HIAASEN:

17    Q.  Why would a -- again, assuming that the move

18  itself is not a change of her conditions, why would just

19  the larger capacity pool by in itself be a risk to

20  her -- to her life?

21       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

22       THE WITNESS:  Because she's not familiar with

23     it.  She's lived in this pool for 46 years, that

24     is what she knows.  Any changes to that, I think,

25     can be detrimental to her.
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  And again, top of the page two, middle of the

3  paragraph you say, "There's adequate shade provided by

4  the stadium surrounding the pool."

5       Is that your opinion as a veterinarian?

6    A.  It's both my opinion and also compliance with

7  APHIS regulations -- and also complies with APHIS

8  regulations.  So same as space, both.

9    Q.  Do you have -- have you researched or do you

10  have any knowledge of the amount of sun exposure that is

11  typical to wild orcas in the southern killer whale

12  population?

13    A.  I haven't researched, but I think it is pretty

14  obvious.  They live out in the open ocean, and there is

15  no shade out there, and they spend most of their time on

16  the surface because they have to breathe air.  So, you

17  know.

18    Q.  So do you -- are you familiar or have you

19  studied the -- how UV lights travel through the waters

20  of Pacific northwest?

21    A.  No.  I am a clinical veterinarian mostly

22  dealing with, you know, maintaining and managing the

23  health of animals under human care.  That's not

24  something that I would typically conduct research like

25  that.
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1    Q.  Do you know if the water of Toki's tank is

2  clearer than the water at Puget Sound?

3    A.  I don't know, but I doubt it, at least not at

4  the surface within the, you know, few feet of -- near

5  the surface where most of the killer whales have to come

6  up and breathe several times every five minutes.

7    Q.  And Toki's tank is chlorinated, correct?

8    A.  Correct.

9    Q.  When you worked at the Seaquarium, were there

10  ever any considerations of providing additional shade to

11  Toki that you're aware of?

12    A.  It had come up a few times, and again, shade

13  and new structure changes are, again, not without their

14  own set of hazards.  Like as I said before, any changes

15  to environment could affect her.  Shade structures have

16  to be planned, you know, safely and appropriately, and

17  make sure that we can be constructed without causing

18  harm to the animal nearby, as well as the shade

19  structure themselves can create some hazards with

20  pathogens growing in the shade cloth, for instance, the

21  maintenance that is required of a shade structure.

22       So it's been discussed, and most of the time,

23  you know, my conclusion has been, I wouldn't change it.

24  I think there is adequate shade there.  And again, I'm

25  not even convinced there is a need for more, partly
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1  because of what you said about, you know, the wild there

2  is no shade -- what I said before, there is no shade out

3  there so...

4    Q.  So you have been specifically consulted about

5  plans to --

6    A.  No, not consulted.  Back to when I was a

7  veterinarian for the Seaquarium.

8    Q.  Okay.  So do you recall, was this when you

9  were the veterinarian of records in the '90s when this

10  came up?

11    A.  Probably both times shade had been discussed.

12    Q.  And were you asked your opinion as

13  veterinarian about whether shade would be beneficial?

14    A.  I don't recall, but again, probably that is

15  part of what we do, is advise on things like that.

16    Q.  And so you specifically recall telling someone

17  at the Seaquarium staff that your opinion on whether or

18  not shade was necessary or --

19    A.  I don't specifically recall.  I suspect I did

20  just because I'm thinking about it now, but no, I don't

21  recall actual -- you know, actual instances.

22    Q.  But you do recall discussions about it or the

23  issues had been discussed when --

24    A.  Yes, correct.

25    Q.  And were you staff veterinarian in 2001?
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1    A.  No.

2    Q.  You were in Ohio then?

3    A.  Correct.

4    Q.  Did you ever see any written plans of her --

5  or drawings of any shade structures that you recall?

6    A.  Not that I recall.

7    Q.  Were you ever part of any discussions about

8  plans for a new whale stadium?

9    A.  Yeah.  There was a model right in the front of

10  the entrance of the Seaquarium that was up for years

11  during my time there, it was a model of the new stadium.

12    Q.  Was that during your first time there in the

13  '90s or when you were staff later?

14    A.  That's a good question.  I don't recall.  It

15  might have been both, I'm not sure.

16    Q.  Was it there the entire time that you were

17  there?

18    A.  I don't recall that either, but I don't know

19  think so, no.

20    Q.  Did you participate in designing the plans for

21  the new whale stadium at all?

22    A.  No.

23    Q.  Were you consulted about it at all?

24    A.  No.

25    Q.  Do you recall if the plans -- whale stadium
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1  had larger or smaller dimensions than the current whale

2  stadium?

3    A.  Larger.

4    Q.  Do you recall how much larger?

5    A.  No.  All I saw was a model.

6    Q.  When you say "a model," was it like a

7  three-dimensional physical model?

8    A.  Yeah.

9    Q.  So you didn't see any written plans that you

10  recall?

11    A.  No.

12    Q.  In your opinion, same section, in the middle

13  of the first paragraph you say, "There is a 20-foot of

14  water depth for Lolita to dive."

15       Is it your opinion that 20-foot water depth is

16  adequate diving space for Toki?

17    A.  Yes.

18    Q.  And do you have any scientific basis for your

19  conclusion that this is adequate diving space for Toki?

20    A.  Again, as a veterinarian that has worked with

21  marine mammals my whole career, yeah, and observing her

22  ability to swim and breach and do behaviors in that

23  pool, it seems deep enough.

24    Q.  Do you have any knowledge or have you read any

25  research papers regarding how deep orcas dive in the
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1  wild?

2    A.  Yes.  And again, a lot of that came from the

3  reports and just reading various things during the

4  course of my career, and again, you know, physiology

5  that I taught, I understand the depth that marine

6  mammals can dive.

7    Q.  Would you agree that in the wild they -- orcas

8  typically dive deeper than 20 feet?

9    A.  They can.

10    Q.  What is your understanding of how frequently

11  they dive beneath 20 feet?

12    A.  That I don't know.

13    Q.  Okay.  Do you know how long Toki is?

14    A.  I think -- I would be speculating based on

15  trying to remember what I read, but maybe somewhere

16  close to 20 feet long.  It's been a while since I've

17  seen those numbers.

18    Q.  And the next sentence there, the same

19  paragraph it says, "The pool is circular providing

20  Lolita the opportunity to rapidly swim."

21       Do you -- do you know how often Toki rapidly

22  swims in circles?

23    A.  No.  And I'm going to go back to the last one

24  just to add APHIS to that too, depth, you know, is --

25  there hasn't been any noncompliance with depth of that
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1  pool with killer whale.

2       What was the second question, or the next

3  question?

4    Q.  Do you know how often Toki swims, rapidly

5  swims in a circular pattern through the pool?

6    A.  No, I -- you know, plaintiff report commented

7  on that during, you know, eight-hour visit.  Other than

8  that, no, I never studied that.

9    Q.  And this report was drafted before you saw any

10  reports of the plaintiffs' experts, correct?

11    A.  Correct.

12       And based on my experience for many years of

13  watching her rapidly swim in that pool and do laps, very

14  fast laps to the point where, you know, she churns up

15  the water that it will ride up over the side of the

16  wall, she can swim fast in the pool, big time.

17    Q.  But do you know -- like when you say "fast,"

18  like has anyone clocked it?  I mean, can we say how fast

19  is fast?

20    A.  Not that I know of, but you would be very

21  impressed.

22    Q.  I'm sure.

23    A.  Very fast.

24       And again, back to my comment about her

25  condition.  I think if, you know, I think there would be
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1  obvious signs in her body condition if she were unable

2  to get exercise in that pool.

3    Q.  What would those signs be?

4    A.  Loss of muscle mass, weight loss, you know,

5  basically poor body condition, and I think she's got the

6  best body condition of any killer whale that I've seen.

7  And I think, like I said, most -- probably every expert

8  would have the same opinion.

9    Q.  How does loss of muscle mass manifest itself

10  that you would recognize?

11    A.  She would look very thin, her body shape and

12  contour would be just different.  So there's a very sort

13  of rounded -- if you look at her in cross section, let's

14  say there is a rounded appearance to her.  When

15  cetaceans become thin or loss of body mass, they lose

16  that musculature and they become more of a teardrop

17  shape.  And anybody that has seen a rescue, stranded

18  animal knows that appearance, bones are visible,

19  skeleton, skull, bone prominences.  None of that exist

20  on her.  She's a beautiful whale and in very good

21  condition.

22    Q.  Do you know if orcas swim rapidly in circles

23  in the wild?

24    A.  I don't know, but again, comparing Lolita to

25  wild whales, she is not a wild whale.
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1    Q.  Going back to -- we mentioned "shade" a second

2  ago.

3    A.  Yeah.

4    Q.  Are aware that the Seaquarium is now

5  considering an additional shade structure?

6       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

7       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I'm not aware, honestly.

8  BY MR. HIAASEN:

9    Q.  When you were working at the Seaquarium, did

10  you ever recommend a larger tank for Toki?

11    A.  No, not that I can recall.

12    Q.  Has Toki suffered from any skin conditions

13  related to sun exposure that you know of?

14    A.  Nothing serious.

15    Q.  Has she suffered from any skin conditions that

16  you would not consider serious from the sun?

17    A.  Again, I'm not sure there's -- you know, it's

18  diagnosing a skin condition and attributing to the sun

19  is difficult, hard to prove.  So I guess the answer to

20  that is no.

21    Q.  But Toki has had a skin lesions, correct?

22    A.  She's had skin lesions, but I'll put that up

23  there with her body condition.  She's one of the --

24  she's got the best skin that I ever seen on a killer

25  whale.  I think she -- her skin is very, very healthy
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1  and always has been during my time working with her, as

2  well as when I saw her on the 7th and the 20th.  I think

3  her skin is very healthy.

4    Q.  But the skin lesions you've observed, what

5  kind of lesions are they, if you can say?

6    A.  Well, you mentioned the rake marks, for one,

7  she has some rub marks just from rubbing on her

8  environment, which cetaceans do, but again, nothing that

9  concerned me during my time as her vet.

10    Q.  Did you see any blistering or lesions that

11  were the result of a disease or fungus or something?

12    A.  Not during my time, no.

13    Q.  Did you see any evidence of that in the

14  medical records that you reviewed?

15    A.  Yes, I saw some reports of that, but again, I

16  didn't see the lesions, wasn't there during that time.

17    Q.  Do you know if some of the skin lesions

18  referenced in the medical record could be caused by sun

19  exposure?

20       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

21       THE WITNESS:  Without seeing them myself, it's

22     hard for me to comment on that.

23  BY MR. HIAASEN:

24    Q.  And I believe you said it's difficult to --

25  for some skin lesions to determine conclusively what the
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1  cause of them, correct?

2    A.  Yeah, it's just a general rule of pathology,

3  and very few lesions are -- the word is

4  "pathognomonic" --  oh, boy, I might have to spell that

5  one -- where you can diagnose it solely based on

6  appearance.  That is very rare from a pathology

7  standpoint and disease standpoint.

8    Q.  Because of that rarity, is it common to have

9  lesions tested to see what might be causing them?

10    A.  If the concern level is there.  If it's a

11  minor lesion that doesn't concern me, then, you know,

12  why bother taking a biopsy or doing anything like that.

13  So it depends on the concern about the lesion.

14    Q.  What about a lesion would cause you sufficient

15  concern to get a biopsy?

16    A.  The same thing you would think of on your own

17  body, change in shape, size, growth, color, size.  And

18  again, as I mentioned with the rakes, percent of body

19  affected.  But, you know, just like us, we all get

20  little, you know, lesions here and there, and most of

21  time, you know, they are not serious and they resolve on

22  their own.

23    Q.  Would you expect a lesion observed to be

24  recorded in the medical history that we talked about?

25    A.  I think the -- in our business, the protocol
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1  is to record everything.  And, you know, unfortunately,

2  that could be used against you, but that doesn't mean

3  that you don't record it.  So there is no downside to

4  recording too much, there is a downside to not recording

5  enough because you may miss something.

6       So yes, it is common to report everything,

7  every little mark, every little scape, every little --

8  anything, and that is why I think it often appears that

9  there is more than really what's significant.

10    Q.  So it would be contrary to protocol not to

11  include everything in the medical record?

12       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

13       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I don't know the

14     protocol.  I'm just saying in general and from

15     what I read, it appears that a lot of information,

16     even things that I would consider not serious are

17     reported.  And I don't think that is a bad thing,

18     I think it is better than somebody trying to

19     decide what's important and what's not.

20  BY MR. HIAASEN:

21    Q.  When -- going back to skin lesions, if someone

22  were to have a skin lesion that is biopsied or sent off

23  for analysis, is that something that you would expect to

24  be recorded in the veterinarian records?

25    A.  Yes.
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1    Q.  In reviewing the medical record, did you see

2  any reference to, and now I'm going to butcher this,

3  something called pterygium, P-T-E-R-Y-G-I-U-M?

4       What is your understanding of what pterygium

5  is?

6    A.  It's a lesion on the surface of the eye,

7  usually on the medial, meaning towards the nose edge of

8  the cornea, which is the first clear surface of your

9  eye.  And, yes, she had pterygium -- pterygium back in

10  the '90s when I was her vet.

11    Q.  What are the causes of pterygium?

12    A.  UV is one, and irration can be another.  And

13  again, that is a diagnosis, so -- which may or may not

14  be accurate.

15    Q.  I don't understand what you mean by that.

16    A.  It may not be a pterygium.  In my opinion as a

17  veterinarian, there are other things it could be.

18    Q.  Is there a way --

19    A.  That is what it has been described all along

20  so...

21    Q.  Is there a way to know conclusively whether or

22  not it's pterygium?

23    A.  Probably a biopsy which no one is going to do.

24    Q.  You said that Toki had pterygium in the 1990s

25  when you started?
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1    A.  Well, what you're referring to as pterygium,

2  yes, she had similar lesions on her eyes that she had

3  when I saw her in January.

4    Q.  So if I understand this correctly, so in the

5  25 years, no one has thought to biopsy this to figure

6  out if it is pterygium or not?

7       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

8       THE WITNESS:  Not something that is typically

9     done on a 7,000-pound animal.  So it's -- and what

10     I was saying earlier about diagnosing a disease

11     based on appearance, it's tricky.  With the eyes

12     it's more common, because there may not be easy to

13     biopsy the eye as opposed to the side of her skin,

14     but the point being there -- it's an existing

15     condition and it's been there for a long time and

16     it's been addressed forever.  I don't think it's

17     changed very much, if at all, since I've known

18     her, and it's being treated regularly with eye

19     drops and, you know, eye medications.

20  BY MR. HIAASEN:

21    Q.  But UV exposure is one of the possible causes

22  of it?

23    A.  If it's a pterygium.

24    Q.  If it's pterygium.

25       If it's not pterygium, what are the other
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1  alternatives might it be?

2    A.  An old injury.

3    Q.  Does the pterygium always come up on the same

4  location on her?

5    A.  It doesn't come it, it stays there.

6    Q.  It's permanent?

7    A.  Yeah.

8    Q.  Which eye is it in?

9    A.  I think it's the right eye, that is what I

10  read from the records.

11    Q.  So from your examination of the records, she's

12  never had a pterygium in her left eye?

13    A.  No.  I think she has -- not from the records,

14  but with my experience with her she has.

15    Q.  She?

16    A.  She has, yes, left and right.

17    Q.  So she has pterygium in both eyes?

18    A.  Again, the definition -- if the definition is

19  correct, she has similar lesions on both eyes.

20    Q.  Okay.  Other than an old injury, are there any

21  other diagnoses that these lesions may be?

22    A.  Those are the only two that were on my, what

23  we call, a differential list for the cause.  Or the

24  diagnosis pterygium would be one and an old injury would

25  be the other.
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1    Q.  How would the -- let me back up a second.

2       You said that she receives eye drops?

3    A.  Uh-huh, yes.

4    Q.  Are the eye drops specifically to treat

5  pterygium?

6    A.  That I don't know.  I -- you know, based on

7  the records, most of the time from what I've read, you

8  know, it's been going on for a while that I don't think

9  there is always an entry that says exactly what the drop

10  is for, but I have to assume that it's an ongoing

11  treatment for the pterygium and that is the same in

12  people.  It's a common occurrence in people, I actually

13  have one, and eye drops are the typical treatment as

14  well as some anti-inflammatory type drops.

15    Q.  If it were pterygium -- let me back up.

16       If it were an old injury, would you expect it

17  to respond to medication?

18    A.  No, not respond if you mean heal, because I

19  think what's there is a, you know, a scar and a result,

20  you know, of an old injury.  If it's not a pterygium

21  and, you know, it is what it is, so treatment isn't

22  going to reverse that change.

23    Q.  Since I've never seen that, so I'm curious,

24  how big is a pterygium on Toki?  Is it as big as a

25  fingernail or is it --
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1       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

2       THE WITNESS:  I haven't measured it.  I'd be

3     speculating.  I probably did in the past, but I

4     don't recall.

5  BY MR. HIAASEN:

6    Q.  Does it inhibit her vision in any way?

7    A.  No, not in my opinion.  It's on the edge of

8  the cornea, so if, you know, the color part of our eyes,

9  it's right on the edge, between our color and the white.

10  It doesn't extend into the cornea, which is where the

11  light goes in.

12    Q.  The surface of the eyeball?

13    A.  Right on the surface where your -- where the

14  white of our eye meets the color of our eye, right

15  there.  I mean, if I had to guess, three millimeters.

16    Q.  And is that based on your observations on

17  January 20th of 2016 or your recollections from when you

18  used to treat her?

19    A.  Both, because my observation on January 20th

20  isn't really -- was very stable and hadn't changed from

21  many years ago when I had seen them.

22    Q.  So back to your report again, the first

23  paragraph, last sentence, "Lolita has never lived alone,

24  always having a compatible companion."

25    A.  Uh-huh.
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1    Q.  What is scientific basis for your

2  determination that her companions are compatible?

3    A.  Experience and observation.

4    Q.  Have you relied or read any studies examining

5  whether or not lags are appropriate companions with

6  orcas?

7       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

8       THE WITNESS:  No, I haven't.  And I'm not sure

9     they exist.  I think that is something that, you

10     know, we've proven over the years, that they are

11     compatible, and they get along, and they are

12     companions for each other, as required by APHIS

13     that she has a companion.

14  BY MR. HIAASEN:

15    Q.  In preparing your opinions, did you review any

16  of the animal behavior records regarding Toki?

17    A.  I did not.

18    Q.  If you learned that trainers thought that Toki

19  was being -- was annoyed with the lags, would that

20  change your opinion on whether or not the lags were

21  appropriate companions or not?

22       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

23       THE WITNESS:  No, I don't think annoy is a

24     horrible word.  I think I was making an analogy

25     about an older dog and a new, young puppy.  The
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1     puppy can be annoying to the older dog, but they

2     are still good companions as opposed to the older

3     dog living alone.  So I think, you know, that is

4     taken out of context.

5  BY MR. HIAASEN:

6    Q.  Are you -- in anything that you reviewed in

7  preparing for this did you see any records discussing

8  the gating of Toki to separate the lags from Toki?

9    A.  I saw and I've, you know, witnessed it as an

10  employee there.

11    Q.  How frequently did that occur when you were an

12  employee?

13    A.  I don't recall.

14    Q.  Is it your understanding that that was done to

15  prevent the lags from bothering Toki?

16       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

17       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I don't know if I would go

18     with bother, but it is a common management

19     practice, and it would be foolish to have a pool

20     that doesn't have gates and have the inability to

21     separate animals at certain times for a number of

22     reasons.  And for pool maintenance and procedures

23     it's very important.  If you didn't have it, you

24     would be really limited on some things that are

25     required for managing cetaceans.
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  Do you know how often Toki is gated away from

3  the lags overnight?

4       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

5       THE WITNESS:  No.  I mean, I've seen a little

6     bit of it as reported by the plaintiffs, but I

7     haven't looked at the numbers myself.

8  BY MR. HIAASEN:

9    Q.  As the veterinarian, would it concern you if

10  Toki were gated apart from the lags overnight?

11       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

12       THE WITNESS:  No.

13  BY MR. HIAASEN:

14    Q.  Would it concern you that Toki would be --

15  would only be able to access a part of the pool

16  overnight?

17    A.  No.  And again, short term for good reasons

18  it's common practice, and I don't think, at least from

19  what I read and observed during all of my time at

20  Seaquarium, that it ever was more than required or more

21  than -- I don't think it was too much, is what I'm

22  trying to say.  I think it was infrequent.  If you look

23  at, you know, even in the reports over nine years the

24  frequency wasn't -- wasn't too high, and during my time

25  as her vet it was infrequent.
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1    Q.  But you didn't review -- you didn't review any

2  of the animal behavior records in preparing your

3  opinion?

4    A.  No.

5    Q.  And did the veterinarian records you examined

6  record how often Toki was gated from the lags?

7       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

8       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, they were recorded, but I

9     didn't, you know, make any -- you know, I didn't

10     calculate numbers to try determine how often or

11     how frequent.  I just read the instances.

12  BY MR. HIAASEN:

13    Q.  And do you know if the veterinarian records

14  recorded every time Toki was gated from the lags?

15    A.  I don't know the answer to that.

16       MR. SALKY:  If you are at a good stopping

17     point, we've been going for about an hour and

18     15 minutes.

19       MR. HIAASEN:  Okay.

20     (There was a discussion off of the record from

21     2:20 p.m. to 2:27 p.m.)

22  BY MR. HIAASEN:

23    Q.  Do you know if Toki vocalizes with the lags in

24  her tank?

25    A.  I know she vocalizes.  I'm not sure with the
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1  lags in her tank, what that means, but she does

2  vocalize.

3    Q.  Would it be significant to determining whether

4  or not the lags are adequate companions, whether or not

5  they vocalize with each other?

6       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

7       THE WITNESS:  I don't think so.  I don't think

8     anyone has proven that that is required or

9     necessary for good health of a cetacean, that they

10     have to be able to talk with other lags.  We don't

11     know what they are saying, you know, we don't even

12     know.  Maybe the lags understand what she is

13     saying, who knows?  I think that is not proven.

14  BY MR. HIAASEN:

15    Q.  Do you know if from reading scientific studies

16  of orcas in the wild whether they vocalize in the wild

17  with each other?

18    A.  They do vocalize in the wild with each other.

19    Q.  And it's believed that they communicate this

20  way?

21    A.  Believed, yes.

22    Q.  Do you believe they communicate that way?

23    A.  They seem to.

24    Q.  In your report you reference a physical

25  examination of Toki that you had attended on January 7,
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1  2016?

2    A.  Yeah.

3    Q.  Can you describe what that examination was?

4    A.  That's pretty broad.

5       Is there anything specific that you want to

6  know or just the details of the examination from start

7  to finish?

8    Q.  Well, was this a routine physical exam of Toki

9  that Dr. Rodriguez undertook as part of her regular

10  duties or was this an exam for your benefit?

11       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

12       THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure.  I think any exam

13     is worthwhile at a facility, but this one was

14     partly for my benefit, I asked for it.  I was --

15     it was prior to writing my report.  I hadn't seen

16     her in a long time and I wanted to see her again

17     before writing the report.

18  BY MR. HIAASEN:

19    Q.  So it says that you observed the physical

20  exam.

21    A.  Uh-huh.

22    Q.  Did you participate in any way?

23    A.  I basically stood next to Dr. Maya while she

24  did the exam.

25    Q.  Were you on the platform in the whale pool?
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1    A.  I was.

2    Q.  Were there any trainers with you?

3    A.  Yes, there is always trainers.

4    Q.  How many, if you recall?

5    A.  Probably one or two, I don't recall exactly.

6  Just knowing how many there usually are out there,

7  usually one or two, and then, you know, another one

8  working with the lags.

9    Q.  Can you just describe briefly what you

10  observed on that January 7th examination.

11    A.  Yeah.  I mean, in a nutshell, she looked in

12  excellent condition, body condition and in very good

13  health.  Not very different than previous exams I've

14  done on her myself.

15    Q.  Did you yourself observe Toki's eyes at

16  that --

17    A.  I did.

18    Q.  And did you observe, what we have been talking

19  about, it might be pterygium or it might be --

20    A.  Yes.

21    Q.  -- injury?

22    A.  I did, and I remarked how similar and how

23  stable they appeared.  They had not worsened since I had

24  seen her many years before.

25    Q.  Did you observe any rakes on Toki's skin that
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1  day?

2    A.  No.

3    Q.  No.

4    A.  And again, I'll preface that by saying I may

5  brush off something that I don't consider significant.

6  There may be a little scratch, but I just don't remember

7  because I don't -- I don't really think it's a big deal.

8  But my recollection is, no, her skin was pretty devoid

9  of any rakes or anything.

10    Q.  In the exam did Toki present herself in such a

11  way that you could see the entirety of her body?

12    A.  Yeah.  I requested that, and it is typically

13  part of Dr. Rodriguez's exam that we see all surfaces.

14  So left, right, dorsal and ventral, from basically

15  rostrum to fluke.

16    Q.  And then it says on January 20th you observed

17  another physical examination; is that correct?

18    A.  That's correct.  While the plaintiffs were

19  there, I was there.

20    Q.  And where were you situated on January 20th?

21    A.  Most of the time I was up in the stands, but

22  I -- when the plaintiffs came down to see her closer, I

23  also joined.

24    Q.  What do you recall -- sorry.

25    A.  That's okay.
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1    Q.  Do you recall how close you got at that

2  January 20th exam when you came down with the

3  plaintiffs' experts?

4    A.  Just to the edge of the glass.

5    Q.  So you did not go on the platform on that?

6    A.  I don't believe I did.

7    Q.  Did you observe anything different at the

8  January 20th exam?

9    A.  No.  But again, I didn't see her quite as

10  closely as I did on the 7th.

11    Q.  Okay.

12    A.  And I want to say something about rakes again,

13  if you don't mind.

14    Q.  Well, I think we are going to get to it.

15    A.  Okay.

16    Q.  So in the second paragraph of your report,

17  third line --

18    A.  Which page are we on?

19    Q.  On page two.

20    A.  Two, second paragraph.

21    Q.  Yeah.

22    A.  Third line.

23    Q.  The third line, right after it says

24  "January 20, 2016" --

25    A.  Yeah.
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1    Q.  -- next sentence.

2       MR. SALKY:  Where?

3       THE WITNESS:  We are you?

4       "I've reviewed clinical notes, blood results."

5       Is that where you are going?

6  BY MR. HIAASEN:

7    Q.  Yeah, that is where I'm going.

8       So when you say, "I've reviewed clinical

9  notes," is that a reference to this document that I gave

10  you earlier, I think it's 134, Plaintiffs' 134, is that

11  what that is marked?

12    A.  Yeah, that's correct, I consider those

13  clinical notes.

14    Q.  And those are clinical notes that you may have

15  contributed to in the past?

16    A.  Maybe.

17       Well, in the past, definitely.  Since the

18  first entry here in '01, I'm not sure, Dr. Maya did most

19  of notes at that time.

20    Q.  But when you were staff attorney, you were

21  assisting --

22    A.  "Staff attorney"?

23       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

24       THE WITNESS:  I've been called "staff

25     attorney."
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  When you were staff veterinarian, you were

3  working with Toki as well at that time, correct?

4    A.  Yes.

5    Q.  So you may have contributed notes during that

6  time as well?

7    A.  Yeah.  Again, that came up earlier.  Between

8  2005 and 2009 I was part-time, and I probably deferred

9  most of the time to Dr. Maya to write the notes, but,

10  you know, relayed my observations to her when she wasn't

11  present.

12    Q.  So you may have --

13    A.  Did I put a note in there myself?  Perhaps I

14  was scanning through to see if I recognized any, and it

15  would take me some time to do that, but I'm not sure.

16    Q.  Understood.

17       But in addition to that, you may have supplied

18  information that ultimately ended up in this clinical

19  notes?

20    A.  Yes.

21    Q.  And the blood results you examined, those were

22  reports provided by outside vendors who received blood

23  samples; is that correct?

24    A.  Well, there is a -- yes, in addition to a

25  spreadsheet format that shows all of the blood results
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1  as a spreadsheet.

2    Q.  Okay.  And a couple of lines down where it

3  says "based on the physical examinations and review of

4  the medical records."  So I just want to slow down.

5       The physical examinations you are referring to

6  in this sentence, are these examinations on January 7th

7  and January 20th?

8    A.  Yes, as well as my own -- well, I said that

9  later.

10       Sorry.

11       So yeah.

12    Q.  As well as your "own personal examination of

13  Lolita over the years" --

14    A.  Yes.

15    Q.  -- "I found no evidence of any significant

16  health issues with Lolita."

17       Can you define what you mean in this sentence

18  by "significant health issues"?

19    A.  No outward sign of disease.

20       And as I've said a few times, just general

21  body condition, which also would be an outward sign of

22  disease if she didn't have good body condition.  So,

23  yeah, I think that pretty much sums it up.

24    Q.  Would you consider skin lesions a significant

25  health issue?
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1    A.  Not from what I saw.  If they are severe,

2  yeah, but I did not see that.

3    Q.  And the fact that Toki has been treated for

4  skin lesions over a long period of time doesn't make

5  skin lesions a significant health issue in your opinion?

6       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

7       THE WITNESS:  Not necessarily.

8  BY MR. HIAASEN:

9    Q.  Would you consider ulcers to be a significant

10  health issue?

11    A.  What kind of ulcers?

12    Q.  Stomach ulcers.

13    A.  Again, they vary in severity.  So there's a --

14  there's small, tiny, pinpoint ulcers and then there are

15  larger ulcers that, you know, can encompass most of the

16  stomach so...

17    Q.  Do you believe that Toki suffers from ulcers?

18    A.  I haven't see a lot of evidence of it.

19    Q.  Is there any evidence of it?

20    A.  Based on some lab results, there's a

21  possibility, but I think all of her preventative

22  treatments have kept that in check or have basically

23  completely prevented any serious stomach ailment.

24    Q.  So the medical records refer to what appears

25  to be prophylactic stomach treatments.
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1       When you were -- when you started as the

2  veterinarian of record in the mid '90s, was prophylactic

3  stomach treatment common part of her treatment?

4    A.  It was.

5       And I came in also under Greg Bossart, the

6  previous veterinarian who already had worked with her

7  for many years and already had some protocols in place

8  based on his experience with her, and stomach meds were

9  used back then.

10       One thing I'm going -- keep going.

11       One think you do as a new veterinarian when

12  you come into a facility or the last thing that you want

13  to do is challenge or change what somebody else has done

14  for many, many years that produce a healthy whale.  So I

15  didn't change a lot.  If I thought they were harming

16  her, I would have changed things, but I came in the

17  Seaquarium and saw a very, very robust, great-bodied

18  condition, beautiful, one of best looking whales I had

19  ever seen.  So a lot of the things that were already in

20  place I didn't change, at least not initially.

21    Q.  You said Dr. Bossart was your predecessor?

22    A.  Greg Bossart, B-O-S-S-A-R-T.

23    Q.  And did he explain why he had started

24  providing prophylactic stomach medications?

25    A.  He didn't have to explain it.  It's a common
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1  concern with this -- with cetaceans that they are, you

2  know, they can get ulcers.  They are not uncommon, and

3  preventative medicine makes sense because if you want to

4  wait until they have them and have raging ulcers and

5  then we have to treat, it can be dangerous, so --

6  especially trying to treat a 7,000-pound animal after

7  she is sick is a lot more difficult than preventing the

8  illness.

9       So a lot of those things were in place to

10  prevent a condition that had been known to occur in

11  other whales from our experience and his experience

12  talking to other killer whale veterinarians.

13    Q.  Were there -- was there a criteria for the

14  circumstances that would trigger the administration of

15  prophylactic stomach medications?

16    A.  Yes.  Some of it is behavior, changes in

17  behavior, appetite.  And then there are some diagnostics

18  that are performed, including stomach sample and stomach

19  citology and culture.

20    Q.  So you say "changes in behavior."  What kinds

21  of changes in behavior would --

22    A.  Most of the time just, you know, not -- not

23  responding the way we would expect her to or, again,

24  decreased appetite.

25    Q.  When you say "not responding" the way that you
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1  would -- responding in the training?

2    A.  Right, training.  And again, often it's so

3  subtle that even as a veterinarian don't notice it.  But

4  the trainer would mention that she, you know, was a

5  little bit, the term that they use is "off," you know,

6  quotation mark.  It's just not, you know, responding

7  compared to her normal rating.

8    Q.  When you were the veterinarian, was

9  vocalization by Toki a sign of discomfort that would

10  cause you to administer prophylactic stomach medication?

11    A.  Not that I recall.

12    Q.  Did you review in the clinical notes that

13  Dr. Rodriguez had compiled that vocalization by Toki

14  usually was followed by prophylactic stomach medication?

15       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

16       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I didn't notice that, but

17     as I said, I had a lot of reading to do, and I

18     might have missed some details.

19  BY MR. HIAASEN:

20    Q.  In your experience, was vocalization by Toki

21  considered abnormal behavior?

22       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

23       THE WITNESS:  I'll answer that as not

24     necessarily.  I mean, there are various

25     vocalizations in, you know, frequencies and all of
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1     that and, no, I never attributed it to any health

2     issue during my time as her vet.

3       Now, don't forget, a lot of years have gone,

4     you know, by since I was her vet.  So there's, you

5     know, observations, good observations that may

6     have changed that.  And as veterinarians, we, you

7     know, rely on the trainers because we are not

8     there every day, and that is precisely -- or not

9     every day, every second.  We are not there for

10     every session, every show, every training

11     opportunity.

12       So that is precisely why the records are so

13     complete and why the communication with the

14     trainer is so important, because we need -- as

15     veterinarians, we have to listen to them and get

16     their opinion on things that are going on to

17     decide on treatments and prophylactic and

18     preventative, et cetera.

19  BY MR. HIAASEN:

20    Q.  Do you believe the ulcers or stomach -- I

21  mean, when you were Toki's veterinarian, did she display

22  any symptoms of stomach condition or possibly

23  preulcerous conditions?

24    A.  Not that I can prove.  And the only way, in my

25  opinion, that you can prove stomach ulcer exists is to
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1  look inside of the stomach, which I never did.

2    Q.  Do you know if anyone has ever done that with

3  Toki?

4    A.  I don't know.

5       So all of the rest is speculation and,

6  unfortunately or fortunately, that is all we have with a

7  7,000-pound animal.  We are very limited with diagnostic

8  ability, so we have to go with little subtle changes and

9  subtle signs.  And we don't wait for the signs to become

10  obvious, because then it is typically too late, and we

11  have a very sick whale.

12       So it's very common to treat based on very

13  subtle changes that you are referring to, including

14  things like vocalizations and other things that may or

15  may not be correlated.  But even if a chance it's

16  correlated, it's safer to treat than not to treat,

17  because we do not want the illness to set in, because

18  then it is very hard to treat, especially with an animal

19  that size.

20    Q.  So back to your opinion.  So when you say.  "I

21  found no evidence of any significant health issues,"

22  that's limited to the extent of what you can detect

23  based on the criteria that you employ, correct?

24       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

25       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I'll explain a little bit
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1  about veterinarian medicine in killer whales,

2  especially adult killer whales, 7,000 pounds.

3  There's limited diagnostic options for us.  You

4  can't x-ray them, you can't ultrasound them -- I

5  mean, you can, but there is limited value.

6  Stethoscope doesn't work pretty much.  So really,

7  that is what I was trying to get at earlier.  So

8  we would be foolish not to take note of very

9  subtle signs because that's all we got.

10    And what I said is based on review, you know.

11  All we've got are stomach samples and blood work,

12  blood work being a very important one.  If you

13  have a bad stomach ulcer, you are going to bleed

14  and that will be -- that will be clear from the

15  blood work.  So anemia would be the result if you

16  had a major ulcer that was bleeding, and I saw no

17  sign of that.  I honestly never have in all of the

18  time that I've worked with her.  She's got

19  unbelievably consistent blood results, values over

20  the years, and that's why I said unlike any other

21  cetacean that I've ever worked with.

22    And that's important.  Trends is what we look

23  at.  Her trends have been unbelievably stable.  To

24  me, that is about as good as a sign of a healthy

25  animal that you can ask for.  Fluctuations, you
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1     know, anemia coming, anemia going, you know,

2     anemia would be a hemolytic.  I don't know if you

3     know that term.  You know, hemolytic goes down

4     when you're bleeding and comes back up when you

5     are better.  You would see all of these

6     fluctuations and I don't see that.  So that's

7     either because she is tough and she doesn't get

8     those things or she's being treated

9     prophylactically at any subtle possible sign that

10     that may be coming.  So it hasn't happened, that

11     is good medicine if you ask me.

12  BY MR. HIAASEN:

13    Q.  In the medical records there's several

14  incidences she has been treating with antibiotics.

15       Did you examine the circumstances of when she

16  was administered antibiotics?

17    A.  I read the report as detailed and as closely

18  as I had time to do.  I -- you know, I've been her vet

19  many times.  I've written records myself this past week,

20  I was out of town at a meeting last week.  Prior to

21  that, I -- just a crazy busy schedule with my own

22  business.  So I did the best I can reading the records,

23  and, you know, I'm not sure I looked at every single

24  episode of antibiotic usage and why it was used.  But I

25  can predict why most of the time, just similar to what I
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1  was describing before about prophylactic preventative

2  stomach meds, it is the same thing.

3       These are animals that if they show sign of

4  illness, obviously it's typically too late to help them.

5  If they actually get sick and get an infection, like a

6  bacterial infection, it's hard.  If they stop eating --

7  so if this animal stops eating and won't -- we can't put

8  meds -- we can get medication into her, so it's very

9  important to give these meds while she is still eating.

10       So unlike you and me where they put you in a

11  hospital and put an I.V. in you if you are not eating,

12  it's not easy to do with a 7,000-pound whale.  So that's

13  the reason for the antibiotics.  You know, if there is a

14  subtle sign, that may be whether it's real or not,

15  there's a question, err on the side of caution, give her

16  the antibiotic, because you don't want the alternative.

17    Q.  In the medical records was the use of

18  antibiotics always prophylactic?

19       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

20       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I think I just described

21     that.

22       I don't know.  I mean, again, I didn't look at

23     every single episode that she was given an

24     antibiotic and why.  I suppose there were times

25     there were lesions or something that was noticed
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1     that required an antibiotic.  Other times it may

2     have been just based on behavior records and

3     little subtle symptoms and signs that the trainers

4     and the staff and Dr. Maya recognized that they

5     believe warrant an antibiotic before it got out of

6     hand.

7  BY MR. HIAASEN:

8    Q.  Could antibiotics -- from the records, could

9  the antibiotics been used to treat a significant health

10  issue?

11       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

12       THE WITNESS:  They could, but I -- other than

13     one episode in 2011 when she had a tooth infection

14     where they actually did very aggressive -- I wrote

15     that in my report, it involved us getting hands on

16     her, giving her I.V. antibiotics.  Other than

17     that, based on my review of her record, as well as

18     my experience with her, she hasn't had any -- or

19     any significant infection over the course of her

20     life, which is amazing.  I mean, she's a very,

21     very healthy whale and has been for a long time.

22  BY MR. HIAASEN:

23    Q.  What is your understanding of the cause of the

24  tooth infection in 2011?

25    A.  I'd be speculating.  I don't know.  It's --
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1  you know, it happens to us, we get an abscessed tooth.

2  If you have ever asked your dentist why?

3       I don't think there is an answer to that.  It

4  happens, and I think as you -- actually, I think I did

5  write it in my report.  She's got the best teeth I've

6  ever seen in a killer whale.  Out of all of the ones

7  that I've worked with or indirectly worked with, her

8  teeth are fantastic.  So the answer, I don't know, I

9  don't know why she got a tooth infection.

10    Q.  I'm looking at the second paragraph or the

11  first full paragraph towards that bottom --

12    A.  Starting with APHIS?

13    Q.  No.  I'm sorry.

14       It says -- it is still the paragraph that

15  starts with "I had the opportunity" --

16    A.  Okay.

17    Q.  -- kind of in the middle towards the bottom.

18    A.  Yeah.  Oh, I did write it.

19       I'm sorry.

20       I forgot.

21    Q.  But you say, "In 2011 she developed a tooth

22  infection that required hands-on diagnostic and

23  aggressive treatment that was not possible under

24  voluntary control."

25    A.  Right.
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1    Q.  Can you explain what that phrase "not possible

2  under voluntary control" means?

3    A.  Yeah, there's -- most of the things that are

4  done she cooperates with, and this is precisely why I

5  was saying we treat early and preventative and

6  prophylactically, because we still have, you know, the

7  ability -- she allows it.  If she gets to the point

8  where she doesn't want us to help anymore or does not

9  want to be treated, it's difficult, and that was an

10  example.

11       And the only example I'm aware of during her

12  whole life where she had an issue that required things

13  to be done at the -- not under voluntary control,

14  meaning she wasn't asked to cooperate, it was done.

15  So intervenous antibiotic, for instance, she was -- she

16  was not trained to do that, and it would be somewhat

17  risky to try to do that voluntarily.

18    Q.  So just curious, I'm trying to envision the

19  treating of a tooth infection in the absence of

20  voluntary control.  From your re-review of the records,

21  how did they -- how was the tooth infection treated if

22  Toki was not cooperating?

23    A.  They -- so if she were cooperating, they would

24  have done it poolside from the platform, you know,

25  working with her and asking her for behavior to present
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1  herself to them.  On this occasion, she was gated into

2  back and the water was dropped and they -- they worked

3  on her on the bottom of the pool.

4    Q.  I think I --

5    A.  You get it?

6    Q.  Yeah, I forgot about that.

7       Thank you.

8    A.  And it's important, because again, when we

9  talked about gating and all of the other things, that

10  that is why there are times, you know, and it also

11  explains why, you know, we use medications early and

12  heavily because we don't want this to happen very often.

13  We would rather treat while she still is doing it

14  voluntarily, not when she is so sick that it requires

15  that sort of scenario that I just described.

16    Q.  You mentioned that her teeth -- and in your

17  opinion, her teeth are in excellent condition.

18    A.  Yeah, better than I've ever seen.

19    Q.  Do you know or can you say whether her -- the

20  condition of her teeth is comparable to what a wild

21  orca's teeth would like to?

22    A.  Well, that one I can -- I can cite Ford,

23  et al., 2011.  I don't have it with the me, but I'm

24  aware of the publication.  I think the plaintiffs even

25  cited it.  It shows pictures of wild killer whales with
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1  teeth eroded down to the gumline and pulp cavities

2  exposed on, I think it said, most of the whales.  So

3  with that reference, her teeth are better than at least

4  that population of killer whales that was referenced in

5  the wild.

6    Q.  This Ford paper that you referred to, is that

7  listed in the facts and data used to form your opinion?

8    A.  No.  And again, I did some, you know, study,

9  and I honestly remember that paper from years ago, but

10  I've done some other studies since the plaintiffs'

11  expert reports were disclosed.  So this was written

12  before that.

13    Q.  And I think we are about to get to that.

14       We're -- you've created some additional

15  opinions based on the expert reports of the plaintiffs'

16  experts; is that correct?

17    A.  Not additional opinions, but I have comments

18  about some of the things that they claimed or accused

19  us -- the Miami Seaquarium of.

20    Q.  Did you in forming these new opinions

21  regarding the plaintiffs' expert report, did you rely on

22  any additional data or research beyond on what you

23  referenced in -- attached to your original opinion?

24    A.  Yeah.

25    Q.  Did you bring with you copies of what you
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1  relied on in making your rebuttal opinion?

2    A.  No.  Unfortunately, I just didn't have time.

3  I searched and Googled and read stuff, and I didn't

4  print them out or provide them, and I didn't know that

5  was required.  I will reference them in a rebuttal, but

6  no, I didn't bring them here.

7    Q.  In reviewing the medical records, did you see

8  any evidence of reduced kidney functions?

9    A.  Yes, and I would like to explain that a little

10  bit.

11       There are two parameters in blood work, and

12  again, don't forget, we can't ultrasound her kidneys, we

13  can't do a CAT scan.  So we are going solely on blood

14  work to evaluate kidneys, which is limited because there

15  are other diagnostic imaging things that we can do to

16  evaluate kidneys which we don't have the luxury in

17  killer whales.  So based on blood work, there is a value

18  called BUN, blood urea nitrogen and creatinine which

19  have slowly been rising as she ages, and I think that is

20  not surprising or unusual or uncommon in any species,

21  including cetaceans.  So as you get older, your kidneys

22  get older and you see those changes.

23    Q.  Would you consider that a significant health

24  issue?

25    A.  No.
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1    Q.  Why not?

2    A.  Because they are barely out of range, the

3  levels that she have compared to the normal range.

4  Again, she's right -- just above what would be

5  considered normal.  So that are affected by her age, and

6  they are certainly different than they were when I knew

7  her 20 years ago, but they are still functioning,

8  she's -- you know, an animal with kidney problems, they

9  are a lot higher, they are a lot worse if an animal got

10  significant kidney dysfunction.

11    Q.  What would be the consequence of kidney

12  impairment for Toki?

13       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

14       THE WITNESS:  Explain "consequence" a little

15     bit.

16  BY MR. HIAASEN:

17    Q.  How would this affect her well-being or

18  day-to-day existence?

19    A.  Well, in the level that she has now, I think

20  it is what we call "subclinical."  It's only apparent

21  from blood work.  You wouldn't know it from her behavior

22  and her appetite and her energy and that sort of stuff.

23  So it's really just a number at this point.  It just

24  tells us that she's getting older and her kidneys are

25  not functioning quite like they used to, but they are
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1  still functioning.

2       So there's certain organs, kidney and liver

3  being two of them, where, you know, even though they are

4  getting older, it takes a lot longer and a lot more

5  damage before they become dysfunctional.  And she's not

6  there, she's not even close.  So ranges are just

7  somewhat out of range.

8       And again, back to what I said about that is

9  the only -- only criteria we have to evaluate her

10  kidneys is -- are those two values in her blood.  We

11  can't x-ray her, we can't CAT scan her, we can't

12  ultrasound her kidneys.  In bottlenose dolphins we can

13  do all of those things and we get a much better picture

14  of the kidneys.

15    Q.  Is there -- as far as you know, is there any

16  treatments administered to Toki today to -- related to

17  this possibility of kidney function problems that we are

18  talking about?

19    A.  Yes.  Ice is provided as a source of water.

20  So the best thing that you can do for an older animal

21  that is starting to have older kidneys that, you know,

22  may not be functioning quite as well as younger kidneys

23  is water.  So the kidney is basically concentrate the

24  urine and basically, you know, filter the blood, excrete

25  the waste and the urine.  If that -- when they -- when
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1  they start to become compromised, the number one

2  treatment is hydration, is water.

3       So she is being provided ice on a daily basis

4  to get water, fresh water, I should say, not salt water,

5  and I believe they are training her to get to accept

6  water in other ways -- in addition to ice.  And what is

7  common is using a stomach tube, which they will, you

8  know, pass a stomach tube down and give her water.

9  There are also been facilities that just train their

10  animals to drink water, which I'm not sure anyone has

11  done with killer whales.  My understanding is they are

12  working on that because they understand that she's not

13  getting any older -- I mean, getting any younger.

14    Q.  And she voluntarily allows them to administer

15  water by tube?

16    A.  Again, I'm not sure the status of the training

17  at this point, but I've been told and understand that

18  that's a goal of theirs, is to train her to take

19  voluntary water.  And again, if you hear it in the

20  meantime, they are giving her ice which is water.

21    Q.  I'm going to show Exhibit 183.

22     (Thereupon, E-mail, was marked as Exhibit Number

23     183 for identification.)

24       MR. HIAASEN:  Mark, this is the e-mail that

25     you gave me this morning.  I neglected to get
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1     extra copies of it.

2       MR. SALKY:  Okay.

3  BY MR. HIAASEN:

4    Q.  If you read this section here where it says

5  Dr. Rodriguez to you and I think also to counsel --

6    A.  Can I read the whole thing since it's --

7    Q.  Sure.

8       Do you recall receiving that?

9    A.  Again, it was one of 8,000 e-mails that I

10  received a day in my facility.  So I don't recall the

11  details, but I do now.  I remember the comment and

12  basically saying that she receives ice and they are

13  training her for water, as I mentioned.

14    Q.  There is a sentence here, I don't know if you

15  can understand who it is referring to.

16       It says, "If he looks at the blood

17  creatinine" --

18    A.  Creatinine.

19    Q.  -- "on a consolidated she has a history of it

20  being on the higher end."

21       Do you know who "he" is?

22    A.  I think me.

23    Q.  Oh, you're cc'd on this actually.

24    A.  Yeah, I think Jim asked her for information,

25  and then she responded with "he," being me.
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1    Q.  And do you see where Dr. Rodriguez writes,

2  "She'll be a kidney patient eventually."

3       What do you understand that to mean?

4    A.  I understand it to mean any cetacean that

5  lives as long as she has will be a kidney patient

6  eventually, meaning the kidneys will not remain as

7  functional as they were when she was 20 years old, true

8  of any animal, and even more so cetaceans that live in

9  saltwater.  It's a harsh environment, their kidneys have

10  to be very functional, and they start to become less

11  functional as they age.  So that is what she is

12  referring to.

13    Q.  If the function were further impaired, what

14  course of treatment is there beyond supplementing with

15  ice and water?

16    A.  That's pretty much all we have.

17       And again, that's to, again, voluntarily to

18  prevent and to keep it in check.  And if we hydrate

19  enough to keep the kidneys flush, they remain healthy

20  longer than if we don't.  If you get to the point where

21  an animal is in kidney failure, then it requires

22  intravenous therapy, which then, you know, it goes back

23  to what I was describing early, now you dropping pool

24  and putting a needle in her and giving her I.V.s.  We

25  don't want to go there, so as another preventative give
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1  her the ice, train her for water, and keep that from

2  happening.

3    Q.  And I just want to clarify from your testimony

4  earlier, as far as you know, the only time that she had

5  to be administered, for lack of a better phrase,

6  "involuntary veterinarian care" was the tooth issue in

7  2011?

8    A.  That's correct.

9    Q.  So I'm going to go back to your report --

10    A.  Uh-huh.

11    Q.  -- on the third paragraph starts with "APHIS

12  rules."

13    A.  Yes.

14    Q.  On the second sentence, your opinion is that

15  "Miami Seaquarium complies with APHIS regulations

16  pertaining to killer whales."

17       And again, what is the factual basis for that

18  statement?

19    A.  All of their inspections over the years have

20  been in compliance.  They've never had a noncompliant

21  issue pertaining to Lolita and her pool.  As far as all

22  of the, you know, criteria that we've already discussed,

23  space, shade, companionship.

24    Q.  And so this is just based on your reading of

25  the APHIS materials provided to you?
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1       MR. SALKY:  Objection to the form.

2       THE WITNESS:  That is correct.

3       It's -- yeah, it's written repeatedly in some

4     of those documents that are listed that there is

5     compliance.

6  BY MR. HIAASEN:

7    Q.  And have you been provided with all

8  correspondence between APHIS and the Miami Seaquarium?

9    A.  I doubt it.  I mean, you know, it's 30-some

10  years' worth.  I don't have every single one.

11    Q.  So this is based on only the APHIS documents

12  provided to you by the Seaquarium?

13       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

14       THE WITNESS:  Well, let me explain the way

15     APHIS works.

16       So if the pool is the same as it was 20 years

17     ago when I worked there, no changes have been

18     made, if it was -- if it didn't comply with space

19     regulations, they would have had to make space

20     changes.  So the fact that it complies, even if

21     they say today it complied, it means it complied

22     the last 20 years, because they would have had

23     done some sort of change if it didn't comply as

24     far as size and space.

25       So I am confident in saying even without
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1     seeing every single year and every time APHIS has

2     visited it is in compliance because we would know

3     about it if it wasn't.

4  BY MR. HIAASEN:

5    Q.  Would you agree that whether or not the

6  Seaquarium is in compliance with the Animal Welfare Act

7  is a legal conclusion?

8       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

9       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, say that again.

10  BY MR. HIAASEN:

11    Q.  Would you agree that determining whether or

12  not the Seaquarium is in compliance with Animal Welfare

13  Act is a legal question?

14       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

15       THE WITNESS:  I still don't understand the

16     question.

17       I'm sorry.

18       AWA has very strict rules and guidelines which

19     are enforced and checked by APHIS, and they have

20     complied on the topic of space.  So that seems to

21     be it.

22  BY MR. HIAASEN:

23    Q.  Well, what I'm going to figure out is what

24  expertise do you have in determining whether or not the

25  Seaquarium is compliant with the Animal Welfare Act?
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1       As a veterinarian, what expertise do you have

2  on whether or not the facility is compliant with AWA?

3       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

4       THE WITNESS:  I don't think you need

5     expertise.  It's a very clear guideline that they

6     come and inspect and ascertain that you are in

7     compliance, and there are numerous written reports

8     that they complied and that the pool size and

9     space complies, as well as shade and

10     companionship.

11       So I don't need to be an expert because the

12     rules are already written.  If they ask me to

13     write the rules, then I would need to be an

14     expert, but the rules are in place and they are

15     checked by APHIS with routine inspections which

16     Seaquarium has passed every time with regard to

17     killer whale pool.

18  BY MR. HIAASEN:

19    Q.  So you're not offering expert testimony about

20  whether or not the Seaquarium is in compliance with

21  APHIS and the Animal Welfare Act?

22       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

23       THE WITNESS:  I need you to help me on this

24     one.

25       Again, I think -- I guess I am based on APHIS
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1     rules and regulations which I'm familiar with and

2     the fact Seaquarium complies.

3  BY MR. HIAASEN:

4    Q.  So you said yourself that you don't need any

5  expertise in determining whether or not a facility is in

6  compliance with the Animal Welfare Act --

7       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

8  BY MR. HIAASEN:

9    Q.  -- correct?

10    A.  I guess maybe I said that incorrectly, but I'm

11  not sure that I understand, you know, what the concern

12  here is.  There are rules that apply to all facilities

13  that house marine mammals, and you have to be compliant

14  with those rules, and that is APHIS's job.  And I'm

15  aware of their inspections, I've seen their reports and

16  I have seen them -- some of those reports reiterate what

17  they wrote in the previous report.

18       And the one from a year ago and some of them

19  even say we've checked the size five times and we come

20  up with the same conclusion, it complies with the rules

21  and regulations regarding space.  So I'm not sure how,

22  you know, what my expertise has to do with that other

23  than understanding APHIS and the rules and regulations

24  and the way they regulate marine parks.

25    Q.  So I just -- so you're not offering an opinion
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1  that the Seaquarium is compliant with the Animal Welfare

2  Act; is that correct?

3       MR. SALKY:  Asked and answered.

4       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I don't think that is an

5     opinion.  I think that is a fact based on the

6     compliance reports.

7  BY MR. HIAASEN:

8    Q.  In that same paragraph, little bit farther

9  down, there is a sentence that starts "I find no

10  evidence."

11       Do you see that?

12    A.  Yes.

13    Q.  "I find no evidence of any violations of the

14  ESA based on past history medical records and recent

15  observation."

16       Again, if you can explain precisely what

17  the -- what your factual basis is for the conclusion

18  that -- that nothing that you have reviewed constitutes

19  the violation of the Endangered Species Act.

20    A.  Okay.  Basically going back to the definition

21  of "take," and excluding the ridiculous ones like hunt,

22  shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, you know, and really

23  being left with harm and harass in reference to injury

24  and likelihood of injury.  As I wrote, not being injured

25  or likely to be injured as a result of the care provided
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1  for her by Miami Seaquarium, I don't believe -- I

2  believe in that statement that I wrote clear as can be

3  there, and that is why they are not in violation of the

4  Endangered Species Act, because they are not harming or

5  harassing her or responsibile for any injury to her

6  based on their care for her.

7    Q.  And this is the same opinion that you had on

8  March 26, 2014?

9    A.  Same opinion I've had since I worked at the

10  Seaquarium and known the whale.

11    Q.  That is the same opinion you had before you

12  examined Lolita's past medical history or medical

13  records, or before the observations made on January 7th

14  and January 20th?

15       MR. SALKY:  Objection to the form.  Asked and

16     answered.

17       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, there was a -- I mentioned

18     earlier there was a gap between my time as her

19     veterinarian and when I was asked to write the

20     report.  So there was some other exams and review

21     of materials and, you know, observations that I --

22     that I, you know -- that I did because I hadn't

23     seen her or been her vet for a little while.

24  BY MR. HIAASEN:

25    Q.  But even before you had examined those records
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1  for that period when you weren't her veterinarian, you

2  had come to the conclusion that nothing the Seaquarium

3  is doing is in violation of ESA, correct?

4       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

5       THE WITNESS:  I'm not sure that I said that.

6       I said during my time as her vet I felt that

7     way, and then there was a gap, and then I went

8     back and, you know, went through records and

9     examined her before I wrote my report.  And that's

10     why I answered that last question about that and

11     about her exam on the 7th and on the 12th.

12       The 20th I was there because the plaintiffs

13     were there.  The 7th I was there because prior to

14     writing my report I wanted to make sure that

15     nothing had changed and because, you know, I had

16     been there every day with her for the last five

17     years.

18       And, as I mentioned, I visited a few times,

19     you know, since my time in 2009, and I didn't see

20     any -- any changes.  I know the staff there and

21     I'm -- I know how much they love her and care for

22     her, so I would have been very surprised if

23     anything had changed.  But I went and visited on

24     the 7th so I can, you know, write this report and

25     say I had seen her and not writing it based on
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1     what I knew 20 years ago.

2  BY MR. HIAASEN:

3    Q.  Can you turn back.  There is a -- I'm not

4  sure, I think it is 181 or maybe the letter you wrote on

5  March 26, 2014 to NMFS.

6    A.  Oh, the NMFS letter, yeah.

7    Q.  Yeah.

8       On the second page, the last paragraph -- let

9  me just review here.

10       So there is a sentence that says, on like the

11  fourth line from the bottom, do you see you say,

12  "Lolita's status should remain unchanged."

13    A.  Uh-huh.

14    Q.  And this was before she was listing with the

15  Endangered Species Act, correct?

16    A.  Yeah, and that's what I meant by "status."

17  She should not be -- the exclusion should remain for her

18  and that she not be included under Endangered Species

19  Act.  I still don't see any -- any reason for that or

20  any benefit of that.

21    Q.  Was it your belief in 2014 that she should not

22  be included under the Endangered Species Act -- what was

23  your reason for thinking -- for stating that she should

24  not be included under the Endangered Species Act in

25  2014?
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1    A.  To be perfectly frank, because of the writing

2  on the wall.  I know that -- I knew and predicted what

3  the agenda would be, and I knew that was the first step

4  to do that.  The next step would be this lawsuit that we

5  are talking about today, and the next step after that,

6  if the plaintiffs win the lawsuit, would be moving her

7  to a sea pen and ultimately releasing her, which in my

8  opinion and my experience working with killer whales for

9  25 years would be a horrible thing to do to that poor

10  whale.

11       And again, it's already happened.  It was

12  tried with Keiko, Free Willy, and he is dead.  And

13  everybody that I know that went over there and worked

14  with him, I mean, they literally almost come to tears

15  when they talk about it, how horrible it was for that

16  poor whale who could have been just as happy and healthy

17  living where he was.

18       Instead, misguided feelings by people that

19  don't know anything about that particular whale decided

20  what was his -- in his best interest, just like they are

21  doing for Lolita, and he is dead, and I don't want to

22  see that happen to Lolita.  So that is the basis of this

23  letter, because if we could have stopped the original

24  listing and kept her excluded, then we would have never

25  gotten to where we are today.  And again, I saw the
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1  writing on the wall.

2    Q.  Is that why you agreed to testify as an

3  expert?

4       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

5       THE WITNESS:  And it is.  I care about that

6     whale and I don't want to see something horrible

7     happen to her, which I believe will happen if they

8     move her, and especially if she goes to a sea pen

9     and is considered for release.  She's a -- as I

10     mentioned, she knows her habit, she's been there

11     for 46 years.  I've seen, like I said,

12     grandparents, I've seen old humans, and you change

13     their environment and messes them up.  It happened

14     to Keiko, they tried to do all of these things

15     that they felt were in his best interest, and it

16     was a failure, and why repeat that?

17       Why do that to this whale?

18       So, yes, that is why I'm testifying, because

19     100 percent I care about that whale.

20  BY MR. HIAASEN:

21    Q.  I'm going to show you this Exhibit 184.  This

22  is an e-mail from last night at 11:01, is the first

23  e-mail.

24     (Thereupon, E-mail, was marked as Exhibit

25     Number 184 for identification.)
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1       THE WITNESS:  So you know how much sleep I

2     got.

3  BY MR. HIAASEN:

4    Q.  And the second e-mail is an e-mail that you

5  sent at 10:44 p.m.

6       And according to this e-mail, you're also

7  going to provide rebuttal opinions regarding the

8  plaintiffs' expert; is that correct?

9    A.  Correct.  And due to time, as I mentioned, I

10  was in a conference in Mexico last week, on Tuesday of

11  last week is when I first received the plaintiffs'

12  expert reports.  And I was very busy and involved with

13  this conference and didn't have any time to read them,

14  and I started that -- that reading on Friday night and

15  pretty much nonstop until this morning.

16       So when I read them, I had some comments that

17  I expressed to the legal counsel on Miami Seaquarium

18  side, and I was told I can write a rebuttal, which I

19  would like to, but I didn't -- obviously didn't have

20  enough time to do it by today.

21    Q.  You haven't written a rebuttal?

22    A.  I haven't, no.  So this was Jim Lister saying

23  that we could disclose that I will write it and I will.

24    Q.  And I think I asked this before, but you have

25  not brought with you any materials that you relied on in
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1  making any rebuttal opinions?

2    A.  No, and there are very few.  All I want to do

3  when I write my rebuttal is be able to cite some

4  references to support some of the things that I'm

5  saying, but most of it, again, my experience and

6  expertise and knowledge of Lolita and captive killer

7  whales, that I don't think the plaintiffs know much

8  about.

9    Q.  I'm going to hand you what has been marked as

10  Plaintiffs' Exhibit 179.

11       And so I would just like to go through these

12  one by one.

13       In Exhibit 184 --

14    A.  So can I ask, this is -- what I have here is

15  the same as the expert --

16    Q.  It should be, yeah, Exhibit A --

17    A.  -- on the plaintiff --

18    Q.  -- it should be identical to Exhibit A in our

19  disclosure.

20       MR. SALKY:  We will take your representation

21     of that.  We are not going to go through 53 pages

22     of this report are identical to what we were

23     served on January -- February 8th.

24  BY MR. HIAASEN:

25    Q.  So according to your to e-mail, you are
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1  prepared to offer rebuttal opinion regarding allegations

2  of shade sunburn on page 18 of Ms. Bearzi's report.

3       Do you recall -- can you give specifically

4  your opinions regarding --

5    A.  Let me read this again, if you don't mind.

6       Again, trying to do a lot of things with very

7  little time.  I hope I even referenced the pages and the

8  authors correctly.

9       Yeah, what is the question?

10       Sorry.

11    Q.  What is your expert opinion regarding what

12  Dr. Bearzi's opined regarding lack of sun protection?

13    A.  Well, let me preface it by saying the reason I

14  provided a notice of rebuttal was because I haven't

15  completely prepared the rebuttal.  So if you are asking

16  me to do that today, I mean, that was the whole reason

17  for sending the notice, to say that I will be doing it.

18  So obviously there is a lot more thought I wanted to put

19  into it.

20       But to answer your question, it goes back to

21  my previous discussion about shade and the need for

22  shade, and comparing the killer whales in the wild where

23  they -- she says spends five percent of their time on

24  the surface.  I don't even understand how that is

25  possible when they breathe every -- several times every
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1  five minutes.

2       So my rebuttal will address the shade at

3  Seaquarium and APHIS compliance, and a lot of things we

4  already talked about, including sun exposure.

5    Q.  You mentioned that they -- I don't want to

6  mischaracterize it -- how often do they breathe every

7  five minutes?

8    A.  It's something that I would also have to

9  review some literature to get actual numbers, but if I

10  had to guess, I would say between one and three times

11  per five minutes.

12    Q.  And that is just based on your personal

13  observation and experience?

14    A.  I think just knowing, yeah, killer whales and

15  all of the ones that I have worked with, you know,

16  they'll dive and they will hold their breath longer, but

17  they -- you know, they do spend a lot of time at the

18  surface breathing.

19    Q.  Do you disagree with the statements in

20  Dr. Bearzi's report where she says, "Lolita, however,

21  not only has no escape from sun radiation due to the

22  absolute lack of shade and shallow tank depth of her

23  sustained logging of the surface of the tank contributes

24  to her exposure potential sunburn."

25    A.  I do disagree with that.
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1    Q.  What do you -- specifically what do you object

2  to about that statement?

3    A.  As I stated in my report, I think the stadium

4  provides shade.  I think the shade is not a requirement

5  by USDA APHIS AWA that regulates how we house killer

6  whales, and I'm not convinced some of the things

7  described are sunburns.

8    Q.  The third line of her report she makes a

9  reference to what -- I'm sorry, she is talking about

10  wild ones there.

11       The lower down in that paragraph "blisters,

12  wrinkles and sunburns on Lolita's skin has been recorded

13  in the animal behavior records and by former caretaker."

14       Do you agree with that statement?

15    A.  Again, I have no knowledge.  I haven't seen

16  those records, but I assume they probably have been

17  recorded, but is there proof that they are from the sun,

18  I don't know and I would question it.

19    Q.  Is there any way to exclude the sun as a cause

20  of the lesions described in the veterinarian records?

21    A.  No.  It would be hard to prove and diagnose.

22  Even with a biopsy it might not be able to say for

23  certain.  So I think it is speculation on both sides on

24  whether it is or is not from the sun.

25       And again, my rebuttal will address the fact
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1  that I believe there is enough shade there, and I don't

2  think killer whales in the wild are protected from the

3  sun any more than she is.

4    Q.  But killer whales in the wild have the ability

5  to dive deeper than Toki does, correct?

6    A.  They do, but they still have to come to the

7  surface to breathe.

8    Q.  Have you ever reviewed any studies that

9  discussed how -- how much time in the lower water column

10  an orca in the wild spends?

11       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

12       THE WITNESS:  No.  Again, I'm not a whale

13     researcher, I'm a clinical veterinarian that has

14     taken care of Lolita and many other killer whales

15     for 25 years, and I haven't seen skin issues that

16     I thought were serious that I suspected were from

17     the sun in any of them, and I still feel that her

18     pool has adequate shade because of the stadium

19     that surrounds it.

20  BY MR. HIAASEN:

21    Q.  On the second bullet point of your e-mail, if

22  we can -- and just in Dr. Bearzi's report, if we can

23  turn to page 13 to 15 and make a reference.

24    A.  Sure.

25    Q.  According to your e-mail, you prepared a
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1  rebuttal opinion regarding "interspecies interaction and

2  rake marks."

3       MR. SALKY:  Is that a question?

4  BY MR. HIAASEN:

5    Q.  I thought he was reading.

6       I'm sorry.

7    A.  Oh, no.  I was waiting for a question.

8    Q.  Oh, I'm sorry.

9       I thought you were reading.

10    A.  I might read after the question.

11    Q.  What is the opinion that you're prepared to

12  provide regarding Dr. Bearzi's opinion on "interspecies

13  interaction and rake marks"?

14    A.  It goes back to our conversations earlier

15  about whether it's annoying, aggression, harassment,

16  harm on Lolita, and I don't think it is.  I think it is

17  play and I think it is acceptable and natural behavior

18  between cetaceans, and none of it is due to anything

19  from the care that Seaquarium provides.

20    Q.  And again, what is the basis of your opinion

21  that it is play activity?

22    A.  Part of it, just observation, and also input

23  and opinion of expert witnesses such as Thad Lacinak who

24  has 35 years of experience with killer whales.

25       And again, just back to what I think is a --
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1  well, I'm sorry, I was going to the rake skin, you were

2  asking about the play and the chase and things like

3  that.  That is my own feeling from observing it, and,

4  you know, I look to a guy like Thad Lacinak who knows

5  killer whales and cetacean behavior way better than I

6  do.  He also thought it looked like play.

7    Q.  Did you review Mr. Lacinak's expert record?

8    A.  I did.

9    Q.  Did you review it in preparation of your

10  original report dated February 7th?

11    A.  No.  I was -- I didn't have it at that point.

12  I reviewed that all this weekend since I got it.

13    Q.  Do you --

14    A.  So I submitted my report on Monday, I think

15  was the 8th, and I got all of the reports on Tuesday,

16  the next day, I believe that is correct, the 9th or

17  something like that.

18    Q.  Do you have any knowledge or have you read any

19  research regarding the frequency of raking behavior in

20  the wild among orcas?

21    A.  I have seen photographs, many, again, just as

22  I said earlier, not specific documents but from a very

23  brief Google search just from my own interest from some

24  of the centers in -- on the Pacific northwest coast that

25  have been photoed documenting killer whales for years
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1  and years and years, and there is a lot of pictures of

2  rakes on them.  So I personally don't think it is

3  uncommon out in the wild either, at least based on what

4  I have seen and read.

5    Q.  I'm sorry.

6    A.  No, no.  I was finished.

7    Q.  Have you seen or read anything discussing of

8  the number of rakes orcas sustain in the wild?

9       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

10       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I haven't done that kind

11     of research.  And again, I would just speculate

12     that a rake that a killer whale gets in the wild

13     from another killer whale is probably a lot more

14     serious and severe than what 100-pound lag

15     inflicts.  And I've worked with killer whales at

16     SeaWorld where they all live together and, you

17     know, the rakes from the lags are nothing in

18     comparison to what another killer whale does to

19     another killer whale as far as raking.  So I have

20     seen that in captivity.

21       So you asked me a lot of questions about the

22     wild.  Unfortunately, that is not my expertise.

23     My expertise is human care, veterinarian care, and

24     I have worked with a number of killer whales.  I

25     have seen the way they interact with each other,
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1     and I rarely was concerned about rake marks that a

2     killer whale gave to another killer whale, and I'm

3     even less concerned about what I see that lags

4     rake on killer whales.

5  BY MR. HIAASEN:

6    Q.  When you -- so I want to make clear, when you

7  worked at SeaWorld, when there were multiple killer

8  whales together, you observed rakes from one killer

9  whale to another?

10    A.  Yes.

11    Q.  Do you recall the frequency of those rakes?

12    A.  No, I never, you know, documented or charted

13  that, or maybe I did, but I don't have access to that

14  information.  I can safely say that it would be unusual

15  for you to approach a cetacean exhibit and not see

16  rakes, whether it's killer whale, lag, bottlenose

17  dolphin, it is the way they interact with each other.

18       And as I mention -- maybe I didn't mention

19  this yet.  Unlike other animals where they are furred,

20  you know, dogs mouthing each other, other species, I

21  have goats myself, they horn each other.  I think if

22  they were devoid of hair and they were smoothed skin,

23  you would see marks all over them just like we do on

24  killer whales.  I think the fact that they don't have

25  hair, their skin is smooth, every time they are touched
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1  it leaves a mark.  Doesn't mean it is bad, it just means

2  you see it -- you wouldn't see it on a different

3  species.

4    Q.  Are you aware of the institute of the

5  Seaquarium when the staff determined that Toki should be

6  separated from the lags purely because of the raking?

7       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

8       THE WITNESS:  Not personally, I can't say.

9  BY MR. HIAASEN:

10    Q.  Did you see anything in the records that you

11  reviewed that indicated that there were incidences where

12  Toki was separated from the lags purely because of

13  concerns about the raking?

14       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

15       THE WITNESS:  Again, the detailed reading that

16     I did, I recall some mention of that, but I

17     couldn't tell you the frequency or concern level.

18       And again, I'm going to go back to an analogy

19     I made earlier about the old dog and the puppy.

20     You know, I think there are times that the old dog

21     might want a break, I don't think that is wrong, I

22     think that is part of managing animals in any

23     environment.

24  BY MR. HIAASEN:

25    Q.  But is there a threshold over which it becomes
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1  a concern?

2    A.  There probably is, and again, that is based on

3  some of the criteria I mentioned earlier, percentage of

4  body covered with rakes, and again, nothing that I ever

5  witnessed at Seaquarium.

6       And I think, you know, records and reports

7  that are that detailed can be taken out of context and,

8  you know, statistics can be manipulated any way you

9  want.  So in my experience with her and looking at her

10  recently, you know, I don't see a whale that's been

11  excessively raked or raked to the point where it

12  concerned me.

13    Q.  Have you ever seen nine rakes at a time on

14  Toki?

15       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

16       THE WITNESS:  I can't recall honestly.

17  BY MR. HIAASEN:

18    Q.  Is the nine rakes sound like a large number of

19  rakes to you or not a large number of rakes to you?

20    A.  I think if they're nine rakes from a killer

21  whale, that might significant; nine rakes from a lag,

22  no.  I think they are just, you know -- again, look at

23  the size difference.  There is about a 700-fold

24  difference in size.  So even of the mouth and teeth, so

25  nine wouldn't even approach a number that would concern
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1  me that much for her health.

2       Again, if they are getting in the way, just

3  like the puppy and the old dog, I think it's great that

4  they have the ability to intervene and gate if they want

5  to.  I don't think that is a bad thing, I think that

6  helps, that is a good management tool, and it's great

7  that the pool has gates.

8    Q.  I just want to make sure that I understood

9  you, the lags, as far as you know, are roughly 100

10  pounds?

11    A.  Well, let's say I'm giving a rough estimate,

12  so 100 would be easy because I divide 7,000 by 100.  So

13  maybe they are close to 200, over 200 --

14    Q.  Significant --

15    A.  -- 300 times, let's say.

16    Q.  But they are significantly smaller than a

17  bottlenose dolphin?

18    A.  I was comparing them to Lolita.

19    Q.  Just in my head I was just trying to --

20    A.  Yeah, a bottlenose dolphin is typically about

21  400 or 500 pounds.

22    Q.  That is what I thought.

23       MR. SALKY:  Let's take a break.

24     (There was a discussion off of the record from

25     3:42 p.m. to 3:50 p.m.)
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  I'm going to hand you what has been previously

3  marked as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 154.

4       Do you recognize this?

5    A.  So is this Exhibit B?

6    Q.  This is Visser's report.

7    A.  Again, he make it legal --

8       MR. SALKY:  This is probably about an 80-page

9     document, and we will take your word that this is

10     the same thing that you served us on February 8th.

11     I don't think that he wants to go through and

12     compare page by page.

13       MR. HIAASEN:  Understood.

14  BY MR. HIAASEN:

15    Q.  So in your e-mail you said that you were

16  preparing a rebuttal opinion to pages 9 to 14 which is

17  under the heading "Opinions" -- of Dr. Visser's report

18  "Opinions Related to Chronic Social Isolations."

19       Can you describe specifically what opinions

20  you have regarding Dr. Visser's opinion on "Chronic

21  Social Isolations"?

22    A.  Again, that is pretty broad.  Can you ask a

23  question more specific or --

24    Q.  Well, I mean, you sent this e-mail saying that

25  you have a rebuttal opinion to Dr. Visser's report for
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1  these pages.

2    A.  My understanding was if I didn't send this

3  e-mail, I would not be able to provide a rebuttal, if I

4  didn't send this prior to my deposition.

5       Is that true?

6       So I haven't really given it the detailed

7  thought that is required.  I mean, I will answer

8  questions, but to just give a whole dissertation on what

9  I plan to write, I don't have that yet.  That is why I

10  just notified, you know, gave notice that I planned to

11  do it.

12    Q.  So you're not prepared to testify today?

13    A.  I'll answer questions.

14       I'm not sure that was a question.

15       THE WITNESS:  Is that okay?

16       MR. SALKY:  Yeah, you can answer to the best

17     of your ability.

18       THE WITNESS:  So I'm not sure if it was a

19     question.  If it is, I'm -- say it again and I'll

20     try to answer it.  It will be pretty broad terms

21     so -- so I guess I'm asking you to repeat the

22     question.

23  BY MR. HIAASEN:

24    Q.  Well, I mean, my question is:  What opinions

25  have you developed thus far regarding Dr. Visser's
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1  report?

2    A.  Okay.  So the number two that you are

3  referring to, and again, I'm hoping that I got the pages

4  correct, interspecies interaction, rake marks comes down

5  to the topics that we discussed earlier about

6  companionship and lags being good companions for Lolita

7  and companions being required by APHIS, I feel they are.

8  I don't feel the interaction is negative.

9       The defendants have expert witness Thad

10  Lacinak who can comment more on behavior, and I plan on

11  referencing his report and some of the things that he

12  said when I do the rebuttal that what we noticed was not

13  negative interaction, we consider it play, and I trust

14  Thad Lacinak's opinion.

15       Same for rake marks, I don't see those as

16  being concerning over the years that I have known her,

17  and from what I saw during my recent visits, that is

18  really what it comes down to.  If there is anything more

19  specific, I'll certainly answer.

20    Q.  For example, on the bottom of page 10 --

21  bottom of page 11, rather, of Dr. Visser's report, top

22  of page 12, where Dr. Visser describes what she says

23  "has been scientifically mobbing behavior."  This is

24  page 11, second to last paragraph on the bottom.

25       "Mobbing is defined as the potential prey, in
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1  this case dolphins, actively approaching her and

2  sometimes actually physically attacking potential

3  predators, in this case the orca.  Mobbing behavior

4  typically done high speed may involve single or multiple

5  mobbings.  This concurs with what I observed in the

6  situation at Miami Seaquarium."

7       So you disagree with that statement?

8    A.  That is probably the statement that I disagree

9  with the most out of all of the things that I read.  The

10  idea that these 150- or 200-pound animals are the

11  predator and Lolita is the prey, that they are going to

12  eat her, question mark.  So I think that -- yes, I do

13  disagree that it is mobbing behavior.  I think I

14  strongly disagree with that.

15    Q.  You may -- I don't know if you want to reread

16  it, but she actually -- if I'm reading it correctly,

17  it's the prey mobbing the predator --

18    A.  Right.

19    Q.  -- do you -- is that your understanding of

20  what she wrote here?

21    A.  Correct, and she is describing the prey in

22  this case as the lag and the -- oh, I'm sorry.  I did

23  misread it.

24       Yes, you are correct.

25       I thought she was calling the dolphins the
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1  predator and the whale the prey.

2       So I still think, and I reacted strongly

3  because I did read it incorrectly.  I still disagree.  I

4  don't think it's mobbing.  I don't think it is negative

5  interaction.  I think it is positive interaction, and

6  they are good companions.

7    Q.  Have you -- have you ever reviewed any studies

8  or research about this mobbing behavior described in

9  Dr. Visser's report?

10    A.  No, but she describes it pretty well, and I

11  think I'm pretty clear on it based on her description.

12       MR. SALKY:  How are you guys keeping up with

13     the numbers when there is another deposition going

14     on at the same time?

15       MR. SCHWIEP:  We tried to coordinate, but we

16     are using series.  So there is like a 100 series,

17     200 series and things like that.

18  BY MR. HIAASEN:

19    Q.  I'm about to hand you Plaintiffs' Exhibit 185.

20     (Thereupon, Expert Report by Pedro Javier

21     Gallego Reyes, was marked as Exhibit Number 185

22     for identification.)

23       THE WITNESS:  This would be Exhibit C, I

24     would imagine?

25  BY MR. HIAASEN:
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1    Q.  And do you recognize this report?

2    A.  Again, with the same -- same comment as

3  before, assuming it is the same one as Exhibit C.

4       MR. SALKY:  Mine have an extra page Exhibit D

5     on the back.  Can I just rip that off?

6       MR. HIAASEN:  Yeah, that was just -- my

7     apologies.

8  BY MR. HIAASEN:

9    Q.  In your --

10    A.  I am familiar with Dr. Gallego's report, if

11  this is what it is.

12    Q.  And you have opinions regarding Dr. Gallego's

13  opinion on page five and six of the -- of his report

14  "Welfare aspects, social life, and interactions with

15  Pacific white-sided dolphins."

16       Is that correct?

17    A.  Correct, and again, the same argument.

18    Q.  Does this cover the same material --

19    A.  I believe so.

20    Q.  -- as Dr. Visser's report and Dr. Bearzi's

21  report?

22    A.  Let me look at it real quick, but yeah, I

23  believe so.

24       Yeah.  I mean, again, the question of, you

25  know, plaintiffs' reports with zero experience or very
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1  minimal experience with killer whales in human care

2  versus my experience, Thad Lacinak's experience of, you

3  know, 50-something years combined, arguing that this is

4  not, you know, mobbing, and is not aggression, and is

5  not negative interaction.

6       And we and myself, I think it's play and it's

7  managed correctly and again, is -- is something required

8  by APHIS to give her companions.  And I think they are

9  good companions, and again, I don't think there is any

10  harm or harassment or violation of the ESA based on the

11  care that Seaquarium is providing.

12    Q.  If you look at Dr. Gallego's report on

13  page six, the last paragraph before the new subsection

14  "medical aspects."

15    A.  Okay.

16    Q.  Right above "medical aspects," do you see that

17  paragraph?

18    A.  Yes.

19    Q.  And Dr. Gallego's report says, "Throughout the

20  medical animal behavior records, there are many

21  indications that Tokitae has tooth rakes from the

22  Pacific white-sided dolphins, a sign that the pool is

23  too small for the animal to avoid aggressive behavior."

24       Do you agree with Dr. Gallego's conclusion --

25    A.  I'm not sure that I'm in the same place.
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1       I'm sorry.

2    Q.  Here.

3    A.  During the -- yeah, yeah, I got it.

4    Q.  Second sentence of that paragraph.

5       MR. SALKY:  Why don't you read the whole

6     paragraph.

7       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, give me a minute, please.

8       Okay.

9  BY MR. HIAASEN:

10    Q.  So in the second sentence Dr. Gallego says,

11  "There are indications that Tokitae had tooth rakes from

12  the Pacific white-sided dolphins, a sign that the pool

13  is too small for the animals to avoid aggressive

14  behavior."

15       Do you disagree with that statement?

16    A.  I do.

17    Q.  So your opinion is that Toki's pool provides

18  sufficient space for her to avoid aggressive behavior

19  from dolphins?

20       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

21       THE WITNESS:  Yeah.  I'll turn it around a

22     little bit and answer it a little differently.

23       I think regardless the size of the pool, they

24     would interact with each other, and there will be

25     rakes because that is what dolphins do, they
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1     naturally do that.  If the pool were 10 times the

2     size, it would be the same.  I don't think it is

3     because she can't get away from them or she's

4     mobbed by them.

5       As I said earlier, I think if she really had a

6     problem with it, she -- there would be a lot of

7     incidents over the last 46 years of her hurting a

8     lag, and there has not been so, yes, I disagree.

9  BY MR. HIAASEN:

10    Q.  So it's your opinion that the number of rakes

11  that have been recorded on Toki would not change even if

12  she and the lags were in a bigger pool?

13    A.  I can't comment on the number, but I don't --

14  I think there would still be raking and the same

15  interaction going on, yeah.

16    Q.  And do you think that there would be still

17  incidents where the staff believes there's -- that Toki

18  should be gated away from the lags if there were a

19  larger pool for these three animals?

20       MR. SALKY:  Objection.

21       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I do absolutely.

22  BY MR. HIAASEN:

23    Q.  The last sentence of that sentence -- of that

24  paragraph, excuse me, Dr. Gallego writes, "Being

25  repeatedly aggressed by Pacific white-sided dolphins
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1  have stress implications and also medical ones as the

2  rakes can be a gateway for skin infections."

3       Do you disagree with the statement that the

4  interactions with the dolphins has stress implications

5  for Toki?

6    A.  I think it's minimal.  I think there are

7  stressors everywhere in the world in any animal species,

8  human, killer whale, lag.

9       Do I think this is excessive, no.

10       Do I think this is concerning, no.

11       And I base that on her appearance and again

12  her blood records.  So there are -- and her health

13  history.  She hasn't -- typically stress leads to

14  illness and illness leads to worse illness and sometimes

15  death, poor body condition.  Changes in blood work can

16  show signs of stress, and I see none of that based on my

17  review on her blood work and her appearance.

18    Q.  Is -- in Toki particular, can constipation be

19  a consequence of stress?

20    A.  No, I'm not sure I can go there.

21    Q.  In cetaceans generally, can constipation be a

22  result of stress?

23    A.  Are you -- not that I know of.

24    Q.  Okay.  Are --

25    A.  I mean, if you are referring to what I said
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1  earlier, I don't know, but I think inactivity and things

2  like that or change from her routine, as I was

3  mentioning earlier when we stopped shows, that is when I

4  was concerned about constipation, but no, I don't think

5  stress causes constipation, I don't think anybody has

6  proven that.

7    Q.  Can stress cause stomach discomfort in Toki?

8    A.  That's also not proven, even in people.  There

9  is a lot of -- you know, everybody thinks you get

10  stress, you get ulcers, there is not an absolute

11  correlation.  There is as much evidence that there is no

12  correlation whatsoever.  So no, I don't think we can say

13  that with conviction there is proof that there is any

14  relation between stress and stomach ulcers.

15    Q.  So why is Toki routinely getting prophylactic

16  stomach medications in response to changes in her -- in

17  her environment?

18    A.  It goes back to the answer that I gave earlier

19  about prophylactic and preventive.

20       So I said there is no clear correlation, that

21  doesn't mean it is not possible.  It is possible, and we

22  can't -- you know, possibility is not acceptable in our

23  care for her, because we know the consequences.  If she

24  gets sick, she gets really ill, she gets a major

25  infection, she gets a huge stomach ulcer with an
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1  uncooperative whale, we got a problem on our hands.

2       So it goes back to large marine mammal

3  medicine and the way that we treat them, very

4  differently than humans, dogs and cats, just because of

5  their size and limitations that we have.  So even if

6  there is a slight chance that stress could cause

7  something like that, or there is some indication from

8  medical records over the years that some people there

9  feel there may be a correlation, then, yes, treat it, is

10  better to be safe than sorry.

11    Q.  When you review the medical records for Toki,

12  did you see any instances in which she received

13  prophylactic stomach medication in response to raking

14  from the lags?

15    A.  Antibiotics, yes.

16    Q.  But not -- antibiotic stomach medications?

17    A.  No.  I think just antibiotics.  I'm not sure I

18  saw -- I can't say that I did see any stomach meds after

19  raking, but not to say it's not there, but again, I

20  didn't review as thoroughly as I wanted to just because

21  of time.  So the -- but anyway, go on.

22    Q.  But in reviewing the records, did it appear to

23  you that the prophylactic stomach medications were

24  administered in response to what appears to be stressors

25  to Toki?
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1    A.  So what I saw, and try to sum it up, and also

2  the reason why I didn't look into it as much detail as

3  you are asking is because it doesn't matter.  I find it

4  irrelevant, because I know again, from the way we -- we

5  treat large animals like killer whales, just, you know,

6  hints and suspicions are enough for us to treat.  So I

7  never thought it was that important to look at the

8  specific at each and every treatment.

9       I trust that they know that whale.  There are

10  reports that they received that they feel warranted

11  prophylactic and preventive medicine, and that is the

12  way everybody treats killer whales.  And I said, there's

13  nobody on the plaintiffs' side that has any experience,

14  or minimal in Gallego's case, treating and caring for

15  killer whales under human care.

16       So I'm not sure that they understand that

17  concept that we treat based on suspicion and suspect

18  correlation, because it's not black and white, and if we

19  wait for it to be black and white, it's too late.  So

20  details of every treatment and every reason for

21  treatment I -- no, I didn't look into that deeply

22  because I understand the bigger concept on how to treat

23  whales.

24    Q.  I would like to move on to number three in

25  your -- I'm looking back at your e-mail on rebuttals --
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1    A.  Back to --

2    Q.  -- back to Exhibit 179.

3    A.  Yeah.

4    Q.  And this is regarding -- and again, we might

5  have covered some of this "space, gating and water

6  drops" and -- I don't know if you want to read

7  Dr. Bearzi's section on this topic, or if you recall

8  exactly what it was that you wanted to respond to on

9  page 21 and 23 of Dr. Bearzi's report.

10    A.  Let me look just real quickly.

11       Yeah, a lot of same stuff we have been talking

12  about.

13       So if you have a specific question, I'll

14  answer it.

15    Q.  So do you disagree with what appears to be

16  conclusion of Dr. Bearzi that Toki is gated in half of

17  the whale tank for excessive periods of time?

18       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

19       THE WITNESS:  I honestly need to review that

20     more before commenting, and I can tell you from my

21     own experience and just from a brief review of

22     this, yes, I would disagree.  You know, if it was

23     excessive, I think there would be pages and pages

24     of these, and there's, you know, for instance,

25     water dropping five feet, you know, there's --
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1     there is 10 or 12 references over the last

2     13 years.  So no, that doesn't seem excessive.

3  BY MR. HIAASEN:

4    Q.  Like on page 22 of Dr. Bearzi's report, at the

5  bottom half of the page she lists an example for --

6  examples of dates when Lolita was gated overnight due to

7  water drops, you know.

8       Do you see the fourth bullet point, it says,

9  "There is a water drop on October 13, 2015 and again on

10  October 14, 2015"?

11    A.  Yeah.

12    Q.  What is your opinion on keeping Toki gated

13  overnight two nights in a row?

14    A.  Again, I don't know the reasons why, because I

15  don't have the records, but, you know, it's nighttime --

16  overnight -- so the whole topic was overnight.  So we

17  know it's overnight.  I think in a nutshell, again,

18  gating I think is part of managing cetaceans in

19  captivity.  The ability to gate for various reasons,

20  animal separation, pool maintenance, treatment of

21  animals, I don't know which ones of these apply on this

22  one, but I think it's -- it's normal.

23       And two nights, no, I don't think it's

24  excessive.  If it was -- you know, I guess the point is

25  short term.  These are short-term episodes that are
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1  reported if she -- and, you know, APHIS allows that.

2  Back to rules and regulations that governs us, APHIS

3  allows separation for the reasons I described for

4  training, maintenance and all of that, I believe up to

5  two weeks.  So two episodes overnight I don't think is

6  excessive and is -- and complies with APHIS rules and

7  regulations.

8    Q.  Can you look at the next bullet, the one that

9  begins "12/22/2014 to 12/24/2014" is appears to be a

10  three-day period?

11    A.  Yeah, again, I'm going by -- I would want to

12  see the record, but I have to assume that's -- that's

13  accurate based on the records.  And again, it's -- I

14  still consider that short term and I suspect there was

15  good reason to do it, but I don't have the details.

16    Q.  But would it be Toki's benefit to keep her

17  gated for three days?

18    A.  Again, depending on the scenario, which I

19  don't know.  And no, I don't think it's -- I just -- I

20  think she can handle three days separated and gated,

21  sure.  Again, if it was a month that would be different,

22  but three days, I think that's okay.

23       MR. SALKY:  I'll object to the form of that

24     question, because you said "gated for three days"

25     versus gated for three days overnight, two
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1     different --

2       THE WITNESS:  It's hard to tell from that one,

3     because it says "three days" and then it says

4     "gated overnight" so was it three days straight or

5     was it overnight the three days?

6       I'm not sure even.

7  BY MR. HIAASEN:

8    Q.  That's a good point.  Fair point.  It is a

9  little confusing, because I've seen those water drops

10  for three days so I took it to mean for three days and

11  then the next note says "gated overnight for three

12  days".

13       But just so I understand the process when

14  gated is it correct that Toki only has access to only

15  half the pool then?

16       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

17       THE WITNESS:  Right, again, that is -- that is

18     my understanding and what I have witnessed when

19     the gates are closed and typically she is in the

20     front and if she --

21  BY MR. HIAASEN:

22    Q.  And the front that is the "A Pool" --

23    A.  The A Pool.

24    Q.  -- and that's the deeper pool?

25    A.  Yes, and then what I don't know and I would
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1  have to look into also do all of these assume that she

2  was gated without a lag so at least in Bearzi's report

3  it doesn't say that.  So there typically can be three or

4  four lags in there, there are times when gates are in

5  and she might be up there with one of them because

6  another one is in the back because it is being treated.

7  So I think we have to be careful with that too until we

8  look more into the details.

9       Again, unless there is somewhere -- because

10  I'm reading this quickly, that she was absolutely alone

11  during those times.  And even so it's allowable and

12  acceptable short term in my opinion as well as based on

13  the APHIS rules and regulations.

14    Q.  In your opinion as a veterinarian as an expert

15  in this case is it to Toki's benefit to gate off half of

16  the pool from access for her?

17       MR. SALKY:  Objection to the form.

18       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, that's -- the way that you

19     word it it is difficult to answer.

20       Again, I don't know the reason specifically,

21     if you can bring up a reason for that particular

22     drop I can comment on it, but typically it's not

23     detrimental to her short term and usually, at

24     least in my experience, is done for an appropriate

25     reason some of the reasons I've mentioned earlier
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1     and most of the time it is at night which is

2     typically when she is probably resting most of the

3     time.

4  BY MR. HIAASEN:

5    Q.  Were you -- on January 20th the inspection

6  were you there for the entirety of the inspection?

7    A.  No, I -- it started at, I believe, 4:00 a.m. I

8  arrived, I think, around 9:00 a.m. and I stayed until it

9  was closed, so not all of it, the latter or the second

10  half I should say.

11    Q.  I would like to turn back to Dr. Gallego's

12  report --

13    A.  Okay.

14    Q.  -- on Item Number 4 on the -- on your rebuttal

15  e-mail there on.

16    A.  Yeah.

17    Q.  I just want to make sure I understand exactly

18  what part of Dr. Gallego's report you are referring to.

19       You have a note here saying "show pressure".

20    A.  Yeah.

21    Q.  Is there --

22    A.  I tried to summarize the points again, in the

23  interest of time by categorizing them into general

24  topics.  So by "show pressure" I mean, these comments

25  not only by Dr. Gallego but some of the other plaintiffs
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1  that she is forced to perform.

2    Q.  Can you tell me what your opinion is regarding

3  Dr. Gallego's opinion performing?

4    A.  My opinion is I don't think you can force a

5  killer whale to perform, if she doesn't want to perform

6  she is not going to perform.  Simple -- simple as that.

7    Q.  If she fails to perform does she eat?

8       MR. SALKY:  Objection to form.

9       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I'm not sure that I

10     understand that.

11       "Fails to perform" what do you mean?

12       And "does she eat" what do you mean?

13  BY MR. HIAASEN:

14    Q.  Is food used as an incentive to perform --

15       MR. SALKY:  Objection to form.

16  BY MR. HIAASEN:

17    Q.  -- as far as you?

18    A.  Food is one type of reenforcement not the only

19  one for cetaceans in general including Lolita, praise,

20  rubbing, you know, your dog would be saying, good girl

21  versus food.  So no, I don't think it is all about food

22  and I don't think -- certain food is not withheld to

23  make her perform, if that is where you are going.

24       And on a, you know, session by session, show

25  by show basis you couldn't do it.  The only way to make
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1  her perform for food, if that were what you were

2  accusing them of, would be if they deprived her for food

3  for days which I don't think you'll find in any of her

4  records.

5    Q.  Do you know how much of her diet is delivered

6  during the performances and how much of her diet is

7  delivered through other types of behavior?

8    A.  I don't have the details, but my recollection

9  from previous work with her it's spread out pretty

10  evenly.  So there are sessions throughout the day,

11  including shows where she is fed and not just in shows.

12  And I'm a huge believer, as I'm sure Thad Lacinak is our

13  expert witness or the defendants' expert witness, from

14  the behavioral standpoint is that, you know, the

15  notation that they perform for food is not accurate and

16  if she had pain and, you know, didn't feel well she

17  wouldn't perform, you can't force her to perform.

18    Q.  When you -- when you reviewed the veterinarian

19  records did you see any notations of specific instances

20  in which Toki refused to perform?

21    A.  I didn't, because again, I didn't look at

22  those details but I commented based on the accusations

23  and comments that the plaintiffs made and several of

24  them said the same thing that she is forced to perform

25  and I disagree, I don't think that is ever the case.
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1    Q.  As far as Dr. Gallego and I know that you said

2  that you did this quickly and maybe the page numbers

3  aren't correct, but I'm trying to find the portion where

4  Dr. Gallego says "forced to perform".

5    A.  On page 10 he mentions she should -- she

6  should not be included in any shows so that implies, but

7  you're right, I must have the page number wrong, she --

8  I mean, he mentioned it earlier.

9       I could find it if you want, if you give me a

10  moment.

11    Q.  Are you certain it was Dr. Gallego and not

12  another --

13    A.  Oh, I think it was Dr. Gallego and another

14  expert that I'm very certain of.

15       Let me find at least his -- his comment.

16       MR. SALKY:  I can help if you want me to point

17     you where it is at?

18       MR. HIAASEN:  Sure.

19       Go ahead.

20       MR. SALKY:  It's referenced -- there is a

21     reference to it at least on page four.

22       MR. HIAASEN:  On page four.

23       THE WITNESS:  That is the part where he is

24     summarizing what he is going to say and then he

25     gets into it more and I think he -- I'll find it.
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  Yeah, I see a couple of references where his

3  recommendation is she no longer performs.

4    A.  So on page eight, second to last paragraph,

5  last sentence, "Despite the pain and discomfort

6  described on several occasions in medical records and

7  the behavioral logs, the shows has only been interrupted

8  once due to tooth pain."

9    Q.  Okay.

10    A.  And then the third -- well, the middle

11  paragraph to be easy, "And yet when she is under

12  treatment for diagnosed health issues she still has to

13  perform."

14       And then he says at the same "Even when she

15  has a tooth drilled she had to perform."

16       Several occasions water work, you know,

17  pushing them with her feet -- so yeah, I would have to

18  say that is the big one right there, the middle

19  paragraph.

20    Q.  And that section --

21    A.  And I'll read it, "And yet even when she is

22  under treatment" --

23    Q.  What page?

24    A.  I'm sorry.

25       Page eight, middle paragraph so I guess the
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1  second full paragraph, middle of it he says, "And yet

2  even when she is under treatment for a diagnosed health

3  issue she still has to perform.  When even Toki had her

4  tooth drilled," the following sentence, "she had to

5  perform the same day."

6       MR. SALKY:  And just to be clear you're

7     reading from Dr. Gallego's report, that is not

8     your opinion?

9       THE WITNESS:  I'm reading his report, second

10     full paragraph, page eight.

11  BY MR. HIAASEN:

12    Q.  Now, when Tokitae had the tooth issue in 2011

13  you were not staff veterinarian, correct?

14    A.  Correct.

15    Q.  Were you involved in the decisions to have her

16  perform at that time?

17    A.  No, no, I wasn't involved at all.

18    Q.  Did the medical records that you reviewed

19  discuss the decision to have Toki perform at that time?

20    A.  You know, that part of the record I did read a

21  little more thoroughly then some of the others and I

22  don't recall that being in the medical records.

23    Q.  Okay.  I would like to turn back to Dr.

24  Bearzi's report.

25       I apologize for bouncing around so much, but
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1  I'm just following your e-mail.

2       This is Exhibit 179.

3       THE WITNESS:  Can I write on this?

4       MR. SALKY:  I prefer that you don't.

5  BY MR. HIAASEN:

6    Q.  You say you are -- you have or will perform a

7  rebuttal opinion regarding "stereotypical behavior and

8  boredom".

9    A.  Yes.

10    Q.  And I believe this is in response to a section

11  of Dr. Bearzi's report starting on page 13 it's under

12  the heading "Behavior".

13    A.  Yeah.

14    Q.  Can you tell me specifically what about Dr.

15  Bearzi's opinion that you are -- you want to rebut?

16    A.  Yeah, again, I wanted you to ask me specific

17  questions, but I think it's probably easier and in the

18  flow of things to just comment generally.

19       And I'll use some points made by Lacinak on

20  his report because of -- you know, he knows behavior way

21  more than I do, but also give you my opinion.

22    Q.  Are you an expert in animal behavior?

23    A.  I'm not an expert in animal behavior.

24    Q.  Are you an expert in orca behavior?

25    A.  I'm an expert in orca veterinarian medicine,
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1  cetacean veterinarian medicine which requires an

2  understanding of their behavior, but I do rely more on

3  somebody like Thad Lacinak.  And again, I haven't even

4  had time to even discuss this and the formatting of my

5  rebuttal, but I thought I can use some statements from

6  the defendants' reports, which I plan to do.  If I can't

7  I won't and I'll give my opinion, but if I can I --

8  again, he says some things that I think support some of

9  the things that I believe.

10       And to answer your question is stereotype --

11  is it stereotype and is it boredom, I disagree.

12    Q.  But you disagree based on your own experience

13  with Toki?

14    A.  Yes, my observation over the years and during

15  that visit and other visits.

16    Q.  Precisely what behavior, if you can recall,

17  from Dr. Bearzi's report was she describing as boredom

18  that you are now responding to?

19       Is this the sitting in front of the inflow?

20    A.  Yeah, it's one of them.

21    Q.  Okay.

22    A.  And again, I mentioned earlier I think -- you

23  know, it's like us -- maybe I didn't -- sorry I'm

24  confusing discussions, but I think I mentioned it this

25  morning that she probably likes the way it feels, it's
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1  cold flowing water coming in through that inflow and,

2  you know, I compare it to you and I directing ourselves

3  to the jets in a hot tub, it feels goods, that is what

4  she is doing.  I don't think she is doing it because she

5  is bored or she's staying in that area because she is

6  bored, I think she likes it just like I like the jet of

7  a hot tub.

8    Q.  What is the basis for your opinion that she is

9  staying in front of the jet because she likes it?

10    A.  Just my experience working with killer whales

11  for 25 years and human care as opposed to somebody who

12  hasn't had that experience and only judges based on her

13  experience with the wild whales.

14       And again, Lolita is not a wild whale, I think

15  comparing to wild whales is flawed right off the bat and

16  there are things that we know about whales under human

17  care, you know, our environments that don't apply when

18  comparing to wild whales and that is an example.

19       And I want to also emphasis her age and, you

20  know, her resting so what they refer to as stereotypical

21  behavior, you know, stereotypical behavior to me more

22  often is -- again, I'm not a behavioral expert, but just

23  from my knowledge and what I've seen as an aquarium vet

24  and zoo vet over the years it's much more obvious, it's

25  much more repetitive.  Pacing that is stereotypical
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1  behavior.  50-year-old whale resting in the corner

2  enjoying the inflow from cold forceful water coming in I

3  don't think that is due to boredom and I wouldn't even

4  call it stereotypical.

5    Q.  Earlier today you testified that you have seen

6  Toki swimming in circles in the tank before, correct?

7    A.  Yes.

8    Q.  Would you consider that pacing?

9    A.  No, no.

10    Q.  How would you distinguish Toki swimming fast

11  in circle from pacing?

12    A.  Well, often it is playing with the lags and

13  what you refer to as chasing, again, chasing is an okay

14  word if we don't use it in a negative way.  Yeah, she's

15  swimming with the lags and they are swimming with her

16  and they are playing and they are roughhousing and they

17  are doing laps.

18       I also think once in a while she's an old

19  whale, just like you and I, you sit at your desk too

20  long you just want to get up and take a jog or take a

21  run, I think she does that.

22       Pacing would be like a bear at the zoo and

23  maybe you've all seen it that just all day long,

24  everyday to the point where they cut a path in the

25  ground where they -- it's nonstop every hour.
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1  Absolutely no way do I agree that Lolita does that.  She

2  rests and then she exercises, plays, rests, 50 years

3  old.

4    Q.  Have you observed her swim in circles in the

5  tank without the lags?

6    A.  I've never seen her without lags in there.

7    Q.  I guess I was not precise enough.

8       When -- you described before that she'll swim

9  laps around the pool, for example?

10    A.  Yeah, not with the lags in tow you mean, in

11  swimming together?

12    Q.  Yes, that is what I mean.

13    A.  Yes, I have seen her do that.

14    Q.  So she'll swim independently?

15    A.  Yes.

16    Q.  Is that her frequent behavior?

17    A.  Again, "frequent" is a tough word, it's not

18  uncommon, I've seen her do it on a number of occasions.

19    Q.  When she is doing that behavior how long does

20  she swim that way, if you -- I mean, generally?

21    A.  Probably just a few minutes at a time.

22    Q.  Okay.

23    A.  She'll make say, four or five laps, you know,

24  kind of like me again getting up from my desk and

25  walking around the block just to get some exercise,
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1  similar and then she'll stop.

2    Q.  Were there any other aspects of Dr. Bearzi's

3  report regarding her discussion of boredom or

4  stereotypic behavior that you plan to address?

5    A.  I think that pretty much sums it up.

6    Q.  On bullet number six -- I'm handing you a copy

7  of Plaintiff's Exhibit 178 which is a copy of John

8  Hargrove's report.

9       Have you read this report?

10    A.  Yes, again, assuming it is the same one.

11    Q.  Assuming it is the same one.

12       In your e-mail regarding your rebuttal opinion

13  you said you're developing an opinion regarding

14  Mr. Hargrove's opinion on enrichment devices.

15       Can you -- can you explain -- it looks like

16  the pages you referenced there is a discussion of the

17  wet suit is that --

18    A.  Yeah.

19    Q.  -- is that what you wanted to address?

20    A.  Yeah.

21    Q.  Can you tell me what opinions you developed

22  regarding enrichment devices and there use with Toki?

23    A.  Yeah, again, a question would be nice, but

24  I'll just summarize.

25       I think -- let me read this for a second.
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1       Yeah, there is criticism of the knowledge and

2  judgment of the training staff and experience when it

3  comes to providing a wet suit or wet suit material as an

4  enrichment device for Lolita, part of that misjudgment

5  accusation involves a conclusion that she may mistake a

6  trainer in a wet suit from a toy wet suit and I plan to

7  argue that point.  And I think especially given

8  everyone's testimony about how smart these animals are,

9  I think she can tell the difference between her wet suit

10  toy and a wet suit on the person.

11       I also think there is no mention here about

12  approval and protocol for enrichment devices, which I

13  assume there still is because we had them when I was

14  there and it sounds like, you know, these things are

15  given out willy nilly without discussion as to whether

16  they are safe and I think that's -- that's not accurate

17  and I'm sure there was a lot of discussion and with that

18  even the number of enrichment devices and the accusation

19  that they are not constantly coming up with new devices

20  and new ideas, I suspect they are and I suspect they

21  found things that Lolita really likes, such as the wet

22  suit and that's why, you know, those are the things that

23  you -- they saw with her.  They also were only there for

24  eight hours so they didn't see everything and there

25  probably are other enrichment devices offered and will
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1  continue to be, at least my experience with the

2  Seaquarium has always been.  There's -- they encourage

3  trainers and staff to constantly thinking of new -- new

4  enrichment devices.  There was an accusation that sort

5  of try to say that wasn't the case and I disagree.

6    Q.  Are you an expert in training of orcas?

7    A.  I am not an expert in training orcas other

8  than the fact that I worked with them for 25 years.  So

9  no, I'm not trainer.  I'm veterinarian and I understand

10  them and I have worked with orca trainers and cetacean

11  trainers my -- you know, most of my career.  I said

12  cetacean trainers my whole career, orca trainers, you

13  know, 9, 10 years out of my career.

14    Q.  Are you an in expert training methods?

15    A.  I'm not an expert in training methods.

16       And again, that is where, unless I'm told that

17  is not allowed in my rebuttal, I plan to cite some of

18  the opinions and experience of my -- of the defendants'

19  expert witness that is the training expert, Thad Lacinak

20  with 35 years of experience, but I --

21    Q.  Do you know how much --

22    A.  -- commented on were things that I, you know,

23  feel comfortable saying even not being a trainer I think

24  it's pretty obvious.

25    Q.  Do you know how much experience Mr. Hargrove
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1  has training cetaceans?

2    A.  Well, only from what he wrote in his report.

3    Q.  Do you know that he worked with Mr. Lacinak?

4    A.  I do, I believe he actually worked at SeaWorld

5  when I worked at SeaWorld just at a different park.

6    Q.  Did you know him before?

7    A.  I'm not sure we ever met or spoke, but I knew

8  of him, I remember his name from back then.(((((((((((

9    Q.  So I just want to back up, as far as your

10  opinion the first thing, I think, you said your opinion

11  is that Toki would be able to distinguish between a

12  person in a wet suit and an unoccupied wet suit --

13    A.  Or wet suit material.

14    Q.  -- or wet suit material so that in your

15  opinion -- is that an accurate description of your

16  opinion?

17    A.  Yes.

18    Q.  So it's your opinion that there would be no

19  threat of Toki mistaking the material for a person in a

20  wet suit?

21    A.  That is my opinion.

22       And I want to find something else, if you'll

23  give me a minute as I think it was Hargrove, but it may

24  have been somebody else that suggested it could be a

25  hazard, ingestion hazard.  And again, I'm commenting on
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1  the accusations against Seaquarium experience, you know,

2  the plaintiffs are using that to make a point and I

3  disagree.  I think, you know, out of context it sounds

4  like there is no thought involved with choosing

5  enrichment devices so when he says they can be ingested

6  and it's a poor choice, I disagree.  I think, you know,

7  if she -- she's played with wet suit material for 25

8  years and hasn't yet ingested it I think you can

9  probably assume it's safe and she likes it.

10       I'm sorry, I don't have time to find it, but I

11  want to -- one of the plaintiffs said that and I think

12  it was Hargrove, but I'm not sure, if you give me a

13  minute I'll look.

14    Q.  Well, I just wanted to ask you as far as --

15    A.  Wait.  Right here.

16       I'm sorry.

17       Page seven, again, Hargrove, page seven and

18  let's just say third paragraph from the top whether it's

19  a full or part paragraph.

20    Q.  Okay.

21    A.  The first sentence, "The wet suit is not only

22  an inadequate enrichment measure and a swallowing hazard

23  for Lolita that can cause her death."

24       Again, to an unknowledgeable person that's an

25  acquisition that Seaquarium doesn't have the experience
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1  to understand that and I disagree.

2    Q.  So you're offering expert opinion about the

3  Seaquarium's experience to recognize what's an

4  inadequate enrichment measure?

5    A.  That's fair.

6       And that veterinarians, at least I assume

7  Maya -- Dr. Maya is involved and I was and have been at

8  my facilities where there is an approval process for

9  enrichment devices and the veterinarian is part of that

10  process.  So my guess is and I'll find out or just say

11  that, you know, from my experience with her and because

12  she's been playing with these wet suits for years, even

13  when I was her vet and veterinarians approved it as safe

14  so I disagree it is a hazard.

15    Q.  I just want to stop you here and I want to

16  make sure that I understand, are you testifying that you

17  have personal knowledge that the selection of Toki's

18  enrichment material including the wet suit was approved

19  by a veterinarian at the Miami Seaquarium?

20    A.  Probably can say I was want of that approval

21  process, but no, I don't recall the exactly the details

22  so...

23    Q.  Okay.  So you can't say whether or not you

24  were involved in selecting these enrichment devices?

25    A.  Unfortunately I don't recall --
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1    Q.  And can you testify --

2    A.  -- certainty.

3    Q.  And can you say whether or not Dr. Rodriguez,

4  from your personal knowledge, can you testify that

5  Dr. Rodriguez took part in identifying and approving the

6  enrichment materials used with Toki?

7    A.  No, I can't say for certain --

8    Q.  Okay.

9    A.  -- but I do recall protocols from the past,

10  but that's all I got.

11    Q.  Is it generally true that the selection of

12  enrichment devices for Toki is a decision made by the

13  training staff?

14    A.  Well, that's kind what I was getting at

15  before, I suspect and you asked me if I could prove it,

16  no, because I don't have inside knowledge, but in the

17  past it was not a solely -- solely a training department

18  decision, it involved a veterinarian.  When I was the

19  vet at the Seaquarium I was involved with all -- and

20  that's why I said it implies I would have approved the

21  vet's wet suit, I can't remember for certain, but I was

22  involved with approval of all enrichment devices when I

23  was her veterinarian.

24    Q.  When you were her veterinarian did you

25  actually select the devices or did the training staff
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1  say here -- here is a menu of things that we would like

2  to us, do these all meet your approval?

3    A.  Yeah, they -- the trainers would present

4  something that they found and then there was an approval

5  process between the head trainer, the curator and the

6  veterinarian.

7    Q.  Okay.

8    A.  And again, I perhaps shouldn't have assumed

9  that that is still in same place, but I suspect it is,

10  but I can't say for certain.

11    Q.  And I apologize for bouncing back and forth so

12  many times.

13       I would like to go back to Dr. Gallego's

14  report.

15       Do you have it?

16       I'm looking at the seventh item on your

17  e-mail.  The topic you said you want to address is

18  "stress".

19    A.  I might have gotten the page wrong again.

20    Q.  Is there a heading for "Stress" under Dr.

21  Gallego's --

22    A.  I see it at the bottom of page six, but he

23  mentions it several times and as we said earlier his

24  format is -- you know, he makes some general -- what

25  does he call them "concluding points" right in the
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1  beginning where he mentions stress and then he

2  elaborates on them in the body of his report.  So on the

3  bottom of page six is just one example that I happen to

4  just -- that my eye caught, but I'm sure that there are

5  others and again -- oh, I did put page six on there.

6       Sorry, I thought I was looking at the wrong --

7    Q.  Yes, you did.

8    A.  -- number.

9       So bottom of page six, "Stress she is exposed

10  either by inappropriate environment she has to live in

11  or stressful cohabitation with PWD."

12       I plan to rebut against proof that she has

13  stress.  I don't agree with his method of concluding

14  that and I have other criteria including blood results

15  that oppose that.

16    Q.  Can you explain precisely what data you are

17  relying on in saying that Dr. Gallego is incorrect in

18  seeing signs of stress?

19    A.  As you asked me earlier to be able to prove

20  things or do I have actual knowledge to -- to make a

21  statement, I'm saying the same thing about the term

22  "stress" in Dr. Gallego's report.  He's basing it on

23  observation and -- not conjecture, but subjective

24  observation.  And I'll give you an example, parts of the

25  white blood count are very indicative of stress and I
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1  don't see that in her blood results and as I mentioned

2  earlier stress will lead to illness, chronic illness and

3  I just don't see that.  I see years and years and years

4  of records of a whale that has been very, very -- very

5  unusual for her to show any significant illness and if

6  she was under this much stress I don't think that would

7  be the case.  But specifically a certain part of the

8  blood work, which is called a differential of her white

9  blood cells when they breakdown the white blood cells

10  into the types of cells and he doesn't -- I don't think

11  he even addresses that at all when he is describing

12  stress.

13    Q.  So if I -- I believe you had said that stress

14  can lead to illness?

15    A.  Uh-huh.

16    Q.  Would that be mitigated by prophylactic

17  medications?

18    A.  Potentially.

19    Q.  So it's possible that Toki is under stress and

20  we're not seeing an illness because the prophylactic

21  medications are reducing the signs of illness?

22       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

23       THE WITNESS:  Yeah -- I'm sorry.

24       It's possible, but in my experience it doesn't

25     override it.  It works for a certain amount of
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1     time, not 46 years.  If indeed this is chronic

2     stress as the accusations are stated, I don't

3     think any medication would mitigate it and prevent

4     it and I think she would have a much more common

5     history of, you know, diagnosed illness based on

6     blood work, blood results, et cetera, which we

7     don't have and she wouldn't look like she does,

8     she wouldn't be a great body condition.

9  BY MR. HIAASEN:

10    Q.  So have you -- in your experience have you

11  ever examined an orca that you found be stressful or

12  under stressful conditions?

13    A.  No, not stressful, but sick, you know, I've

14  seen sick orcas and I've seen the blood work of sick

15  orcas, many of them and I don't see any evidence of that

16  in her blood work.  And again, preventative

17  prophylactic, you know, works to some extent, but if

18  there really were, you know, chronic 20 years of stress

19  I think it would be -- it would be manifested in her --

20  in something blood work, appearances, body condition, et

21  cetera.

22    Q.  So I just want to be clear, of the -- of the

23  other orcas that you've treated at other locations in

24  your career have you ever seen what you consider to be

25  evidence of stress in any of those animals?
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1    A.  Not in the orcas.

2    Q.  No.

3       Have you in your experience with the other

4  orcas that you've treated were prophylactic medications

5  commonly used as they are with Toki?

6    A.  Yes.

7    Q.  The next item is -- well, still with Dr.

8  Gallego.

9       You were going to -- you have formed or are

10  forming an opinion regarding Dr. Gallego's suggested

11  changes to Lolita's environment, discussed on page 9 and

12  10 of his report?

13    A.  Yes, let me see where it is.

14    Q.  At the very --

15    A.  Last page, yeah.

16       Again, it's my opinion from years of

17  experience as a marine mammal veterinarian with

18  cetaceans under human care that it would be a huge risk

19  to move her, transport her, house her somewhere else.

20  And, you know, you've asked me before have I read

21  anything, have I researched anything the only one is the

22  one example which was Free Willy and I think it applies

23  to this whale even more than Free Willy, because she's

24  been under human care even longer and there are -- there

25  are references that I can't produce right now, but that
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1  are out there that discuss, you know, experts in the

2  field also discussing the factor of time in captivity

3  being a poor criteria for success for release and

4  transport and references mostly from bottlenose

5  dolphins, one from a killer whale, which we've

6  discussed.

7       So I think the question of harm or harass --

8  as I mentioned earlier is much higher risk moving her

9  and changing things drastically versus leaving here

10  where she is.

11    Q.  Is it your opinion that -- that a sea pen

12  would not be an appropriate substitute for any orca in

13  any captivity in any circumstances?

14    A.  No, I think again, the issue of the time in

15  captivity is key here.  So I think an orca that came in

16  from the wild rehabilitated like our manatee situation

17  or so of our short-term stranded dolphins, you know, few

18  months of rehabilitation up to a year, something along

19  that order, yes, that would be a possible scenario.

20  There are issues with sea pens that another defendant

21  expert witness Mark Simmons addresses because he was

22  there with Keiko, but from a general standpoint of ocean

23  water, you know, large -- large sea pen, you know,

24  disregarding the issues that are inherent to that sort

25  of thing I think short-term captive whales are, you
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1  know, can possibly go to sea pens and be released and

2  have been just not long term.  The key is time in

3  captivity.

4    Q.  Do you recall -- you mentioned the Free Willy

5  scenario.

6       Do you recall how long that whale was in a sea

7  pen?

8    A.  I would -- I'm going by memory, I think it was

9  several years overall that -- that whole process played

10  out, three to four years and there major issues with it,

11  maintaining it and again, all addressed in Mark Simmons'

12  report.  And you know in the case of Lolita living in,

13  you know, not natural seawater, treated disinfected

14  seawater that is another one being placed in seawater

15  can be hazardous.  But you know, again, I think

16  transporting her and just taking her out of that pool

17  and moving her is, you know, as far as stress goes I'll

18  bet you we would see a stress response in her blood work

19  with that scenario.

20    Q.  Do you have an opinion of how long an orca can

21  be in captivity until it's unsafe to relocate them to

22  the wild?

23    A.  No, I don't think anybody can place a number

24  on that, but I think clearly 46 years is too long as was

25  18 or 20 in the case of Free Willy, which again, I don't
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1  know if I recall correctly, but it was somewhere around

2  20 I believe.

3    Q.  On Dr. Gallego's report if you could look at

4  the top of page 10 for like, the first full sentence.

5       Do you see where it says, "A natural substrate

6  and natural enrichment such as kelp and live fish would

7  be positive additions to her environment?"

8    A.  Yes.

9    Q.  Do you disagree with that statement?

10    A.  Yes.

11    Q.  Why do you disagree with that?

12    A.  I think they can be a hazard just the same

13  reason they brought up the wet suit as a hazard.  The

14  wet suit material has been proven, she likes it, she

15  doesn't eat it, there is nothing to say that she is not

16  going to eat substrate or kelp and then there is the

17  bigger picture that it is a change.  It is completely

18  different environment for her that I think would be

19  highly risky and potentially harmful to her.

20    Q.  In your experience with captive orcas have you

21  ever observed any captive orcas where its pool or tank

22  has natural substrate?

23    A.  I have not, but I have seen other orcas ingest

24  things from the pool, not Lolita, but some other whales

25  so substrate would apply.  And as a comparison some
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1  bottlenose dolphins have been known to eat substrate and

2  developed medical problems.  We also have numerous

3  examples of bottlenose dolphins that -- and again, you

4  keep asking me about experience and what I've read.

5  There is -- Free Willy whereas with dolphins there is

6  more examples.  And examples of dolphins going from a

7  more sterile-type environment like Lolita is living in

8  to natural seawater, natural substrate, natural algae

9  and things like that, seaweed and it has been

10  problematic and has resulted in illness and death.

11       And you know, we keep talking about her as a

12  whale and I think it's fair to remind this group that

13  she is a dolphin, the killer whale is just a name, but

14  she is a -- she is a dolphin just like a bottlenose

15  dolphins.  So they are similar species and I suspect

16  would have similar, you know, behaviors and reactions as

17  changes such like going from a sterile pool to a natural

18  environment.

19    Q.  You mentioned that you had experience with an

20  orca eating -- or ingesting, if I understood what you

21  said, some kind of substrate at a different location, is

22  that --

23    A.  There have been orcas in other facilities that

24  at necropsy have been found with stomachs full of

25  foreign materials.
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1    Q.  Were these facilities that you worked at?

2    A.  I never necropsied an orca, no, this is

3  information that I've gotten from reading and my

4  colleagues.

5    Q.  Has an orca died at a time when you were a

6  veterinarian at any of the locations that we discussed?

7    A.  At other SeaWorlds locations, not under my

8  care and I have not participated in necropsy on one.

9    Q.  In the example that you gave where they are

10  found to have foreign objects, can you describe what

11  kind foreign objects they found?

12    A.  There were coins, substrate, parts of the pool

13  and even I think a boot, I believe a rubber boot.

14    Q.  Like a dive boot?

15    A.  Yeah.

16       And again, I don't think it contributed to the

17  death of that orca, but at necropsy they found that.  So

18  the point being they potentially can eat things in the

19  natural environment and again, to reiterate that, you

20  know, I've seen that on numerous occasions with

21  bottlenose dolphins it would certain me where as the

22  idea it seems like that's a nice thing to add, but it's

23  potentially hazardous.

24    Q.  On the next line on top of page 10 the bullet

25  there, Dr. Gallego -- this is Dr. Gallego's report?
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1       Yes.

2       It reads, "Her species-specific isolations (no

3  contact to other conspecifics for the past 35 years) is

4  a major concern for such a social and cognitive

5  species."

6       Do you agree with that statement?

7    A.  I don't.

8    Q.  So it is your opinion that Toki's isolation

9  from any other orcas has no negative impact on her?

10    A.  I think her companions are suitable and I

11  think they are compatible.  The APHIS regulations don't

12  require the same species, just dolphin species so

13  it's -- it's allowed and required that she have a

14  companion of some sort of dolphin-type and in my

15  experience and everything that I've read and reviewed

16  and discussed already a lot today I think they are good

17  companions for her.  So yes, I disagree with that

18  statement.

19    Q.  Aside from the APHIS guidelines, as a

20  veterinarian, do you believe Toki would have benefited

21  from having contact with other orcas over the past

22  35 years?

23       MR. SALKY:  Objection to the form.

24       THE WITNESS:  35 years, yes; today, no.

25  BY MR. HIAASEN:
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1    Q.  Again, this is a difficult question, but at

2  what point over the past 35 years do you believe that

3  the introduction of another animal would have been so

4  upsetting as to -- as to be a negative thing?

5       MR. SALKY:  Objection to the form.

6       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I'd be speculating.  I

7     don't know.  And it's -- I think that is not what

8     we are talking about today, we are talking about

9     her now and since she's been, you know, included

10     in the ESA so I don't even want to speculate on

11     that point.

12       I think, you know, her companions are okay,

13     she lived with some of them for many, many years.

14     I don't believe they mob her.  I think she gets

15     along with them and they get along with her.  And

16     I think, you know, putting her in with other

17     killer whales would be very risky to her right

18     now, I think they would hurt her potentially.

19  BY MR. HIAASEN:

20    Q.  And that's based on your personal experience

21  as her veterinarian?

22    A.  Personal experience --

23       MR. SALKY:  Objection to the form.

24       THE WITNESS:  Sorry.

25       Personal experience of cetaceans in general
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1     and seeing interactions between them especially

2     some that haven't had companions for many, many

3     years and discussion with colleagues over the

4     years on the subject.  So the subject of Lolita

5     and companions and options for her is not just new

6     to this suit, it's something that I've, you know,

7     talked to people about for many years.

8  BY MR. HIAASEN:

9    Q.  When you first were veterinarian of record in

10  1990s did you have discussions with the Seaquarium staff

11  about providing an orca companion?

12    A.  Yes, and the idea with the new pool involved

13  that.  The idea was to build another pool and hopefully

14  have a companion potentially.

15    Q.  At that time in the mid 1990s did you favor

16  the idea of providing an orca companion to Toki?

17    A.  I was on the fence about it, honestly, because

18  as you said, I don't know where are the line, I don't

19  anybody does so -- but it was discussed.  And again, I

20  didn't feel as strongly against it back then as I do

21  now, but I also can't say I was 100 percent for it.

22  There was -- it was a discussion, is what your question

23  was, yes, it had been discussed.

24    Q.  When you were a staff veterinarian did the

25  issue of a companion orca was it being discussed at that
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1  time period too, 2005, 2009?

2    A.  Oh, no, no, not during that time, no.

3    Q.  No?

4    A.  I'm sorry, I thought you meant the same

5  question as before.  So I was staff both times, but the

6  later years, no.

7    Q.  I thought you were veterinarian of record in

8  1990s too?

9    A.  '90s, correct; 2005 to 2009 I was employed

10  part-time --

11    Q.  Okay.

12    A.  -- and I just wasn't sure which time period

13  you were referring to until you stated it.

14    Q.  Okay.

15    A.  During that time no discussions.  By that time

16  we all felt it was not in her best interest.

17    Q.  Looking at Dr. Gallego's report, the next

18  sentence -- the next bullet rather, "Because of her

19  medical history and her present health status which

20  seems to indicate that Tokitae has an ongoing chronic

21  pathologic process, that she has a recurrent stomach

22  issue, and that her kidneys values are constantly above

23  reference values, it is my expert opinion that Toki

24  should not be included in any shows" -- "in shows any

25  more."
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1       I want to break that into parts.

2       The phrase "ongoing chronic pathological {sic}

3  process" do you have an understanding of what Dr.

4  Gallego means by that?

5       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

6       THE WITNESS:  I understand from what he wrote,

7     but I don't agree.

8  BY MR. HIAASEN:

9    Q.  Can you first describe to me what your

10  understanding is of "ongoing chronic pathologic

11  process"?

12    A.  Well, based on some lab values especially and

13  perhaps some other things that I would have to read more

14  to remind myself, he is concluding that she has, for

15  instance, chronic long infection.  I disagree, I don't

16  see any evidence of that based on her blood values or

17  her clinical appearance.

18    Q.  What kind of blood values would be an

19  indicator of long disease?

20    A.  High white count, BWC, elevated fibrinogen,

21  which is an inflammatory marker.  Fibrinogen,

22  F-I-B-R-I-N-O-G-E-N.

23       So two markers in blood work that are very

24  specific for infection and except for her tooth episode

25  I haven't seen any of those elevated.  That is way more
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1  indicative of infection then the things that he uses to

2  determine that.

3    Q.  And the second clause in that same sentence

4  where he makes reference to a "recurrent stomach issue".

5       Do you agree or disagree with that?

6    A.  I disagree to some extent because he is basing

7  that on treatment and not on diagnostics.

8    Q.  In this -- because you testified earlier that

9  prophylactically you provide treatment even in the

10  absence of firm evidence of an illness?

11    A.  Correct, suspicion.

12    Q.  And I don't want to misstate your testimony,

13  but you -- regarding stomach -- let's say for stomach

14  ulcers, the only way to positively say that the stomach

15  ulcer would be to do some kind of internal exam that it

16  is impossible with an orca; is that correct?

17       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

18       THE WITNESS:  It's not impossible, but it

19     would be a visual inspection with a scope and

20     scope in her stomach.

21  BY MR. HIAASEN:

22    Q.  As far as you know they never done it, there

23  has been no such scope that has ever been done --

24    A.  I don't know the answer to that with Lolita.

25    Q.  Did you seen any evidence of a endoscope in
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1  the clinical notes that you reviewed?

2    A.  I didn't, but as you know there, you know,

3  they are 30-something pages long so I don't know the

4  answer to that.

5    Q.  Okay.  But given the limitations on diagnosis

6  you can't say whether or not she has a recurrent stomach

7  issue; is that right?

8    A.  Well, it's a question of, you know, is the

9  evidence, you know -- lack of evidence versus evidence

10  and he didn't mention scoping so he's inferring that she

11  has stomach issues, recurrent stomach issues based on

12  the information in the -- in the clinical notes and I

13  think that is suspect and I think a lot of the clinical

14  notes are, as we mentioned, precautionary, preventative

15  so she doesn't get stomach issues as opposed to her

16  suffering from chronic stomach issues.

17       Again, like I said earlier with some other

18  diseases I think if she suffered from chronic stomach

19  issues there would be other changes in her blood work,

20  her behavior, her appetite would go down.  She would be

21  anemic, she's not anemic.

22       So I disagree with that based on laboratory

23  results and her behavior and appetite based on years of

24  experience working as, you know, a clinical veterinarian

25  with cetaceans including orcas, which I don't Dr.
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1  Gallego has in his experience.  He's very limited

2  treating and diagnosing and working day to day, year

3  after year with any cetaceans, especially orcas.

4    Q.  The last portion of that sentence we are going

5  to over where Dr. Gallego says, "Her kidney values are

6  constantly above reference values."

7       Could you first describe or explain to the

8  best of your knowledge what "reference values" is being

9  used as in this case?

10       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

11       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, we discussed that

12     earlier -- I just want to find something.

13       It's that blood urea nitrogen, which we

14     abbreviated BUN and creatinine from the blood work

15     that is pretty much all we have to go by.  And I

16     just wanted to -- to show or to point out that on

17     page eight, first line of the first full paragraph

18     he uses the term "slightly elevated".  And I

19     mentioned earlier we look at trends, we look at

20     normal values, we look at normal ranges.  Slightly

21     elevated doesn't concern me enough to say that she

22     needs to be out of shows just because a marine

23     mammal has a BUN is two points higher than the

24     reference range doesn't mean that she should not

25     be included in shows.
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  In that statement you refer to on page eight,

3  he says, "The nitrogen and the creatinine are slightly

4  elevated in almost 100 percent of the samples."

5       Correct?

6    A.  He does say that and there's a couple of

7  things to consider with that one, admittedly he is

8  saying "slightly" so he is not saying that they are

9  markedly elevated which would be more concerning

10  slightly is just her normal at this point, because she

11  is 50 years old.  If you look back at her 20-something

12  years ago they were not elevated at all and it's just

13  been a slow gradual increase as we would expect with an

14  older animal as her kidneys get older.  But "slightly"

15  is the important word and I do agree with him on that,

16  they are slightly elevated and with that I don't think

17  of great concern for her ability or interest in doing

18  shows.  I don't think it affects her ability to do shows

19  or anything.  I mean, it's just a number that tells you

20  her kidneys are getting a little older and they are

21  addressing it ice and training her to take voluntary

22  water.

23    Q.  Going back to the list of rebuttal topics, the

24  next one is also Dr. Gallego's report topic nine you

25  wanted to address the longevity of orcas in captivity
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1  versus the wild.

2    A.  Page nine.

3       Several of the -- several of the plaintiffs

4  discuss a recent article, 2015 Jett and Ventre, I'm not

5  sure if he does, but others do.

6    Q.  Yeah, if you look at page nine of his report,

7  I think --

8    A.  Sorry, I'm on page eight.

9       Yeah, so it is the first paragraph at the

10  bottom that is, not only in my opinion, but in many of

11  my colleagues opinions including a letter to the editor

12  of that journal that published that as well as a

13  follow-up document as well as NMFS document that study

14  is severely flawed and is not accurate whatsoever as far

15  as saying that killer whales in the longer live than

16  captive whales so I do plan to argue that point.

17    Q.  So you are opinion is that article relied upon

18  by Dr. Gallego is inaccurate?

19    A.  Correct, "flawed" is the word that I used.

20    Q.  Okay.

21    A.  Flawed research, flawed conclusions and I can

22  produce documents and I cite them in my rebuttal that

23  address.

24    Q.  Do you know if that was a peer reviewed paper

25  by Jett and Ventre?
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1    A.  I'm pretty sure that it was -- yeah.  That

2  doesn't mean much, unfortunately sometimes.

3    Q.  And when you said -- you said yourself and --

4  you said colleagues have also commented that they don't

5  believe that that is a -- an academically valid paper or

6  it's a flawed paper?

7    A.  Yes, and again, there have been two

8  publications since that one, Jett and Ventre, that has

9  addressed that, one was a letter to the editor, I

10  believe, it was Marine Mammal Science is the journal

11  that I -- if I'm wrong, I'm -- again, memory, I'm going

12  by memory, but there was a rebuttal letter pointing out

13  the flaws of the data as well as a follow-up original

14  article, I believe in the same journal, also showing

15  that that -- that statement that they live longer in the

16  wild versus captivity is inaccurate.

17    Q.  Do you know who authored the letter to the

18  editor you mentioned?

19    A.  Yes, Robeck, is the last name, R-O-B-E-C-K.

20    Q.  Okay.  Do you know if he or she is a

21  veterinarian?

22    A.  He is a veterinarian and PhD.

23    Q.  Do you have his first name?

24    A.  Todd.

25       And again, it's Robeck, et al., there are
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1  other authors, I don't recall, but he's the primary

2  author.

3    Q.  Do you personally know Todd Robeck?

4    A.  I do know Todd Robeck.

5    Q.  Do you know where he works?

6    A.  SeaWorld.

7    Q.  SeaWorld.

8       SeaWorld Orlando?

9    A.  I'm not sure exactly, he's -- he's -- he maybe

10  at a different level then specifically working for one

11  of the parks, I think he's corporate so he sort of works

12  and oversees veterinarian and research at all of the

13  facilities, all of the SeaWorld facilities.

14    Q.  And you've referenced a subsequent paper that

15  was published in the same journal?

16    A.  I believe it is the same journal.

17    Q.  Do you know who the author of that --

18    A.  Again, I think Robeck for both of them.

19       And then I thought -- and again, I don't have

20  the ability to get my finger on it, but I thought

21  National Marine Fishery reported something similar about

22  longevity not differing between wild and captive and

23  showing, I think, that she has outlived wild whales

24  something in the order of 15 years so I'll find that

25  too, I just don't have that in my --
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1    Q.  Do you know if the subsequent paper by

2  Dr. Robeck, et al. was peer reviewed before it was

3  published?

4    A.  I don't know for certain, but I'm pretty

5  certain that Marine Mammal Science is a peer reviewed

6  journal, I can find that out for sure.

7    Q.  On page eight of Dr. Gallego's report there

8  was a discussion of tooth wear, I think it is the third

9  bullet point on page eight --

10    A.  Correct.

11    Q.  -- where Dr. Gallego says, "That Tokitae

12  exhibits significant tooth wear of four of her lower

13  anterior incisors, and two of her upper incisors."

14       Do you disagree with that statement?

15    A.  I disagree with the word "significant".  I

16  think she has wear, I don't think it is significant

17  especially when I compare it to other whales and what

18  I've read and seen photos of in the wild.  As I

19  mentioned earlier she's got the best looking teeth of

20  any whale I've even seen and I suspect any person who

21  has worked with killer whales in human care will say the

22  same thing.

23    Q.  And so to be clear all of your experience with

24  the teeth of killer whales is with captive orcas?

25    A.  Correct, other than the searches that I did,
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1  basic Google searches of the photo ID and that article

2  that I mentioned earlier Ford, et al., 2011 that

3  actually has photos and documents teeth wear in wild

4  killer whales, down to the gumline, pulp cavity exposed.

5  She doesn't have that.

6    Q.  So I want to be clear so there is a paper by

7  Ford that includes photographs of the teeth of

8  particular whales in the wild?

9    A.  Wild killer whales, I suspect they were

10  necropsy photos.

11    Q.  Okay.

12    A.  You know, I may be wrong, I don't if you can

13  take pictures of opened mouths and teeth -- and teeth in

14  the open ocean so I assume that they were necropsied,

15  but I have to read it more closely.

16    Q.  You --

17    A.  The point is they reported severe tooth wear,

18  much worse than what Lolita has.  And again, in my

19  opinion, her tooth wear is minimal and less than I've

20  ever seen.  Her teeth are beautiful.

21    Q.  The Ford paper regarding wild orcas was that a

22  paper about the tooth conditions of wild orcas was that

23  the subject of the paper?

24    A.  No.

25    Q.  Do you recall what the paper was about?
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1    A.  I don't, I just know that it was part of

2  the -- you know, one of the topic subjects brought up in

3  the paper.

4    Q.  Do you recall how many photographs of orca

5  teeth were in that paper?

6    A.  I don't recall how many photographs, but I do

7  recall the statement that there were many whales in the

8  study or reported with severe teeth wear.

9    Q.  And when is the last time you read that paper

10  by Ford?

11    A.  Just a couple of days ago.

12    Q.  You did not rely on it in your original

13  opinion that you provided?

14    A.  No.

15    Q.  But after reading the plaintiffs' experts did

16  you review that paper?

17    A.  That's correct.

18       MR. SALKY:  We've been going for about an hour

19     and 40 minutes, do you have a lot left?

20       MR. HIAASEN:  No, I don't think so.

21     (There was a discussion off of the record from

22     5:30 p.m. to 5:35 p.m.)

23  BY MR. HIAASEN:

24    Q.  In reviewing the medical records did you see

25  any information regarding the make up of Toki's diet?
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1    A.  No.

2    Q.  Do you -- are you familiar with the content of

3  her diet from your experience at the Seaquarium?

4    A.  Yeah, but I mean, very generally.

5    Q.  What is your understanding of what makes up

6  her diet?

7    A.  Salmon.

8       You mean what type of fish?

9    Q.  Yeah.

10    A.  Salmon.

11    Q.  Do you know how this diet is determined?

12    A.  Yeah, just based on the same ways diets are

13  determined with other marine mammals, it's based on body

14  condition, body weight, in her case is from ORCA metrics

15  versus a scale and then, you know, appetite, attitude,

16  behavior, et cetera.

17    Q.  Does the -- if you know does the veterinarian

18  at the Seaquarium determine what makes up the diet of

19  Toki?

20    A.  Typically the veterinarian is involved, yes.

21    Q.  Do you know anything about where the -- do you

22  know where the salmon comes from at the Seaquarium?

23    A.  I do not, no.

24    Q.  Do you know where the herring comes from?

25    A.  No, not necessarily, I think it's Icelandic, I
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1  think that is where it used to come from.

2    Q.  And do you know capelin comes from?

3    A.  No.

4    Q.  Do you know if the salmon in her diet is farm

5  salmon or wild caught?

6    A.  No, I don't.

7    Q.  Have you personally observed any aggressive

8  behavior by Toki towards a trainer or a human?

9    A.  Never.

10    Q.  Have you observed any aggressive behavior

11  toward another animal?

12    A.  No.

13    Q.  Are when you were the veterinarian if you had

14  observed aggressive behavior would you have recorded it

15  in the clinical notes?

16       MR. SALKY:  Objection to the form.

17       THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I think again, that -- as

18     you have asked me several times am I behavioral

19     expert, no, I'm a veterinarian so I typically

20     would rely on the training staff, experienced

21     training staff, the head trainers, curator to help

22     me determine that and typically that is not

23     something that goes in medical records, we are

24     usually sticking to, you know, blood results,

25     culture results, you know, lab results that kind
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1     of thing some general comments on attitude,

2     appetite that sort of thing, but not anything that

3     specific.

4  BY MR. HIAASEN:

5    Q.  Would -- could aggressive behavior be

6  indicative of a medical issue?

7    A.  In my opinion -- well, possibly, but in my

8  opinion that would be difficult to determine and that's

9  why I probably wouldn't put it in the medical records

10  unless I was certain or, you know, fairly certain that

11  it was associated with a medical problem.

12    Q.  Have you ever -- and forgive if I asked

13  you this before --

14    A.  Not the first time.

15    Q.  -- have you ever observed what you described

16  as stereotypic behavior in Toki?

17       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

18       THE WITNESS:  No, I wouldn't and I think if --

19     if at all it's extremely subtle and minimal to me.

20     As I described earlier my understanding of

21     stereotypical behavior is very different and much

22     more obvious and much more dramatic, let's say.

23       So no, from my understanding of stereotypical

24     behavior and my experience with stereotypical

25     behavior the answer is no.
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1  BY MR. HIAASEN:

2    Q.  And again, would stereotypical behavior be

3  something that would be recorded in the clinical notes?

4    A.  It's pretty similar to the previous question

5  you asked that's more something that the trainers would

6  report in their reports unless I thought it was clearly

7  correlated with something medical.

8       And in the same sense as I said earlier, in

9  reference to stereotypical behavior I have an opinion as

10  a veterinarian that understands killer whales from

11  working with them for 25 years, but I more rely on

12  people like Thad Lacinak who is a behaviorist trainer

13  who has 35 years of experience with killer whales, I

14  would ask him, do you think that is a stereotypic

15  behavior.

16    Q.  So you would expect stereotypical behavior to

17  be reported to the veterinarians at the Seaquarium?

18       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

19       THE WITNESS:  I think if it was concerning,

20     yes.

21  BY MR. HIAASEN:

22    Q.  And same for aggressive behavior is that

23  behavior that would be reported to the veterinarian?

24       MR. SALKY:  Object to the form.

25       THE WITNESS:  Again, you know, the
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1     communication between veterinarian and training

2     staff varies at different facilities.  I've worked

3     at 12 different facilities and the communication

4     is different.

5       At the Seaquarium it seems like there is good

6     communication, there always was when I was there

7     to the point where I think things are reported

8     that don't even needed to be reported.  So my

9     guess is it is, yes, it's reported.

10  BY MR. HIAASEN:

11    Q.  After reviewing the medical records did you

12  see evidence that Toki has been given painkillers?

13    A.  Yes.

14    Q.  Do you recall what led to her be treated with

15  the painkillers?

16    A.  Perception that perhaps she had pain and I say

17  that carefully as I have with everything else.  We can't

18  talk to them.  We don't understand their vocalizations,

19  as I've said a few times.  So we treat on the suspicion

20  of pain or on the appearance on a lesions or something

21  that we consider that might be painful and likely the

22  prophylactic preventative protocols that I mentioned

23  earlier we treat probably more than we need to just

24  because don't want even the possibility -- remote

25  possibility of an animal feeling any pain.  Again,
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1  because they can't talk to us, they can't tell us so we

2  never know for certain if they are or are not in pain so

3  we are on the side of assuming that they are with

4  certain conditions err on the side of given the

5  painkiller.

6    Q.  From your review of the records do recall if

7  painkillers have been given in response to vocalization

8  from Toki?

9    A.  I don't recall that.

10    Q.  Do you recall if other medications were given

11  in response to vocalizations from Toki?

12    A.  You asked that before and no, I don't recall

13  specifically, but as I mentioned I didn't look closely

14  at every reason that medications were given, I sort of

15  looked as a whole at the list and --

16       MR. HIAASEN:  We have no more questions at

17     this time.

18       MR. SALKY:  We don't -- just a reminder of the

19     confidentiality designation.

20       We will read.

21       MR. HIAASEN:  Do you want to order?

22       MR. SALKY:  We'll take a copy of whatever they

23     get.

24     (Thereupon, the deposition was concluded)

25
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1          CERTIFICATE OF REPORTER

2
  THE STATE OF FLORIDA
3  COUNTY OF MIAMI-DADE

4

5     I, LAURIE M. YANNACCONE, FPR, do hereby certify

6  that I was authorized to and did stenographically report

7  the foregoing deposition of MICHAEL RENNER; that a

8  review of the transcript was requested; and that the

9  foregoing transcript, pages 1 through 259, is a true

10  record of my stenographic notes.

11     I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am not a relative,

12  employee, attorney or counsel of any of the parties'

13  attorneys or counsel connected with the action, nor am I

14  financially interested in the action.

15     Dated this 16th day of February, 2016 at

16  Miami-Dade County, Florida.

17

18             ·  _________________________

19               Laurie M. Yannaccone, FPR

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1           CERTIFICATE OF OATH

2  STATE OF FLORIDA)
  COUNTY OF MIAMI-DADE)
3

4     I, LAURIE YANNACCONE, FPR, Notary Public, State of

5  Florida, certify that the witness, MICHAEL RENNER,

6  personally appeared before me on the 16th day of

7  February, 2016 and was duly sworn.

8

9     WITNESS my hand and official seal this 26th day of

10  February, 2016.

11

12

13

14   ·  · ·   ·  _______________________________
   · · ·    ·  Laurie M. Yannaccone
15   · · · · · · ·  Notary Public - State of Florida
           My Commission No. FF90655
16           Expires:  October 19, 2019

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1          E R R A T A  S H E E T
  IN RE:  PETA vs. MIAMI SEAQUARIUM
2
  DEPOSITION OF: MICHAEL RENNER     TAKEN: 2/16/16
3
  DO NOT WRITE ON THE TRANSCRIPT, ENTER CHANGES HERE
4
  Please sign, date, and return this sheet to our office.
5  If additional lines are required for corrections, attach
  additional sheets.
6
  At the time of the reading and signing of the
7  deposition, the following changes were noted:

8  PAGE   LINE    CHANGE       REASON
  ________________________________________________________
9

10  ________________________________________________________

11  ________________________________________________________

12  ________________________________________________________

13  ________________________________________________________

14  ________________________________________________________

15  ________________________________________________________

16  ________________________________________________________

17  ________________________________________________________

18  ________________________________________________________

19  ________________________________________________________

20  Under penalty of perjury, I declare that I have read my
  deposition and that it is true and correct subject to

21  any changes in form or substance entered here.

22  SIGNATURE OF DEPONENT:____________________________

23  DATE:_____________________________________________

24

25
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1  Friday, February 25, 2016

2
  MARK SALKY, ESQUIRE
3  Greenberg Traurig, LLP
  333 Southeast 2nd Avenue
4  Suite 4400
  Miami, Florida 33131
5
  IN RE:  PETA V. MIAMI SEAQUARIUM, et al.
6
  Dear:  Mr. Salky
7

8  Enclosed please find the original errata page with your
  copy of the transcript so MICHAEL RENNER may read and
9  sign their transcript.  Please have him make whatever
  changes are necessary on the errata page and sign it.

10  Please make a copy of the errata page and place it in
  your copy of the transcript.  Please then forward the

11  original errata page back to our office @ 1080 Woodcock
  Road, Suite 100, Orlando, Florida 32803.

12
  If the errata page is not signed by the witness within

13  30 days after this letter has been furnished, we will
  then process the transcript without a signed errata

14  page.  If your client wishes to waive their right to
  read and sign, please have him sign their name at the

15  bottom of this letter and send it back to our office.

16  Your prompt attention to this matter is appreciated.

17
  Sincerely,

18

19  LAURIE YANNACCONE, FPR

20
  I do hereby waive my right to read and sign.

21

22  MICHAEL RENNER

23
  cc:  Scott Hiaasen
24

25
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1

Caitlin Hawks

From: James Lister [jlister@dc.bhb.com]
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2016 8:28 PM
To: Jared Goodman; Caitlin Hawks; Paul J. Schwiep; Matthew Strugar; swilson@aldf.org; 

MooreJ@gtlaw.com; SalkyM@gtlaw.com; Will Earnhart; Melinda Meade; Yvette Van Bylevelt; 
Betty Wines

Subject: Fwd: Renner Rebuttal

Since Dr.  Renner 's initial rebuttal statement (to Plaintiffs' February 8 reports) was served on February 16, he has fleshed out the report.  A copy of the 
report transmitted to me by Dr. Renner is  provided below.  It is confidential. 
 
 
 
Sent from my T‐Mobile 4G LTE Device 

 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Michael <rennervet@gmail.com>  
Date: 02/19/2016 11:03 PM (GMT‐05:00)  
To: James Lister <jlister@dc.bhb.com>  
Subject: Renner Rebuttal  

DEFENDANT	MICHAEL	RENNER	EXPERT	REBUTTAL		
February	19	2016	
		
SPACE	(Pool	size,	center	island,	gates)	
STATEMENT	
Plaintiffs	(Bearzi	p.	17;	Visser	p.	4,	5,	6,	7,	8;	Gallego	p.	3,	5,	9)	argue	that	Lolita’s	pool	size	is	too	small	and	
that	the	center	island	and	gates	further	compromise	space	requirement	for	a	captive	orca	(Bearzi	p.	17,	
21,	22,	23;	Visser	p.	4,	5)	and	that	Lolita	is	unable	to	breach	(Bearzi	p.	17)	or	turn	around	in	the	pool	
(Bearzi	p.	17;	Visser	p	4,	5,	6;	Hargrove	p.	6).		Furthermore,	Visser	(p.	6‐8)	writes	that	orcas	have	a	
‘biological	need	to	swim	long	distances’,	implying	that	swimming	long	distance	is	required	for	Lolita’s	
well‐being.		
REBUTTAL	
The	pool	size	meets	Animal	Welfare	Act	(AWA)	minimum	space	requirements	as	regulated	by	the	United	
States	Department	of	Agriculture,	Animal	Plant	Health	Inspection	Services	(USDA,	APHIS).		Numerous	
written	reports	are	on	file	from	APHIS	confirming	compliance	with	AWA	minimum	standards,	including	
specific	statements	specifically	addressing	the	center	island.		Temporary	gating	allows	for	animal	
separation	and	pool	maintenance.		Maintaining	cetaceans	for	up	to	two	weeks	under	such	conditions	is	
allowed	by	APHIS.		I	have	personally	witnessed	Lolita	fully	breach	and	turn	around	completely	in	the	pool	
on	many	occasions.		The	center	island	breaks	up	the	contour	of	the	round	pool	and	provides	a	platform	
for	animal‐trainer	interaction	as	well	as	an	area	for	Lolita	to	‘slide	out’	for	husbandry	behaviors	such	as	
fecal	and	urine	sample	collection.		As	for	the	‘biological	need	to	swim	long	distances’,	Lolita’s	excellent	
body	condition	suggests	otherwise.		Clearly	she	is	getting	the	exercise	she	needs	to	maintain	body	
condition	and	muscle	mass.			
		
SHADE	AND	SUN	EXPOSURE	
STATEMENT	
Plaintiffs	(Bearzi	p.	18,	Visser	p.	14,	Gallego	p.	3,	5)	complain	about	lack	of	shade	and	purported	negative	
effects	of	sun	exposure	on	Lolita’s	skin	and	eyes.			
REBUTTAL	
Numerous	APHIS	reports	are	on	file	confirming	adequate	shade	as	required	by	the	AWA.		In	my	
experience	as	Lolita’s	veterinarian,	as	well	as	observations	during	the	January	20	2016	inspection,	I	saw	
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2

no	sign	of	significant	negative	effects	from	the	sun	on	Lolita’s	skin.		Her	skin	appeared	healthy	and	free	of	
any	significant	scarring.		Lolita’s	eyes	have	an	existing	condition	(described	as	pterygia)	that	has	been	
present	for	20	years	and	based	on	my	observation,	remains	relatively	unchanged	likely	due	to	diligent	
monitoring	and	treatment.				
		
INTERSPECIES	COMPATIBILITY	
STATEMENT	
Plaintiffs	(Bearzi	p.	13,	16,	24‐27,	28,	29,	32,	36;	Visser	p.	9‐12;	Hargrove	p.	6,	8;	Gallego	p.	3,	5,	6,	9)	
argue	that	the	pacific	white‐sided	dolphins	(PWDs)	are	poor	companions	for	Lolita,	and	claim	that	
chasing,	raking,	and	sexual	posturing	are	unnatural	behaviors	that	harm	and	harass	Lolita.			
REBUTTAL	
Although	APHIS	regulations	require	companions	for	Lolita	(ie.	it	is	against	APHIS	regulations	for	her	to	
live	alone)	APHIS	does	not	require	the	companions	to	be	of	the	same	species	(conspecific).		In	my	opinion	
and	based	on	years	of	observation,	PWDs	are	good	companions	for	Lolita.		Raking	and	sexual	posturing	
are	natural	cetacean	behaviors	and	natural	and	common	forms	of	cetacean	interaction.		I	don’t	believe	the	
raking	is	excessive	and	I	have	not	witnessed	severe	raking	or	significant	scarring	on	Lolita.		Chasing	
appears	to	be	play	behavior	and	provides	Lolita	exercise	that	keeps	her	in	shape.		At	approximately	thirty	
times	their	size,	I	don’t	believe	Lolita	is	in	any	danger	of	being	harmed	by	the	PWDs.		Furthermore	I	don’t	
believe	the	PWDs	harass	Lolita.	In	summary,	I	do	not	believe	Lolita	is	being	harmed	or	harassed	by	the	
PWDs	or	as	a	result	of	the	care	provided	for	her	by	Miami	Seaquarium.	
		
SHOW	PRESSURE	
STATEMENT	
Plaintiffs	(Bearzi	p.	33,	34;	Hargrove	p.	12;	Gallego	p.	4,	8,)	believe	that	Lolita	is	forced	to	perform	in	
shows.	
REBUTTAL	
In	my	experience	with	large	animals	including	Killer	Whales	and	Elephants,	one	cannot	force	them	to	
perform.		If	Lolita	did	not	want	to	perform,	she	would	not	perform.		Furthermore,	in	my	experience	as	her	
veterinarian,	changing	her	routine	(canceling	shows)	can	negatively	affect	her	health	and	is	not	
recommended	unless	absolutely	necessary.		
		
STEREOTYPICAL	BEHAVIOR,	BOREDOM,	AND	STRESS	
STATEMENT	
Plaintiffs	(Bearzi	p.	13,	14,	31;	Visser	p.	6,	16;	Hargrove	p.	6,	Gallego	p.	3,	5,	6,10)	state	that	based	on	
observed	behaviors,	Lolita	is	bored	and	exhibits	concerning	stereotypical	behavior	leading	to	stress.		The	
plaintiffs	further	suggest	that	because	Lolita	likes	to	spend	time	in	one	location	(near	the	inflow	jet	of	
water)	this	is	further	indication	of	boredom	and	stress.			
REBUTTAL	
The	behaviors	described	by	the	plaintiffs	are	very	subtle	and	in	my	opinion	are	not	stereotypical	or	
indicative	of	boredom.		Based	on	my	experience	as	a	killer	whale	veterinarian	(and	based	on	my	
knowledge	gained	from	many	years	working	with	experienced	killer	whale	trainers),	I	interpret	the	
behaviors	very	differently.		I	believe	Lolita	is	simply	resting	and	prefers	a	specific	location	of	the	pool	
(near	the	inflow	water	jets).		I	suspect	she	enjoys	the	feeling	of	cold	water	flowing	out	of	the	inflow	jet	at	
that	location,	and	aligns	herself	with	the	jet	the	same	way	humans	align	themselves	with	the	jets	of	a	hot	
tub.		Stress	typically	manifests	with	specific	abnormal	blood	parameters	and	illness.		Lolita	has	probably	
the	most	consistently	normal	blood	parameters	I	have	seen	in	a	cetacean	and	as	an	experienced	cetacean	
veterinarian,	I	find	her	to	be	in	excellent	health.			
		
ENRICHMENT	DEVICES	(SPECIFICALLY	WET	SUIT	MATERIAL)	
STATEMENT	
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Plaintiffs	(Bearzi	p.	15,	Visser	p.	19,	Hargrove	p.	7;	Gallego	p.	9)	argue	that	wet	suit	material	is	a	poor	
choice	of	enrichment	for	Lolita,	claiming	it	reflects	poor	judgment	and	inexperience	by	the	staff,	stating	
that	wet	suit	material	can	lead	to	aggression	by	Lolita	towards	a	human	being	wearing	a	wetsuit.		
REBUTTAL	
Ever	since	I	can	remember,	Lolita	has	enjoyed	playing	with	wet	suit	material.		I	believe	Lolita	is	smart	
enough	to	distinguish	between	wet	suit	material	and	a	human	being	wearing	a	wetsuit.		I	do	not	believe	
providing	Lolita	with	an	enrichment	device	that	she	enjoys	constitutes	poor	judgment	or	inexperience	by	
the	Miami	Seaquarium	staff.			
		
LONGEVITY	
STATEMENT	
Two	plaintiffs	(Bearzi	p.	12,	34	and	Gallego	p.	9)	claim	that	wild	killer	whales	outlive	their	captive	
counterparts.			
REBUTTAL		
Longevity	research	conclusions	are	not	universally	accepted.		Other	researchers	(Robeck	et.	al.	2015)	
have	reported	similar	longevity	between	wild	and	captive	killer	whales.			
		
TEETH	
STATEMENT	
Bearzi	(p.	34)	and	Gallego	(p.8)	state	that	Lolita	has	significant	tooth	wear,	suggesting	she	is	bored	and	
chewing	on	surfaces	in	her	environment.			
REBUTTAL		
Lolita	has	the	minimal	tooth	wear	compared	to	other	whales	in	captivity,	regardless	of	age.		Furthermore	
there	is	evidence	of	excessive	tooth	wear	in	wild	killer	whales	(Ford	et.	al.	2011).	
		
GENERAL	HEALTH	AND	FREQUENCY	OF	MEDICATION	
STATEMENT	
Plaintiffs	claim	that	Lolita	is	unhealthy	based	on	culture	results	(Visser	p.	3,	21‐24)	and	frequency	of	
medication	(Bearzi	p.	32;	Hargrove	p.7,	Gallego	p.	3,	4,	6,	7,	8,	10).	
REBUTTAL		
Culture	vs.	infection	‐	Not	being	a	veterinarian,	Dr.	Visser	does	not	understand	the	difference	between	
culture	results	and	infection.		Just	because	bacteria	and	fungi	grow	from	various	samples,	does	not	mean	
the	bacteria	or	fungi	constitute	infection	(eg.	various	species	of	bacteria	will	grow	from	a	human’s	mouth,	
but	that	doesn’t	mean	there’s	an	oral	infection).		Other	abnormalities	need	to	be	identified	to	confirm	
infection	including	increased	white	blood	cells	in	the	sample,	increased	white	blood	cells	in	peripheral	
blood,	or	clinical	signs	such	as	poor	appetite	and	poor	condition.			
Frequency	of	medication	–	Non‐domestic	animals,	including	killer	whales,	are	programmed	to	hide	signs	
of	illness.		By	the	time	clinical	signs	are	obvious,	the	illness	is	usually	too	advanced	for	successful	
treatment,	especially	in	a	7000	pound	animal	that	is	impossible	to	treat	if	she	doesn’t	want	to	be	treated.		
Furthermore,	most	basic	diagnostic	modalities	used	in	other	smaller	species	(including	humans)	are	
impossible	in	a	7000	pound	killer	whale	(eg.	x‐ray,	CT	scan,	ultrasound,	abdominal	palpation,	and	
auscultation).	Therefore,	the	strategy	for	successful	killer	whale	veterinary	medicine	is	to	treat	early	and	
to	treat	based	on	very	subtle	changes	in	diagnostic	results	and	behavior.		Treatment	is	often	based	on	
suspicion	alone.		To	the	ordinary	person	(including	those	with	medical	degrees),	this	protocol	will	be	
interpreted	as	over‐medication.		To	those	experienced	with	killer	whale	veterinary	medicine,	it	is	the	
norm.			
		
PURPORTED	ANEMIA	
STATEMENT	
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Gallego	(p.	7,	8)	suggests	that	Lolita	suffers	from	chronic	regenerative	anemia	based	on	slightly	elevated	
red	blood	cell	count	(RBC)	and	slightly	decreased	mean	cell	volume	(MCV).	
REBUTTAL	
A	diagnosis	of	regenerative	anemia	cannot	be	made	from	RBC	and	MCV	alone.		Other	parameters	such	as	
hematocrit,	nRBC	and	RBC	morphology	(all	normal	on	Lolita’s	blood	results)	would	be	expected	to	be	
abnormal	in	addition	to	RBC	and	MCV.		Though	regenerative	anemia	can	manifest	with	normal	
hematocrit,	stating	that	Lolita	suffers	from	regenerative	anemia	based	solely	on	RBC	and	MCV	alone	is	
not	justified.			
		
PURPORTED	CHRONIC	INFECTION	AND	CHRONIC	LUNG	DISEASE	
STATEMENT		
Gallego	(p.	3,	6,	8,	10)	suggests	that	Lolita	suffers	from	chronic	recurrent	infections	of	the	respiratory	
tract	and	chronic	recurrent	lung	disease	based	on	two	parameters:	frequency	of	medication	treatment	
and	lactate	dehydrogenase	(LDH)	values.		
REBUTTAL	
Diagnosis	of	recurrent	lung	infection	should	be	made	from	diagnostic	results	and	clinical	signs,	not	from	
the	frequency	of	medication	treatment	(see	rebuttal	above	under	‘frequency	of	medication’)	or	solely	
from	LDH.		Other	parameters	such	as	elevated	white	blood	count	(WBC)	and	fibrinogen	are	more	
accurate	indicators	of	chronic	infection	and	would	be	expected	to	be	elevated	with	chronic	lung	disease	
and	chronic	lung	infection.		Except	during	her	tooth	infection	in	2011,	Lolita’s	WBC	and	fibrinogen	are	
almost	always	within	normal	range.		Furthermore,	when	reviewing	LDH	results,	one	must	consider	
variations	in	values	from	the	reference	lab	reporting	the	results.		When	Lolita’s	blood	samples	were	sent	
to	a	different	lab	(Antech	‐	May	2,	2002,	July	8,	2002,	February	1,	2013,	February	6,	2014	and	February	
11,	2014),	LDH	was	consistently	within	normal	killer	whale	reference	ranges.		Making	a	conclusion	that	
Lolita	has	chronic	disease	or	chronic	recurrent	infection	of	any	kind	from	a	single	blood	parameter	from	a	
single	lab	is	not	justified.			
		
RELOCATION,	SEA	PEN,	RELEASE.		
STATEMENT	
Bearzi	(p.	12)	suggests	gradually	reintroducing	Lolita	into	her	native	habitat	to	benefit	her	and	other	
members	of	her	species.	Gallego	(p.	4)	recommends	moving	Lolita	to	a	semi‐natural	facility	like	a	sea	pen.	
REBUTTAL	
I	strongly	disagree	with	the	notion	of	moving	Lolita	to	a	sea	pen	and	strongly	oppose	the	idea	of	releasing	
her	to	the	wild.		Two	high	profile	cases	of	attempted	reintroduction	of	killer	whales	to	the	wild	resulted	in	
death	(Simon	et.	al	2009,	Francis	and	Hewlett	2007).		Several	authors	identify	‘time	in	captivity’	as	a	
negative	factor	influencing	the	success	of	release	(Spradlin	and	Terbush	1999,	Gales	and	Waples	1993,	
Wells	et.	al.	1998).		Additionally,	Dr.	Visser	mentions	‘super‐bugs’	(highly	resistant	bacteria)	isolated	
from	Lolita.		It	would	seem	prudent	to	avoid	exposing	an	endangered	population	of	killer	whales	to	
‘super‐bugs’	(or	any	other	pathogens	Lolita	has	been	exposed	to)	for	the	ill‐conceived	benefit	of	a	single	
whale.			
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Caitlin K. Hawks 
December 23, 2015 
Page 2____________ 
  

GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP    ATTORNEYS AT LAW    WWW.GTLAW.COM 

5. Production of responsive, non-privileged emails that post-date November 17, 
2011 for all agreed upon custodians that hit on agreed upon search terms 
attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 

6. Production of responsive, non-privileged electronic files that post-date 
November 17, 2011, from computers of remaining agreed upon custodians that 
hit on agreed upon search terms attached hereto as Exhibit 1, as well as the 
proposed search terms included in Exhibit 2. 

7. Limited searching for other pre-November 17, 2011 paper hard copy and 
electronic documents with narrow search terms after Plaintiffs review previous 
productions. (Plaintiffs have clarified that a search for “Lolita” or one of the 
variants would not be considered a “narrow” search).    

As you know, the scope of discovery under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1) was amended and 
is limited to the following: 

 
any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any party’s claim or 
defense and proportional to the needs of the case, considering the 
importance of the issues at stake in the action, the amount in 
controversy, the parties’ relative access to relevant information, the 
parties’ resources, the importance of the discovery in resolving the 
issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery 
outweighs its likely benefit. 

 
It is with this standard in mind that we respond to your proposal.  We are willing to 

agree with the majority of your proposal (numbers 3 through 7, above).  The only dispute we 
have with regard to the first two items.  We do not believe that documents dating back to 1970 
are properly within the scope of discovery.  The issue in this case is whether Defendant 
committed a “take” of Lolita in the seven months that have passed since the ESA became 
applicable to her on May 11, 2015.  Events that occurred decades ago cannot relate to the 
claims and defenses in this case.  Moreover, given the issues in this matter, relevance 
significantly diminishes the further back in time we go.  Given this diminishing relevance, 
seeking the production of such old documents is not proportional to the needs of the case.  
Thus, we believe that a production could be limited to as early as May 11, 2014 (provide a 
one year-buffer before the Endangered Species Act provisions raised by Plaintiffs went into 
effect on May 11, 2015).  Nevertheless, in a continued effort to resolve this dispute, we are 
willing to compromise and produce the following documents, in addition to the documents 
covered by items 3-7 above: 

 
1. Production of hard copy veterinary records and animal behavior logs back to 

January 1, 2005. 

2. (a) Production of responsive, non-privileged electronic files from the 
computers of Dr. Magdalena Rodriguez post-dating January 1, 2005 if 
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GREENBERG TRAURIG, LLP    ATTORNEYS AT LAW    WWW.GTLAW.COM 

variations of Lolita’s name (Tokitae OR "Toki-tae" OR Toki OR Lolita OR 
Tik OR tok OR Gypsy OR orca or whale) are in the file path (including the file 
name); (b) Production of responsive, non-privileged electronic files from the 
computers of Heather Keenan, Robert Rose, Eric Eimstad and Andrew Hertz 
post-dating November 17, 2011 if variations of Lolita’s name (Tokitae OR 
"Toki-tae" OR Toki OR Lolita OR Tik OR tok OR Gypsy OR orca or whale) 
are in the file path (including the file name).1 

This proposal includes production of the most relevant set of records related to Lolita 
dating back more than ten years.  This also coincides with the year of the wild Southern 
Resident Killer Whale was added to the ESA listing.  These veterinary records (including data 
from Dr. Rodriguez’s computers) and animal behavior logs are primary source records created 
contemporaneously with care being provided each day, and therefore we will agree to make a 
broader production of them.  

 
As you know, Defendant’s initial proposal includes producing email from 21 

custodians.  We have also agreed to produce computer data from the five key custodians listed 
above.  We are also willing to continue discussing whether computer data from other 
custodians is necessary and proportional.  We are pleased with the parties’ efforts to work 
cooperatively to reach a reasonable agreement without Court intervention.  We are hopeful 
you will accept this proposal so we can move forward with completing discovery in the very 
tight time frame imposed by the Court. 

 
If you would like to discuss further, we remain available. 
 

Very truly yours,  

 
        
Enclosures 
 
cc: Jennifer B. Moore 
 James H. Lister 
 Evelyn A. Cobos 
 Jared Goodman 

Matthew Strugar 
 Paul J. Schwiep 
  
ATL 20986400v3 

                                                 
1 In addition to this more limited file path search, please remember that per item 3 above, the computers of 
custodians Rodriguez, Keenan, Rose, Eimstad and Hertz will be searched from November 17, 2011 forward, 
using the long agreed upon search term list attached as Exhibit 1, as well as the proposed search terms included 
in Exhibit 2. 
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Exhibit 1 ‐ Agreed Upon Search Terms as of 12.22.2015

Tokitae OR "Toki‐tae" OR Toki OR Lolita OR Tik OR Gypsy

(orca OR whale) AND ((small OR size OR large OR big OR length OR width OR depth OR volume OR new OR 

replac* OR build* OR construct* OR renovat* OR repair* OR disrepair* OR adequ* OR inadequ*) w/5 (tank OR 

pool))

"Southern Resident" OR SRKW

(orca OR whale) AND (NMFS OR "National Marine Fisheries Service")

(orca OR whale) AND (APHIS OR "Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service")

(orca OR whale) AND (USDA OR "United States Department of Agriculture")

(orca OR whale) AND (NOAA OR "National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration")

(orca OR "whale") w/15 dolphin

(orca OR whale) AND lag

(orca OR whale) AND delphinidae

(orca OR whale) AND incompatib*

(orca OR whale) AND compatib*

(orca OR whale) AND infect*

(orca OR whale) AND pathogen

(orca OR whale) AND sick*

(orca OR whale) w/15 ill*

(orca OR whale) w/15 injur*

(orca OR whale) w/15 hurt*

(orca OR whale) w/15 attack*

(orca OR whale) w/15 damag*

(orca OR whale) w/15 harm*

(orca OR whale) AND naiv*

(orca OR whale) AND cells

(orca OR whale) AND immune*

(orca OR whale) w/15 blood

(orca OR whale) w/15 death

(orca OR whale OR dolphin) AND necropsy*

(orca OR whale) AND abscess

(orca OR whale) AND antibiotic

(orca OR whale) AND diet

(orca OR whale) AND nutrition

(orca OR whale) AND rak*

(orca OR whale) AND scratch*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (mark OR marks OR marked OR marking)

(orca OR whale) AND rub*

(orca OR whale) AND flick*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (bit OR bite OR bites OR biting OR bitten)

(orca OR whale) AND scar

(orca OR whale) AND scarred

(orca OR whale) AND scarring

(orca OR whale) AND scars

(orca OR whale) w/15  (tooth OR teeth)

(orca OR whale) w/15 eye*

(orca OR whale) AND retina*
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(orca OR whale) AND cataract*

(orca OR whale) AND estrogen

(orca OR whale) AND hormones

(orca OR whale) w/15 (sun OR sunlight OR sunscreen OR  sunblock OR sunburn OR sunrise OR sunset)

(orca OR whale) AND (ultraviolet OR UV OR "U/V")

(orca OR whale) w/15 burn*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (expose* OR exposure)

(orca OR whale) w/15 skin

(orca OR whale) w/15 crack*

(orca OR whale) AND aloe

(orca OR whale) AND ointment

(orca OR whale) AND zinc

(orca OR whale) AND oxide

(orca OR whale) AND shade

(orca OR whale) AND screen

(orca OR whale) AND canopy

(orca OR whale) AND awning

(orca OR whale) w/15 health*

(orca OR whale) w/15 condition

(orca OR whale) w/15 behavior

(orca OR whale) w/15 assessment

(orca OR whale) AND SOAP

(orca OR whale) w/15 perform*

(orca OR whale) w/15 aggress*

(orca OR whale) w/15 stress*

(orca OR whale) w/15 abnormal

(orca OR whale) w/15 sad

(orca OR whale) w/15 depress*

(orca OR whale) w/15 happy

(orca OR whale) w/15 thriv*

(orca OR whale) w/15 bob*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (hop OR hopped OR hopping OR hops)

(orca OR whale) w/15 slap*

(orca OR whale) w/15 listless*

(orca OR whale) w/15 float*

(orca OR whale) w/15 lay*

(orca OR whale) w/15 lie*

(orca OR whale) AND lying

(orca OR whale) w/15 forag*

(orca OR whale) AND corrective

(orca OR whale) AND ("blow hole" OR blowhole)

(orca OR whale) AND "dry resting"

(orca OR whale) AND "dry work"

(orca OR whale) w/15 reinforc*

(orca OR whale) w/15 slav*

(orca OR whale) w/15 exercise
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(orca OR whale) AND misbehav*

(orca OR whale) AND mistreat*

(orca OR whale) AND punish*

(orca OR whale) AND (ram OR rams OR ramming OR rammed)

(orca OR whale) AND regurgitat*

(orca OR whale) w/15 platform

(orca OR whale) w/15 enclosure

(orca OR whale) w/15 ("sea pen" OR seapen)

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool) AND (water w/5 quality)

(orca OR whale OR stadium) AND (tank OR pool OR water) AND temperature

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND turbid*

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND clarity

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND chlorine

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND copper

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) w/15 pollut*

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) w/15 contamina*

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND (alkaline phosphatase)

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND (aluminum sulfate)

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) w/15 chemical

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND "horizontal dimension"

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND "required depth"

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND "surface area"

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND annex

(orca OR whale OR stadium) AND (tank OR pool OR water) AND bridge

(orca OR whale OR stadium) AND (tank OR pool OR water) AND (filter OR filters OR filtering OR filtered OR 

filtration)

(orca OR whale) w/15 island

(orca OR whale OR stadium OR tank OR pool OR water) AND MHD

((orca OR whale OR stadium) AND (tank OR pool OR water)) w/15 (gate OR gates OR bulkhead)

(orca OR whale) AND abus*

(orca OR whale) AND anxi*

(orca OR whale) w/15 (medicat* OR drug* OR tranq* OR sedat*)

(orca OR whale) w/15 (beach OR beaching OR beached OR beaches)

(orca OR whale) w/15 (companion* OR conspecific*)

(orca OR whale) w/15 confin*
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Exhibit 2 ‐ Endangered Species‐Related Search Terms

(Tokitae OR Toki‐tae OR Toki OR Lolita OR Tik OR Gypsy OR orca OR whale) AND (Endang! ESA)

(Tokitae OR Toki‐tae OR Toki OR Lolita OR Tik OR Gypsy OR orca OR whale) AND (tak! w/25 permit)
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

MIAMI DIVISION 

 

Case No. 15-cv-22692-Ungaro/Otazo-Reyes 

 

 

PEOPLE FOR THE ETHICAL 

TREATMENT OF ANIMALS, INC., 

ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND, 

HOWARD GARRETT, and ORCA 

NETWORK, 

 

Plaintiffs, 

 

v. 

 

MIAMI SEAQUARIUM and 

FESTIVAL FUN PARKS, LLC, d/b/a 

PALACE ENTERTAINMENT, 

 

Defendants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION TO EXCLUDE 

IMPROPER OPINION TESTIMONY BY FORMER SEAQUARIUM VETERINARIAN 

MICHAEL S. RENNER, DVM 

 

 

Before the Court is the Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude Improper Opinion Testimony by 

Former Seaquarium Veterinarian Michael S. Renner, DVM (the “Motion”). Based on the 

arguments presented in the Motion, the pleadings on file, and any other relevant matter, the 

opinions and testimony of Defendant’s proffered expert Michael S. Renner are not supported by 

adequate knowledge, skill, experience, training or education; employ unreliable methodologies; 

and contain improper legal conclusions.  

It is therefore ORDERED that:  

1. Plaintiffs’ Motion is GRANTED; 

2. Dr. Michael S. Renner may not testify at trial regarding the following 

issues:  
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a. ESA or AWA compliance; 

b. Animal behavior; 

c. Wild orca health or behavior; and/or 

d. The desirability of transferring the orca Lolita to a sea pen.  

 

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers in Miami, Florida, on this ________ day of April, 

2016. 

 

___________________________________ 

The Honorable Ursula Ungaro 

United States District Judge 
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